Ms. Karyn A. Temple  
Acting Register of Copyrights and Director of the U.S. Copyright Office  
Library of Congress  
James Madison Memorial Building  
Washington, DC 20540-3120

Re: Exemptions to Permit Circumvention of Access Controls on Copyrighted Works, Docket No. 2017-10

Dear Ms. Temple:

As Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Communications and Information and Administrator of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), I am pleased to submit our views on proposed exemptions from the Digital Millennium Copyright Act’s (DMCA’s) prohibition against circumvention, as required by Title 17, Section 1201(a)(1)(C) of the United States Code. NTIA appreciates the opportunity to offer its unique perspective and expertise in this process. As mandated by Congress, NTIA promotes “the benefits of technological development in the United States for all users of telecommunication and information facilities” and serves “as the President’s principal advisor on telecommunications policies pertaining to the Nation’s economic and technological achievement.”

While drafting and deliberating on the DMCA, the House Commerce Committee noted NTIA’s “expertise in the area of telecommunications and information services and technologies.” Then-Committee Chairman Thomas Biley “consider[ed] it vital for the Register to consult closely” with NTIA to understand the impact of new communications devices and technologies on the availability of copyrighted works to consumers and institutions. NTIA offers the following advice to help inform your consideration of the record.

NTIA has conducted an exhaustive review and analysis of the record and has prepared detailed recommendations rooted in our subject matter expertise and in the DMCA. The enclosed document presents NTIA’s views on each of the proposed exemptions and provides

---

1 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C) sets forth the required consultative process, which is that “during each succeeding 3-year period, the Librarian of Congress, upon the recommendation of the Register of Copyrights, who shall consult with the Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information of the Department of Commerce and report and comment on his or her views in making such recommendation, shall make the determination in a rulemaking proceeding . . . .”


some observations about the process and substance of the rulemaking. We have organized our comments to mirror the proposed classes defined in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.6

The enclosed document also includes some broader observations about both the process and substance of the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking. Although our thoughts are explained in significant detail, I want to congratulate your office at the outset for implementing process changes in this rulemaking that have been extremely helpful to all parties and the public at large. In particular, the streamlined process for requesting renewal of existing exemptions has dramatically improved the rulemaking, enabling all involved to focus on new issues while easing the burden on commenters who previously had to rebuild the record from scratch every three years. This process improvement has increased government efficiency and reduced regulatory uncertainty, and NTIA fully endorses continuation of this new practice in future rulemakings. In addition to supporting these improvements, I would like to extend our deep thanks to your staff, all of whom have been constructive and collaborative throughout this process.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views on the important questions raised in this proceeding. Past exemptions recommended by your office have provided a foundation for innovation and economic growth in our country, and we look forward to continuing to work with you to pursue those goals.

Should you have any questions regarding our input, please do not hesitate to contact me or John Morris, Associate Administrator, NTIA Office of Policy Analysis and Development. Thank you again for your consideration of NTIA’s views on this important matter.

Sincerely,

David J. Redl
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Pursuant to the consultative process set out in Title 17, Section 1201(a)(1)(C) of the United States Code, the Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information in the Department of Commerce, and Administrator of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), respectfully submits the following recommendations in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) issued by the Copyright Office.¹

I. Broad Observations

Prior to our discussion of specific proposed exemptions, NTIA offers three general observations related to the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking.

Rulemaking Process Reforms

NTIA strongly endorses the Copyright Office’s ongoing commitment to improving the Section 1201 rulemaking process. In addition to continuing improvements pioneered in the 2015 rulemaking, such as instituting the three-round public comment process and focusing each comment submission on one proposed exemption, the Copyright Office has taken important additional steps to make the process more efficient and accessible. Most importantly, NTIA applauds the Copyright Office for adopting a streamlined process for requesting the renewal of current exemptions. In past rulemakings, proponents of exemption renewal were required to re-create an entire evidentiary record, even when evidence from previous proceedings continued to apply, and even when there was no opposition to a renewal request. The renewal process implemented for the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking has dramatically reduced the burden on parties who seek to renew exemptions to the statutory prohibition against circumvention, particularly where renewal of a previously granted exemption is unopposed.² This reform has enabled interested parties—both proponents and opponents—to focus on new or expanded exemption proposals, and has helped improve governmental efficiency and effectiveness.

In addition to the streamlined process for requesting exemption renewal, NTIA appreciates the Copyright Office taking other steps to improve the rulemaking, such as posting online video tutorials about the process, live-streaming of hearings, and adjusting the rulemaking

² For example, during the 2015 proceeding the American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) sought renewal without change of an exemption to enable the use of assistive technologies with literary works distributed electronically. Despite a lack of substantive opposition, AFB co-authored 54 pages of evidence and analysis across three filings and sent two affiliates to testify at the applicable hearing. See U.S. Copyright Office, Section 1201 Exemptions to Prohibition Against Circumvention of Technological Measures Protecting Copyrighted Works, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2015. In contrast, presumptive renewal of the same exemption was achieved in the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking proceeding by completing a 5 page form that mainly included a four paragraph explanation of the need for renewal. See Renewal Petition of University of Michigan Library Copyright Office, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=COLC-2017-0007-0039.
schedule to better accommodate law school clinical programs that represented parties in this proceeding. We strongly encourage the Copyright Office to continue along this path of greater accessibility and transparency in future proceedings. For example, the Copyright Office could allow parties unable to attend hearings to participate remotely. As always, NTIA stands ready to discuss ideas for any future rulemaking enhancements.

**Treatment of Non-Copyright Policy Issues**

Three years ago, NTIA noted “the sixth triennial rulemaking . . . stood out for its extensive discussions of matters with no or at best a very tenuous nexus to copyright protection.” NTIA “urge[d] the Copyright Office against interpreting the statute in a way that would require it to develop expertise in every area of policy that participants may cite on the record.”3 In this proceeding, some parties pushed in the opposite direction, and argued that the rulemaking should be guided by a very expansive view of the statutory text that allows the Librarian of Congress to consider “such other factors as the Librarian considers appropriate” when issuing exemptions.4 For example, in opposing expansion of the exemption allowing use of third party feedstock with 3D printers, one opponent argued in part that technological protection measures (TPMs) “also help make 3D printing safer and more secure.”5 Similarly, in opposing a request to expand the vehicle repair exemption to include automobile telematics systems, another opponent argued that allowing car owners to access data about their vehicles could “weaken safety and environmental protections.”6

Contrary to the calls to consider policy issues unrelated to copyright, NTIA continues to believe that “the deliberative process should not deviate too far afield from copyright policy concerns.”7 While the fifth statutory factor does give the Librarian the flexibility to consider issues not specifically enumerated in the description of the rulemaking process, the Librarian should interpret it in the context of the rest of the statute and the legislative history. The Librarian, upon the recommendation of the Register of Copyrights in consultation with NTIA’s Assistant Secretary, “shall make the determination in a rulemaking proceeding . . . whether persons who are users of a copyrighted work are, or are likely to be in the succeeding 3-year period, adversely affected by the prohibition [against circumvention] in their ability to make non-infringing uses.”8 This clearly suggests Congress primarily intended the rulemaking to be an investigation of copyright-related issues, and to that end, each of the four more specific statutory factors has a clear nexus with exclusive rights under copyright law, limitations and exceptions to those rights, or the markets for protected works. Furthermore, during negotiations over the bill that would become the DMCA, Congress decided that the responsibility of conducting the

---

rulemaking would fall to the Copyright Office, specifically due to the Office’s subject matter expertise (and not to a department or agency with more generalized subject matter expertise and authority). 9

To illustrate this point, we provide one example. In the ordinary course of commerce in the United States, when an individual purchases a physical good, that person is “free to tinker” with the good; although the consumer may risk voiding a warranty, the law nevertheless generally permits that person to modify the item. 10 To the extent that Congress chooses to restrict the “freedom to tinker”—such as to protect the environment, or to make 3D-printed parts more reliable—it is free to do so, or to empower an expert regulatory agency to address any risks raised. In the absence of a clear expression of Congressional intent, however, the Librarian should not in the context of a copyright policy process attempt to discern the validity—or lack thereof—of (for example) the environmental arguments advanced by a group of copyright holders. The TPMs at issue in this proceeding have been granted legal protection in order to promote copyright interests, and that should be the focus of decision making in this process.

Usability of Granted Exemptions

As the range of granted exemptions has increased during the last few proceedings, the length and complexity of the resulting regulatory text has also increased. For example, the regulatory text from 2010 totaled less than 500 words for six exemptions.11 The most recent set of rules issued in 2015 totaled over 2,500 words in length for 10 exemptions.12 NTIA appreciates that some of this growth is unavoidable given the intricacies of certain proposed classes and related concerns, and we know that the Copyright Office and the Librarian share a goal of regulatory clarity. We nevertheless want to stress the importance of keeping exemption text as clear and simple in formulation as possible, so that potential users of exemptions can properly understand the options and limitations. This is particularly important given the likely

9 The DMCA Conference Report noted that “it is the intention of the conferees that . . . in recognition of the expertise of the Copyright Office, the Register of Copyrights will conduct the rulemaking” in its entirety, up to “recommending final regulations in the report to the Librarian.” H.R. Rep. No. 105-796, at 64 (1998) (Conf. Rep.).
10 In Section 1201, Congress deviated from this general approach for a very specific purpose—to implement provisions of the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) requiring “effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures” that are used by authors (in the case of the WCT) or by performers or producers of phonograms (in the case of the WPPT) in connection with the exercise of their rights under those treaties. WIPO Copyright Treaty, Article 11, http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=12740; WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, Chapter IV, Article 18, http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file_id=295578. The WCT and WPPT together are often called the “WIPO Internet Treaties.”
overall growth in the range of exempted classes of work facilitated by the streamlined renewal process.

NTIA also believes that the Copyright Office and the Librarian can increase clarity by removing requirements that overly complicate exemptions.\(^\text{13}\) NTIA appreciates that the Librarian weighs carefully each requirement in the exemptions. Yet the record suggests that attaching certain requirements, such as non-copyright-related restrictions, to the exemptions often creates uncertainty for potential exemption users and copyright holders.\(^\text{14}\) Certain requirements have also limited the usability of exemptions.\(^\text{15}\) NTIA recommends that the Copyright Office only include exemption requirements that focus on protecting copyrighted works.

Finally, although it is likely too late for this rulemaking cycle, we urge the Copyright Office and the Librarian to consider adopting a more structured format for each individual exemption. A structured format could separately set out, for example, the class of work, the groups of beneficiaries, and the types of circumvention permitted. Such an approach would likely improve readability, and might make it easier to manage requests to expand or modify existing exemptions in future rulemaking cycles. NTIA would be happy to discuss this general concept in more detail if desired following this Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking.

II. **Renewal of Existing Exemptions**

NTIA agrees with the Acting Register that, consistent with the terms of the streamlined exemption renewal process, the Copyright Office “has received a sufficient petition to renew each existing exemption,” and that there was no meaningful opposition to renewal.\(^\text{16}\) Accordingly, we fully support the Acting Register’s recommendation that the Librarian readopt all existing exemptions. In cases where the Librarian may adopt proposals to expand these

---

\(^\text{13}\) For example, NTIA urges the Copyright Office to avoid any further recommendations that would result in exemption coverage varying over time within the three-year period between rulemakings, such as the decision in 2015 to delay the effective date of portions of the security research exemption by one year. *Id.*

\(^\text{14}\) For example, in its initial comments supporting expansion of the security research exemption, one commenter argued that the word “solely” in the phrase “solely for the purpose of good-faith security research” clause makes it “unclear whether academic research and open public discussion of vulnerabilities fall within the exemption.” This commenter raised the possibility that circumvention within the ambit of an exemption when undertaken could later become unlawful based on subsequent actions. Class 10 Comments of the Center for Democracy and Technology at 4 (CDT Class 10 Comments), Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-cdt.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-cdt.pdf).

\(^\text{15}\) One witness alluded to the concern that a 3D printer “that was sometimes producing things that were for purely personal uses” could at a different time be “used to produce things for commercial purposes,” thus putting the applicability of the existing 3D printing exemption in doubt. Testimony of Michael Weinberg, Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking at 25 (April 13, 2018), [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/hearing-transcripts/1201-Rulemaking-Public-Roundtable-04-13-2018.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/hearing-transcripts/1201-Rulemaking-Public-Roundtable-04-13-2018.pdf).

existing exemptions, NTIA recommends drafting language carefully to ensure that the resulting exemptions are no less permissive to users than the regulations they replace. However, NTIA does not interpret the streamlined renewal process to require that regulatory language remain identical by default; in other words, we encourage the development of simplified regulatory text to avoid situations where exemption language could become too unwieldy.

Because expansion proposals accompany most of the current exemptions in this proceeding, we generally express specific views on both renewal and expansion petitions within the same class-specific discussions. The one exception is the petition to renew the existing exemption for accessibility of e-books by the visually impaired, which no one proposed to expand. In its petition, the University of Michigan Library Copyright Office explained, “in many cases, works that are distributed electronically include technical protection measures that interfere with the use of assistive technologies such as screen readers and refreshable Braille displays.” The proponent further asserted that they “have to convert these works into accessible formats” in order to serve their students and faculty. It is clear that the harms to non-infringing use detailed during the 2015 rulemaking continue to exist in this case, and accordingly, NTIA supports renewal of this exemption.

III. Proposed Additional and Expanded Exemptions

Class 1 – Audiovisual Works – Criticism and Comment

The current criticism and comment exemptions allow for the use of “motion pictures (including television shows and videos) . . . where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the motion pictures for the purpose of criticism or comment in the following instances:

(i) For use in documentary filmmaking,
   (a) Where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted, or
   (b) Where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, on a Blu-ray disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, and where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality content;

(ii) For use in noncommercial videos (including videos produced for a paid commission if the commissioning entity's use is noncommercial),
   (a) Where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted, or

---

17 Renewal Petition of University of Michigan Library Copyright Office at 3, Docket No. 2017-10.
(b) Where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, on a Blu-ray disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, and where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality content;

(iii) For use in nonfiction multimedia e-books offering film analysis,

(a) Where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted, or

(b) Where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, on a Blu-ray disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, and where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality content;

(iv) By college and university faculty and students, for educational purposes,

(a) Where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted, or

(b) In film studies or other courses requiring close analysis of film and media excerpts where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, on a Blu-ray disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, and where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality content;

(v) By faculty of massive open online courses (MOOCs) offered by accredited nonprofit educational institutions to officially enrolled students through online platforms (which platforms themselves may be operated for profit), for educational purposes, where the MOOC provider through the online platform limits transmissions to the extent technologically feasible to such officially enrolled students, institutes copyright policies and provides copyright informational materials to faculty, students and relevant staff members, and applies technological measures that reasonably prevent unauthorized further dissemination of a work in accessible form to others or retention of the work for longer than the course session by recipients of a transmission through the platform, as contemplated by 17 U.S.C. 110(2),

(a) Where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the
reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted, or
(b) In film studies or other courses requiring close analysis of film and media excerpts where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, on a Blu-ray disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, and where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality content;

(vi) By kindergarten through twelfth-grade educators, including of accredited general educational development (GED) programs, for educational purposes,
   (a) Where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted, or
   (b) In film studies or other courses requiring close analysis of film and media excerpts where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, and where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality content;

(vii) By kindergarten through twelfth-grade students, including those in accredited general educational development (GED) programs, for educational purposes, where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted; and

(viii) By educators and participants in nonprofit digital and media literacy programs offered by libraries, museums and other nonprofit entities with an educational mission, in the course of face-to-face instructional activities for educational purposes, where the circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology that appears to be offered to the public as enabling the reproduction of motion pictures after content has been lawfully acquired and decrypted.”18

Various petitioners proposed six modifications to the current exemptions. The Copyright Office grouped the six proposals into one class (Class 1) because the proposals raise similar concerns.19 Fundamentally, each Class 1 proponent seeks to access copyrighted audiovisual works protected by technological measures. Class 1 proponents have identified the copyrighted

---

18 37 C.F.R § 201.40(b)(1).
works at issue and defined sufficiently the types of media or devices on which the copyrighted works are stored, the TPMs, and the method of circumvention. With the proposed modifications, proponents have not requested to change these elements of the original exemptions. In four petitions (Collapse, e-books, Documentary, and Online Courses), proponents have proposed to expand the types of users permitted to circumvent the TPMs. In the fifth petition (Brigham Young University (BYU)/Educational), proponents suggested allowing for the use of the entire motion picture in a limited educational context. In the sixth petition (Screen Capture), proponents suggested removing or clarifying all references to screen capture technology that appear throughout the original exemptions. NTIA will address the merits of each proposal in turn.

**Collapse**

The Librarian first granted exemptions for audiovisual works for the purpose of criticism or comment in 2010. The 2010 exemptions included four categories of users: (1) College and university professors; (2) College and university film and media studies students; (3) Documentary filmmakers; and (4) Noncommercial video remixers. In 2012, the Librarian renewed the 2010 exemptions and expanded the categories of users permitted to use the exemption to include the following: (5) Nonfiction multimedia e-books offering film analysis; (6) College and university students; and (7) Kindergarten through twelfth grade (K-12) educators. In 2015, the Librarian again renewed the exemptions for users and added the following three types of users: (8) Faculty of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) offered by accredited nonprofit educational institutions; (9) K-12 students; and (10) Educators and participants in non-profit digital and media literacy programs.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation, New Media Rights, and Organization for Transformative Works have proposed the following collapsed exemption:

Motion Pictures (including television shows and videos), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the works for the purpose of criticism or comment, where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scrambling System, on a BluRay disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, or a similar technological protection measure intended to control access to a work, where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that non-circumventing

---

alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality source material.  

EFF, et. al., proposed collapsing the existing exemptions into one single exemption in order to eliminate the limitations on the types of user or use. Proponents suggested that the regulations should allow circumvention as long as the purpose is for criticism or comment, and they argued that collapsing the exemptions is necessary to eliminate confusion among users or potential users.

**NTIA Position:** NTIA supports *in part* the proposal to modify this exemption. NTIA suggests that the Librarian should consolidate college and university faculty and students, K-12 educators, K-12 students, and educators and participants in nonprofit digital and media literacy programs into one exemption. However, NTIA does not support the elimination of all limitations on the types of user or use.

In 2015, NTIA recommended that the Librarian adopt an exemption that would cover equally all educational users, including the four users discussed in the paragraph above, as well as MOOCs. During this 1201 proceeding, NTIA recommends an approach similar to our 2015 recommendation. In the 1201 Study and the NPRM, the Copyright Office considered whether to consolidate educational use exemptions for criticism and comment of audiovisual works, and we support this approach. NTIA also concurs with the suggested new language from Section 107 to include “teaching” in addition to criticism and comment as clearly supported by the record for the uses contemplated by these users.

**Analysis:** Proponents pointed to the ever-expanding categories of class 1 users as evidence that a variety of fair users need to or will need to make use of short portions of motion

---


24 NTIA recommends consolidating the education use exemptions in subsections (iv), (vi), (vii), and (vii) of (b)(1) into one subsection.


26 Based on the evidence in the record, however, NTIA suggests that the Copyright Office maintain a separate MOOCs subsection. *See infra,* Class 1, Online Courses.


pictures for the purpose of criticism or comment. Opponents responded that proponents suggested a categorical exemption for fair use that would not meet the statutory criteria. In response, proponents sought to break down each element of their proposed exemption to argue that the proposed exemption is “far from” a categorical exemption. Proponents also argued at the hearing that removing the categories of users would be “almost identical to past exemptions” and asserted that collapsing all of class 1 would not result in a vast expansion of the exemption.

Although NTIA appreciates the arguments expressed by proponents, we believe the proposed exemption lacks the specificity required by the statute. The Librarian must base its regulatory exemptions upon finding the proposed user would engage in non-infringing uses. Proponents argued that collapsing the users into one exemption for short clips of audiovisual works would benefit anyone wanting to make a fair use of video through circumvention. By eliminating all of the categories of specific users, however, the exemption would stray too far from the statutory requirement of specificity.

NTIA does agree with one proponent who demonstrated that the distinction among educational uses in the regulations has no basis in the Copyright Act and is not helpful to educational users’ ability to utilize the exemption. Rather, the distinctions raise the likelihood that potential users will have trouble understanding what the exemptions allow. Therefore, NTIA suggests that the Librarian should group the educational uses in one exemption, as the Copyright Office has previously considered. The complicated language in Section 201.40(b)(1) adversely affects educational users seeking to circumvent audiovisual works for the purposes of comment, criticism, or teaching. Proponents have argued sufficiently that the current exemptions for criticism or comment on audiovisual works are unworkable and confusing to educational users. Even the opponents agree that the regulations could benefit

32 April 24 Hearing Transcript, at 97.
33 EFF Class 1 Comments, at 10-11; EFF Class 1 Reply Comments, at 10-11; see also April 24 Hearing Transcript, at 74-75. At the hearing, proponents suggested that users are at risk of violating the law due to misidentifying themselves to fit into a (b)(1) category. April 24 Hearing Transcript, at 53-57.
36 See EFF Class 1 Comments, at 7; EFF Class 1 Reply Comments, at 5; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 217.
from clarification and have provided a shortened version.\textsuperscript{37} Even more important here is that the educator’s needs are the same and the students’ needs are the same no matter the level of education, whether it be high school, middle school, or at the university level.\textsuperscript{38} Therefore, NTIA recommends modifying the exemption language to make it easier to read and more practicable for users to better serve the needs of instructors and students at all educational levels.\textsuperscript{39} Though no petitioner requested specifically to modify the exemption for digital and media literacy educational programs, NTIA suggests the Librarian should collapse all educational uses, including digital and media literacy programs, into one exemption.\textsuperscript{40}

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 1 (Collapse):** NTIA recommends that the Librarian adopt the following consolidated version of the educational uses exemption for audiovisual works, which modifies proponents’ proposal:

\begin{quote}
Motion pictures (including television shows and videos), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the motion pictures for the purposes of criticism, comment, or teaching for educational purposes by the following users: College and university faculty and students, kindergarten through twelfth grade educators and students, including general educational development (GED) programs, and educators and participants in nonprofit digital and media literacy programs offered by libraries, museums, and other nonprofit entities with an educational mission.
\end{quote}

**E-Books**

The current e-books exemption allows for the use of motion pictures (including television shows and videos) where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the motion pictures for the purpose of comment and criticism in nonfiction multimedia e-books offering film analysis.\textsuperscript{41} Authors Alliance proposed expanding the multimedia e-book exemption to remove the non-fiction and film analysis limitations. While Authors Alliance did not ask explicitly to expand how e-book is defined, the petitioner described media that would, if the petition was granted, appear to broaden the definition of e-book beyond what is the common understanding of this term. Authors Alliance proposed the following exemption text:

\begin{quote}
E-Books

The current e-books exemption allows for the use of motion pictures (including television shows and videos) where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the motion pictures for the purposes of criticism, comment, or teaching for educational purposes by the following users: College and university faculty and students, kindergarten through twelfth grade educators and students, including general educational development (GED) programs, and educators and participants in nonprofit digital and media literacy programs offered by libraries, museums, and other nonprofit entities with an educational mission.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{37} See Class 1 Comments of Joint Filmmakers (Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments) at 8-9, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class1/class-01-initialcomments-joint-filmmakers.pdf}. (This proposed version shortened the exemption to 323 words versus 956 words in the current regulations, but largely keeps the educational uses separate.); see also April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 214-216 (Joint Filmmakers desired to keep the same contours for the exemption just simplify the language in other ways).
\textsuperscript{38} April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 217-219, 220-222.
\textsuperscript{39} See 2015 NTIA Letter, at 11-15.
\textsuperscript{40} NTIA believes the testimony and general proposals submitted by EFF and BYU support this idea.
\textsuperscript{41} See 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(1)(iii).
\end{quote}
Motion pictures (including television shows and videos) as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely to make use of short portions of the motion pictures for the purpose of criticism or comment in multimedia e-books where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scramble System, on a Blu-ray disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, or via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure.42

Authors Alliance suggested that this modification would enable all authors to criticize and comment on motion pictures in a larger array of formats and genres, such as fan-fiction and websites.

**NTIA Position:** NTIA supports *in part* the proposal to modify the exemption for Class 1: Audiovisual Works – Comment and Criticism (Multimedia e-books). At this time, proponents have argued convincingly that the exemption should not include the film analysis limitation but have failed to make the case that some of the proposed uses of audiovisual clips in multimedia e-books should be granted an exemption in this cycle.43

**Analysis:** Proponents have made the case that the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect multimedia e-book authors who use clips of audiovisual works for fiction e-books or nonfiction e-books that are not offering film analysis. Proponents demonstrated that the prohibition adversely affects multimedia e-book authors by providing examples of multimedia e-book authors’ planned projects for nonfiction works.44 NTIA believes that using audiovisual clips in multimedia e-books for nonfiction uses other than film analysis would be non-infringing fair use.45

---


43 See Class 1 Opposition Comments of DVD CCA & AACS LA (DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments) at 20-21, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class1/Class_01_Opp’n_DVD_CCA_&_AACS_LA.pdf. We note that in some cases, some of the examples raised may be able to qualify for use of the exemption under another exemption (e.g., remix videos), or as a new exemption for blogs, websites and other online publishing. See April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 105-107, 121-123, 157. It seems to NTIA that one of the largest differences is the required step to seek a publisher and distribution of the e-book through more traditional routes, which includes review, editing, and submission for approval. This publishing process comes with inherent safeguards against infringement. Online publishing does not appear to have the same safeguards. Admittedly, the traditional publishing world and the online publishing world are converging, which may add to the confusion and impetus to submit this proposed modification to the e-book exemption. However, proponents did not make the case that the interests of the content holders would have any protection against infringement with the proposed modification.

44 See Authors Alliance Class 1 Comments, at 17-22; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 118-119 (for example, the use of short film clips in an e-book entitled “Show Sold Separately” to show how audiences are interacting with movies and TV shows based on preconceived notions before the material is released, such as trailers).

45 See Authors Alliance Class 1 Comments at 7-15.
NTIA does not believe that proponents defined sufficiently their proposed expanded definition of multimedia e-book. Proponents appear to contend that the Copyright Office could consider a website or a blog to be an e-book. The proposed expansion would seem to include nearly every online publication, which may result in an overly broad exemption given the available record. Opponents contended that proponents proffered no examples of proposed or actual uses that the Copyright Office could analyze for this expansion of the definition of e-book. NTIA is concerned this broad proposed expansion is fraught with the potential risk to rights holders. The expanded exemption could allow essentially all authors of websites to circumvent TPMs to insert short audiovisual clips into their sites. NTIA believes the potential risk of infringement is too great to support the proposed expansion in its entirety.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 1 (E-Books):** NTIA recommends renewing, with a modification to remove the film analysis limitation, the current exemption for Class 1: Audiovisual Works – Criticism and Comment (e-books), as follows:

Motion Pictures (including television shows and videos), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the works for the purpose of criticism or comment for use in nonfiction multimedia e-books, where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scrambling System, on a BluRay disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System, via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, or a similar technological protection measure intended to control access to a work, where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that noncircumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality source material.

**Documentary**

Film Independent, the International Documentary Association, and Kartemquin Films (Joint Filmmakers) proposed expanding the documentary exemption to include all filmmakers, as follows:

Motion Pictures (including television shows and videos), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the works for the purpose of criticism or comment, where the motion picture is lawfully made and acquired on a DVD protected by the Content Scrambling System, on a BluRay disc protected by the Advanced Access Control System.

---


47 DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 20-23.
System, via a digital transmission protected by a technological measure, or a similar technological protection measure intended to control access to a work, where the person engaging in circumvention reasonably believes that noncircumventing alternatives are unable to produce the required level of high-quality source material.\(^{48}\)

Joint Filmmakers suggested this modification to enable all filmmakers to utilize short clips from audiovisual works as a qualifying fair use – such as criticism and comment of other works – in their motion pictures, whether the new film is a documentary or not.\(^{49}\) Filmmakers first requested this exemption in the 2010 proceeding.\(^{50}\)

**NTIA Position:** NTIA recommends granting the requested exemption for Class 1: Audiovisual Works – Comment and Criticism (Documentary).

**Analysis:** Proponents have made the case that many instances of using audiovisual clips in filmmaking are non-infringing or fair uses under Title 17.\(^{51}\) The record supports the proponents’ assertion that non-documentary filmmakers would make a qualifying non-infringing

\(^{48}\) Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 3. This formulation refines the original idea that Joint Filmmakers proposed in its Initial Petition. See Joint Filmmakers Petition at 3.

\(^{49}\) The purpose of the exemption would be to enable circumvention by non-documentary filmmakers engaged in comment and criticism of the work. The proposed exemption would also remove the references to screen-capture technology in 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(1)(i)(A)-(B). *Infra*, Class One, Screen Capture, NTIA will address the specific requests for clarifying the references to screen-capture technology.

\(^{50}\) *See generally* 2010 Final Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. 43825. In 2012, a group of filmmakers led by International Documentary Association requested expanding the exemption for documentary filmmakers to include all other filmmakers. NTIA suggested that the Register deny the expansion in 2012 because the record at that time did not support it. *See* Letter from Lawrence E. Strickling, Assistant Secretary, NTIA, to Maria A. Pallante, Register of Copyrights, at 25 (Sept. 21, 2012) (2012 NTIA Letter), [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2012/2012_NTIA_Letter.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2012/2012_NTIA_Letter.pdf). In 2015, the International Documentary Association again led a group of petitioners requesting exemption for all filmmakers, including those creating documentary and narrative forms, for purposes of fair use. At that time, NTIA supported a modified exemption for non-documentary film genres that aligned closely with courts’ findings of fair use. *See* 2015 NTIA Letter, at 26. In both 2012 and 2015, the Copyright Office declined to adopt the proposed exemptions to allow use by non-documentary filmmakers. *See generally* 2012 Final Rule, 77 Fed. Reg. 65260; 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 65944. In 2015, the Copyright Office rejected expanding the exemption to non-documentary filmmakers because the Copyright Office concluded the record did not support a finding that the use would be non-infringing. *See* 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 65948-49. In 2018, the Joint Filmmakers requested the expanded exemption again and the Office invited proponents to provide new factual or legal support for the proposed modifications. 2017 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49559. The proponents provide numerous examples wherein the prohibition adversely affected creating non-documentary films. *See* Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 10-22; Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Reply Comments, at 7-9. In the past three years, non-documentary filmmakers have used audiovisual clips without circumvention and without licensing in cases that courts have found to be non-infringing.

\(^{51}\) *See* 17 U.S.C. § 107.
or fair use of short portions of motion pictures. Proponents argued that the current “documentary filmmakers” limitation has caused confusion when filmmakers have sought to apply the exemption. Further, proponents have identified cases in which courts have found that non-documentary filmmakers engaged in fair use. In these cases, non-documentary filmmakers used the clips for criticism and commentary, often in a highly transformative manner.

Under the first fair use factor, the purpose and character of the use, filmmakers using short portions of audiovisual works in non-documentary films, would be a non-infringing, transformative use. Opponents argued that the purpose of the proposed use would not be transformative because the purpose would be for entertainment. NTIA disagrees. Non-documentary filmmakers could take material from the original work and transform it to add new expression or meaning.

The second fair use factor, the nature of the copyrighted work, would likely favor proponents. In the context of NTIA’s recommendation, non-documentary filmmakers would use the short portions of audiovisual works, and the copyright owner would have already published the original work. That said, as proponents concede, motion pictures are often highly creative works (but even if the second factor weighs against fair use, it is not dispositive). The third fair use factor, the amount and substantiality of the work used, would also weigh in favor of a finding

52 The overall genre of the film matters little for the purposes of a fair use determination. See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 12; Class 1 Reply Comments of Joint Filmmakers (Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Reply Comments) at 7-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class1/Class_01 Reply Joint Filmmakers.pdf.
53 See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 4-8, 26-27; Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Reply Comments, at 12-15.
54 See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 11-12, Appendix S; Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Reply Comments, at 6-7. Importantly, with regard to alternatives to circumvention, these are cases where copyright owners have refused to license the relevant clip.
55 See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 12-13. In many instances, filmmakers sought to add context to their own films using short portions of audiovisual clips, and the use qualified or would have qualified as a transformative use of the original clip. For example, proponents cited one filmmaker who had been planning a fictional film exploring a modern relationship between historical figures and intended to use clips from films and other programs to help tell the fictional story. See id. at Appendix N. Another filmmaker would use footage from the aftermath of 9/11 to tell a fictional story of a man searching for his family. See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at Appendix I. See also April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 95-98. Proponents demonstrated effectively that there is a growing trend of all filmmakers using clips in their filmmaking, many of which have been determined to be fair use.
57 The commercial or entertainment nature of the use is not dispositive for the purposes of the first factor. See Campbell v. Acuff-Rose, 510 U.S. 569, 584 (1994).
58 See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 13-14.
of fair use because non-documentary filmmakers would use a short portion that is no more than necessary to criticize or comment on the work.59

The fourth and final fair use factor, effect of the use upon the potential market, would also weigh in favor of fair use. Proponents have demonstrated that non-documentary filmmakers’ use of short portions of audiovisual works would not affect the market for the copyrighted work.60 Opponents offered no evidence that such uses would have an adverse effect on the market for audiovisual works.61 Opponents did argue that the proposed modification would harm the copyright owner’s clip licensing market.62 Regardless of the relevant market, opponents have demonstrated no evidence that the documentary exemption has resulted in harm to the market, nor that the expansion of the exemption would cause that harm.

Proponents have made the case that the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect non-documentary filmmakers who use clips of audiovisual works. Proponents provided many examples where the prohibition hindered the development of non-documentary film projects when it was not clear the filmmakers could utilize the current exemption.63

The record does not support opponents’ suggestion that viable alternatives (e.g., clip licensing) exist for non-documentary filmmakers’ fair use of the motion pictures.64 Licensing contracts often include non-disparagement clauses, forbidding licensees from criticizing the original work.65 Thus, licensing agreements would not be a viable alternative to circumvention.

NTIA Recommendation for Class 1 (Documentary Limitation): NTIA recommends adopting the expansion. NTIA recommends that the Copyright Office adopt the following exemption language:

59 The short portions limitation ensures that filmmakers use only a reasonable amount of the original work. See id. at 15-16.
60 See id. at 16.
61 In fact, NTIA observes that no market appears to exist for short portions of these works for the purpose of comment or criticism. See, e.g., id. at Appendix T.
62 See Joint Creators II Opposition Comments, at 12-13. It is debatable whether the appropriate market to analyze is the market for the entire motion picture or the clip. NTIA does not take a position on this question. Opponents do not make compelling arguments that fair use of a short portion of an audiovisual work would affect the market for the motion picture as a whole. If the relevant market were for movie clips, the effect would be negligible because copyright owners tend not to grant licenses for the purposes of comment and criticism of their works. See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, Appendices S, T; Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Reply Comments, at 6; see also Campbell, at 592 (noting that the “law recognizes no derivative market for critical works,” and the “unlikelihood that creators of imaginative works will license critical reviews or lampoons of their productions removes such cases from the very notion of a potential licensing market”).
63 See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 15-20.
64 See Joint Creators II Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 12-14.
65 See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, Appendix T.
New Educational Uses

Brigham Young University (BYU) proposed the following specific exemption language in this class:

Motion Pictures (including television shows and videos), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to facilitate non-infringing performances of the works for nonprofit educational purposes, in accordance with 17 U.S.C. § 110(1) or § 110(2).66

The purpose of this new exemption would be to allow circumvention for colleges and universities to make use of entire motion pictures to perform the film in class, in accordance with the TEACH Act.67 BYU argued that this exemption is necessary as optical drives become obsolete and unavailable for individual classroom use, and universities need to find another way to play all or part of motion pictures in the classroom as an integral part of instruction. This proposal would allow the institutions to transfer and store motion pictures from optical media to a closed centralized server in order to play the motion picture in a classroom setting.68

**NTIA Position:** NTIA is sympathetic to the situation faced by educational institutions confronting changing technologies, and we recommend that if the Copyright Office considers recommending granting this exemption that it do so with some modifications to BYU’s proposal. These include additional limitations based on the record and the law in order to mitigate the risk of infringement and harm to the copyright holders. NTIA believes that proponents have

---

67 *Id.*; 17 U.S.C. § 110(1) and (2).
68 BYU Class 1 Reply Comments, at 7-8. It should be noted that BYU did advocate that the exemption be used for all educational levels as the TEACH Act does not distinguish between educational levels. However, the record for this exemption largely involved only university level uses. *See e.g.*, April 11 Hearing Transcript at 224-226.
highlighted a market problem that requires a solution and therefore merits consideration of this proposed exemption.69

BYU proposed circumventing TPMs to copy content stored on DVDs, Blu-ray discs, or streamed via various online streaming services, to a closed, centralized media server hosted by the university.70 The primary reason for universities to take this step is to be able to continue to play motion pictures in the classroom as universities face the ramifications of obsolescence and discontinued use of optical drives. For example, optical drives are no longer being included with most computers and are increasingly unavailable as standalone devices, thereby preventing instructors from using motion pictures on optical media in their face-to-face classroom instruction without some solution.71 BYU’s proposed solution would be to copy their existing media library to a central secured server and make available to each classroom a broadcast of this content.

Proponents argued convincingly that the uses for which they are requesting the exemption would likely be fair uses as these include criticism, comment, and teaching using motion pictures in face-to-face discussions in the classroom.72 Indeed the use would be by educational and nonprofit institutions, and are not fundamentally different from the uses allowed by the existing exemption.73 Proponents noted the Copyright Act’s special preference for nonprofit educational uses.74 Courts also favor the work if it is in any way transformative—especially for the purposes of criticism, comment and teaching.75 For example, professors have

---

69 We note that due to the unique use, users, and specific limitations for using this proposed exemption, NTIA recommends that this exemption, were it to be granted, be a separate subpart from the other education uses under Class 1 despite BYU advocating that the Copyright Office collapse all of the education exemptions and include this new part. See e.g., April 11 Transcript at 247. We do not believe a complete consolidation of all of the educational exemptions is warranted in this round. This could be one approach to bring the simplicity desired by all parties to the exemptions but would permit a new use separate from the larger educational exemption discussed above.

70 BYU Class 1 Comments at 2, 4. Opponents argue that playback of media does not require circumvention. DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 9-13; Joint Creators II Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 19-24. NTIA agrees that if playback were the only issue here and optical drives remain available then no circumvention is necessary. However, with the obsolescence of optical drives in classrooms and on computers then playback from a central location cannot be accomplished.

71 BYU Class 1 Comments, at 4.

72 See 17 U.S.C. § 107. We note that BYU emphasized teaching activities as contemplated by the TEACH Act, which does not provide a condition for criticism and comment in order to simplify the exemptions generally. However, the uses described in their testimony for this proposed exemption noted that these the types of transformative uses of the proposed exemption. See April 11 Hearing Transcript at 279-280.

73 BYU Class 1 Comments, at 1-5.

74 See 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(ii)-(iii); BYU Class 1 Reply Comments, at 6; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 224-25, 235-36.

75 Authors Guild, Inc. v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202, 216 (2d Cir. 2015) (“Notwithstanding that the libraries had downloaded and stored complete digital copies of entire books . . . such copying was essential to permit searchers to identify and locate the books in which words or phrases of interest to them appeared. [The creation of this full-text searchable database] is a quintessentially transformative use . . . .” (citing Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014))).
requested certain customization of the playback features such as using foreign language translation, to include comments, annotations, questions, etc. to enhance the classroom experience and discussion, all of which would be transformative of the original work. Then as the university makes the work available for examination in the classroom, it is fulfilling the intended purpose of copyright law without significantly interfering with the rights of the copyright holder. Accordingly, the first fair use factor favors proponents.

Under the fourth fair use factor, proponents have persuasively argued that the proposed exemption would likely not harm the market for copyrighted works. Opponents raised concerns that granting this exemption to universities for this activity would encourage infringement. This concern seems unfounded, as the proposal would not allow personal or private performances of the motion pictures. BYU appropriately recommended that the language of this exemption be guided by Section 110(1) of the TEACH Act, which allows, among other things, the performance only in “face to face teaching activities . . . in a classroom or a similar place devoted to such instruction.” NTIA believes that these limitations would mitigate any potential harm to the content owners. This too favors a finding of fair use.

Opponents further raised concerns that the proposed exemption includes copying the entire work to the server hosted by the university. BYU asserts that the TEACH Act provisions permit use of the entire work for educational purposes as long as the use follows the TEACH Act limitations. As an example, BYU would like to play entire films or relevant

---

76 BYU Class 1 Comments, at 4-5.
77 Google, Inc., 804 F.3d at 216. We should note here that the court held that how much of the work was made available to the researchers was important so as not to interfere with the copyright holder. Indeed here, BYU is not asserting that it is giving copies to the class members or the instructor, but that this is only available to view in the classroom in the quantities necessary for the instructor’s purposes. See BYU Class 1 Comments, at 4-5 (“Instructors have requested the ability to queue up a series of clips from a film and add comments, annotations, interactions, questions, or other customizations . . . .”).
78 Under the second fair use factor, or nature of the copyrighted work to be used, weighs against fair use in this case, but it is not determinative as educational uses received a preferences. See e.g., Google, 804 F.3d at 216.
79 See April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 227-229. The opponents raised concerns here that the universities would make “in-the-clear digital copies” available “that can be spread around quite quickly, harm can result quickly . . . .” This provides ample reason for many of the limitations discussed to ensure that free and clear copies are not disseminated without restrictions and the reason to include 17 U.S.C. § 110(2)(D)(ii)(I) so that the receiving end of the transmission cannot store or further disseminate the entire work without limitations.
80 April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 262 (“[C]ontrary to the concerns that have been expressed, whatever intermediate copies would be made would be very carefully controlled, would not exist in the wild.”). The proposed exemption would only allow for professors’ use in the classroom as a teaching tool. See id. at 235-36 (“So we’re not talking about all performances everywhere on campus. We’re talking about the specific, non-infringing performances that meet the conditions that are set forth in the statute.”).
82 See April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 227.
83 BYU Class 1 Comments, at 3. We note as well other educational proponents also favored the idea of stripping out the short portions requirement generally for educational exemptions. See April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 222-224. NTIA believes that for this one exemption the short portion requirement no
portions thereof in its foreign language courses without needing individual optical drives in every classroom. BYU further asserts that copying the entire copies of a work to the centralized server would be fair use based upon two recent analogous cases. Importantly, the court in one of those cases noted that fair use protects copyright’s very purpose by permitting unauthorized copying in certain cases “to further copyright’s very purpose, [t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts.” Furthermore, these courts held that it might be necessary to copy the entire copyrighted work, such as to enable full-text searches of books. The court in HathiTrust found that copying was not excessive in relation to the intended use or that the user took no more than was necessary for the use. The court held that it was essential for a finding of fair use that, while the user needed to copy the entire book to permit the search, public access to the entire work was limited to viewing short snippets in response to an Internet search.

While the scenario is different here, the balance the court applied still swings in the university’s favor. The university would copy and store the entire work on the university closed server system to facilitate the wide variety of uses possible in the classroom including playing the entire work in a face to face instructional setting, as envisioned under the TEACH Act. However, the entire work would not be available for viewing in dorm rooms or via the Internet, and therefore the proposed exemption would curb the risk of infringement. The Section 1201 regulations could meet all of the instructor’s needs – from providing short portions, to foreign language versions to the entire work for examination, comment, criticism, and teaching in the classroom. None of these is excessive because the entire work is not available outside of this closed system.

Further, no reasonable alternative to circumvention exists. Opponents argued that proponents could continue to purchase and maintain equipment as a reasonable alternative to circumvention. Proponents argued that equipment that universities are purchasing no longer includes optical drives such as DVD drives that are required to play certain audiovisual works in the classrooms. Further, universities are not budgeting (and should not have to budget) for the longer makes sense and Section 110(1) does not limit the quantity that may used for face to face classroom performances.

---

84 BYU Class 1 Comments, at 3-4. The TEACH Act requirements that proponents reference do not contain a length limitation. See BYU Class 1 Comments, at 3; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 206.
85 BYU Class 1 Comments, at 4 (citing Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014) and Author’s Guild, Inc. v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202 (2d Cir. 2015); April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 233-234.
86 Google, 804 F.3d at 211 (internal citation omitted).
87 HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87, 98 (2d Cir. 2014).
88 Id.
89 See April 11 Transcript at 235-236. BYU asserted that the use would not qualify for this exemption if it was shown to a student club, but would require a license, thus distinguishing educational uses contemplated by the TEACH Act as non-infringing from other uses that would not.
90 DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 37-41; Joint Creators II Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 25-26; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 251, 266-67.
continued upkeep of equipment that is becoming obsolete.\textsuperscript{92} Public Knowledge provides further evidence on the record on this issue pointing to the fact that computer manufacturers have all but discontinued providing optical drives with their new systems.\textsuperscript{93}

NTIA concurs with proponents’ assertions that the market is shifting away from optical drives and further believes that the Register and Librarian should support innovative solutions to allow continued access to university-owned audiovisual works for classroom instruction, as they have in the past.\textsuperscript{94} With regard to arguments that proponents should continue to make significant investments in legacy equipment, NTIA has stated in past proceedings that requirements that a user spend (sometimes significant) amounts of money to purchase or maintain equipment do not amount to legitimate alternatives to circumvention.\textsuperscript{95} That is the case here.

Opponents also argued that most current titles offer an authorized digital copy of the work with purchase of the physical media that proponents could use for transmissions or load into the central servers.\textsuperscript{96} While this may be the case for many current titles, older films and specialized versions of films, such as those that include foreign language translations, do not always include these digital copies or include these features. Thus, availability of some authorized digital copies would not satisfy all of proponents’ needs. NTIA believes a reasonable limitation would be to bar circumvention where a university already possesses a digital copy of a work unless one of these specialized needs are not met by the digital copy available to the university. We note that it was clear from the record that in some instances the digital copy and streaming services do not include certain features such as various foreign language translations of the work, which may be only available on the direct playback or after breaking the encryption.\textsuperscript{97}

\textsuperscript{92} April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 256-58, 269-72.
\textsuperscript{93} PK Class 1 Reply Comments, at 2-3. In fact, this is not a new trend in the marketplace as software providers were impacted as far back as 2012 when declining use of optical drives forced Microsoft to change its support practices for the DVD playback function, for example. Further testimony pointed out that at a high school, a teacher took 30 minutes before locating a DVD player as schools are moving to one-to-one laptops or Chromebooks. April 11 Hearing Transcript at 272-273.
\textsuperscript{95} See e.g., NTIA 2015 Letter, at 38; see also April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 271-272 (BYU presented a DVD player that had been available for many years and used bar codes, for which BYU had developed an instruction manual – however, the player is no longer available on the market).
\textsuperscript{96} See April 11 Hearing Transcript at 250, 263-264. We note importantly that testimony proffered by the content community suggested that they would not have issue with downloading a digital copy for use by the university from existing media library resources.
\textsuperscript{97} Universities such as BYU routinely use these versions in classroom instruction. See id. This included a demonstration and a discussion to play an entire film in a French class. Furthermore, BYU talked about a current title, \textit{Moana}, where it is using it for instructions in Tahitian, for example, which is not available other than on the DVD. BYU asserted that there are many examples where other services such as Vudu and Netflix cannot be alternative sources of what is needed by the instructor. April 11 Hearing Transcript
Further, NTIA made it a point in the hearings to seek more information regarding whether the industry currently provides licenses for the types of services the universities are seeking. Opponents stated that no current institutional licensing services were available to the best of their knowledge.98 Further, as for streaming services, the record does not show evidence of licenses available for educational purposes.99

As noted above, NTIA believes the Copyright Office should consider the TEACH Act as a guide when determining the parameters for this proposed exemption. In doing so, the proposed exemption would comply with current case law discussed above and avoid proponents asserted adverse effects while protecting copyright holders’ rights. BYU proposed that the exemption include in its entirety the requirements of Section 110(1) to avoid the risk of infringement. This section reads as follows:

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the following are not infringements of copyright: (1) performance or display of a work by instructors or pupils in the course of face-to-face teaching activities of a nonprofit educational institution, in a classroom or similar place devoted to instruction, unless, in the case of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, the performance, or display of individual images, is given by means of a copy that was not lawfully made under this title, and that the person responsible for the performance knew or had reason to believe was not lawfully made;

In other words, BYU proposed to utilize the Congressional carve-out for educational institutions to play entire works in the classrooms without it being an infringement of the copyrighted work after copying the work to its central server. The limitations Congress provided are important to prevent infringement and to protect the rights of the copyright holder, but also to facilitate the appropriate use of the work to further the “arts” and education. Importantly, NTIA recommends that appropriate and applicable limitations outlined here be included in the text of the exemption, were the Copyright Office to recommend an exemption, to capture Congressional purpose. In particular, the universities must limit access to the works to face-to-face teaching activities conducted in the classroom.100 We note that BYU’s proposal covers only nonprofit university level institutions and does not extend to K-12 schools.101 In addition, this section provides that at 303-304. BYU also noted that some content is only available via streaming services such as certain documentaries. Id. at 306.

98 Id. at 264.
99 BYU Class 1 Reply Comments, at 12; April 11 Hearing Transcript at 304-305. Opponents did not present any examples of such licenses available for university users. April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 264. In fact, the records shows a significant cost to purchase a streaming license with as much as $520 per title, which is significantly more expensive than universities purchasing DVDs. Id. at 259.
100 In addition, as noted above, NTIA believes that a university making a copy to be stored (and safeguarded) on its server is a use analogous to those permitted by the relevant case law.
101 See April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 216-217. Here BYU notes that their intent is for all schools to be covered by their proposed exemption. NTIA agrees with this notion generally and have put forward a proposal to consolidate most of the rest of the educational exemptions. However, all of the evidence presented at the hearings only point to this use by universities and NTIA believes it is prudent, were the
the person who is responsible for the performance have some responsibility to determine whether the performance is of a lawfully made copy. To assist universities with this limitation, NTIA believes it is prudent that (as suggested by BYU) a university intellectual rights office and/or general counsel’s office should supervise this entire process. Such supervision would ensure the copyright holders’ rights are preserved, and that only lawfully made copies are included in the secured digital copies available for performance in the classrooms.102

NTIA also notes that an appropriate limitation, were this exemption granted, is that the university only perform a limited number of the work at a time, as determined by how many individual copies of the work the university has lawfully acquired.103 This will eliminate the potential broadcast of the work to multiple classrooms at the same time and cabin the use by the university to the extent of their rights to use the work and not beyond.104 While the TEACH Act authorizes performance in the classroom, it does not permit the performance beyond the rights of the copyright holder.105

In addition, NTIA concurs with BYU that additional language from Section 110(2) serves as an appropriate guide to further limitations that the Librarian should place on this exemption to protect the rights of the copyright holder, as entire copies of the work will be stored on their servers. To alleviate any confusion as many of the sections of 110(2) are not directly applicable to BYU’s proposed use (or this modified version), NTIA suggests the following limitations be included in this exemption if the Copyright Office is inclined to recommend this exemption:106

1. Supervision of university intellectual property offices or general counsel
2. Limited to nonprofit universities and colleges
3. Copies of the work be stored on a closed university secured central server
4. Transmission is only to university classrooms
5. Only for face to face teaching activities
6. Section 110(2)(D)(ii)(I) limitations on retention & dissemination at the performance location
7. Must use digital copies available at the university or in the marketplace if needed content is included in the digital copy
8. Must use industry licenses of the copy of the work if available

Copyright Office inclined to recommend this exemption, that it stand alone as a new exemption and not be combined with the other educational exemptions or include all educational users at this time.


103 For example, the university library may have acquired 20 DVDs of the same work. It would be entirely appropriate to load all 20 copies. However, the university could only grant access to 20 copies at a time. This tracks current limitations on libraries use allowing digital checkouts of the number of works they have available in their system.

104 For example, the university may not broadcast the motion picture to multiple classrooms and charge admissions, as if it were a theatre.


106 NTIA understands that BYU may have proposed generally to use their proposed exemption for both face to face classroom teaching and for the sort of distance learning contemplated in 110(2). However, the record here is largely about use in the classroom and the record is not made for the entire work to be used in distance learning situations. MOOCs are covered in another section and NTIA believes should remain within the short portion educational exemptions.
9. Limit performance to only one at a time to one classroom at a time.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 1 (BYU – Educational Uses):** Having analyzed the record, NTIA believes that modifying the education exemption as BYU has requested will not affect the market value of copyrighted works, and will provide relief from the harm proponents have demonstrated. Accordingly, if the Copyright Office were to recommend proceeding with this proposal that it adopt BYU’s proposed exemption language with the following modifications:

Motion Pictures (including television shows and video), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to facilitate non-infringing performances of the works in face to face teaching activities, including criticism and comment, by accredited nonprofit universities and colleges and where circumvention is undertaken under the supervision or direction of university intellectual property rights offices, general counsel or their equivalent and the resulting copy is stored in a central secured server available only for transmission to the institution’s classrooms and in accordance with 17 U.S.C. § 110(2)(D)(ii)(I), is limited to performance of only one copy of the work at a time, and copies are not made if a digital copy is available at the university or in the marketplace and this copy contains the needed content or is otherwise licensed by the copyright holder for use by the university.

**Online Courses**

Joint Educators proposed broadening the current MOOC exemption to apply to all online learning opportunities and removing restrictions imported from the TEACH Act. Joint Educators argued that the modified exemption would spur innovation and variety in educational offerings.

**NTIA Position:** NTIA recommends granting a limited modification to the exemption for Class 1: Audiovisual Works—Criticism and Comment (Online Courses).

**Analysis:** Proponents have made the case that the uses at issue would be non-infringing and would likely be fair uses. NTIA believes that the uses described are similar to those allowed by the current exemption. In 2015, the Register and Librarian concluded that using short portions of an audiovisual work in a MOOC requiring close analysis of that work is a fair use.

---

107 See Class 1 Comments of Joint Educators (Joint Educators Class 1 Comments) at 2-4, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class1/class-01-initialcomments-joint-educators.pdf (discussing the current exemption’s requirement that a course be offered by an “accredited nonprofit” educational institution, per the TEACH Act).

108 Id. at 5-8.


The purpose and character of the use is educational and transformative, which favors a finding of fair use. While the contemplated uses would be more varied than the current exemption allows, they would all likely be transformative educational uses. The second factor likely weighs slightly against fair use and the third factor likely weighs in favor of fair use. The amount and substantiality of the work used is a “short portion” under the current exemption. Under the fourth factor, proponents have made persuasive arguments that the proposed exemption would likely not harm the market for the copyrighted work. As proponents note, short clips extracted for educational purposes do not substitute for the entire original work in the marketplace. As with the current MOOC exemption, NTIA believes that there is little likelihood of market harm here, so the fourth factor favors fair use. Thus, NTIA believes the requested uses are likely fair uses, and thus non-infringing.

Proponents assert that the prohibition on using audiovisual works in online courses that do not involve film analysis adversely affects them. While the TEACH Act can provide useful guidance, NTIA believes that proponents have presented sufficient evidence to remove certain TEACH Act guidelines from the online courses exemption. The proponents provide evidence from the last three years that the online educational market has grown significantly. Further, the incorporation of audiovisual materials in these courses provides benefits to students regardless of the subject matter of the course. The proposed expansion would benefit students at all levels through distance and online learning in all subjects.

NTIA believes that there is sufficient evidence in the record to expand the exemption beyond non-profit educational institutions – the record shows examples of legitimate educational uses by accredited for-profit educational institutions, such as the University of Phoenix, Strayer

---

111 See Joint Educators Class 1 Comments at 11. Opponents argue that for-profit uses are evaluated differently than non-profit uses in a fair use analysis. DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 32. However, as proponents note, even a commercial use may be a fair use. See Joint Educators Class 1 Comments, at 11 (citing Campbell v. Acuff-Rose, 510 U.S. 569, 584-85 (1994)). Where an educator is critiquing or commenting on a work for educational purposes (even in a for-profit setting), the use is likely transformative, and thus favored under the first factor.

112 There is not a great deal of evidence in the record discussing the nature of the work, but the movies and television shows proponents would likely use tend to be closer to the core of copyright protection than something like a news report. See Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586. This would weigh slightly against a finding of fair use.

113 NTIA recommends maintaining the limitation of using short portions. This limitation ensures the amount used is minimal, so the third factor weighs in favor of fair use.

114 See Joint Educators Class 1 Comments, at 12-13. As Jonathan Band noted at the hearing, someone seeking out the film Casablanca in its entirety would likely not be satisfied with the minutes-long clip embedded in Professor Decherney’s MOOC. April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 285. If the educational use is likely transformative, this is further evidence against a potential market substitution effect. See Joint Educators Class 1 Comments, at 12.

115 Id. at 1-2, 5-6.

116 Id. at 7. For example, Professor Oliver Knill, of the Harvard University Department of Mathematics, uses clips from popular programs to teach math concepts.
University, and Full Sail University. In the hearing, Professor Decherney discussed his interactions with the head of online programming for Duke University’s MBA program. He stated that there were MOOC lectures that Duke could make available to certain students under the current exemption, but not to students enrolled in its executive education courses (operated by a for-profit entity). Opponents countered that none of these entities participated in this proceeding. While true, participation by these entities is not required to show a likelihood of adverse effects. NTIA believes that, weighing the evidence as a whole, proponents have submitted enough evidence on this point to show that the TEACH Act’s nonprofit requirement has had (and will likely continue to have) an adverse effect on these potential users.

NTIA believes that the accreditation requirement of the TEACH Act retains value in this context, and we do not believe that there is sufficient evidence in the record in this proceeding to remove this requirement from the exemption. Proponents did present evidence about Khan Academy (an unaccredited, nonprofit institution) and the valuable courses that it makes available online. However, NTIA takes seriously opponents’ arguments that the record must support any modification to the exemption. Given the relative lack of examples of unaccredited educational institutions adversely affected by the prohibition, at this time NTIA believes that it would be prudent to retain the accreditation requirement.

NTIA also believes that the Librarian should maintain the requirement that online courses require enrollment. NTIA believes it is important to state clearly that the current exemption incorporating that requirement covers any student enrolled in the course at issue, not merely students enrolled at the institution that created that course. NTIA’s proposed exemption text clarifies this requirement by following the TEACH Act text more closely. Lastly, the modified exemption should maintain the explicit restriction on unauthorized distribution of the clips

\[117\] Joint Educators Class 1 Comments at 2, 8; Class 1 Reply Comments of Joint Educators (Joint Educators Class 1 Reply Comments) at 7, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class1/Class_01_Reply_Joint_Educators.pdf; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 291-292. Though sections 107 and 110(2) refer to non-profit educational purposes, NTIA believes the record supports expanding the exemption beyond nonprofit educational institutions in this instance.

\[118\] April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 291.

\[119\] DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 31.

\[120\] Joint Educators Class 1 Comments, at 7-8.

\[121\] DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 31-33; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 293.

provided in the courses. The modified exemption should also maintain the requirement to make copyright policies and information available to relevant faculty, students, and staff.¹²³

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 1 (Online Courses):** NTIA supports modifying the MOOC exemption and recommends that the Librarian adopt the following exemption language:

```
Motion pictures (including television shows and videos), as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101, where circumvention is undertaken solely in order to make use of short portions of the motion pictures for the purpose of criticism, comment, or teaching by faculty of online courses offered by accredited educational institutions to students officially enrolled in those courses through online platforms where the course provider through the online platform:
(a) limits transmissions to the extent technologically feasible to such officially enrolled students,
(b) institutes copyright policies and provides copyright informational materials to faculty, students and relevant staff members, and
(c) applies technological measures that reasonably prevent unauthorized further dissemination of a work in accessible form to others or retention of the work for longer than the course session by recipients of a transmission through the platform.
```

**Screen Capture**

The current exemption for use of short portions of audiovisual works requires that someone use screen capture technology to circumvent or reasonably believe that screen capture technology is unable to produce the required level of high quality content.¹²⁴ Several petitioners requested removing references to screen-capture technology in Class 1 or clarification that the use of screen capture technology does not constitute circumvention.¹²⁵

¹²³ At the hearing on this class and in the comments, the parties agreed that maintaining these TEACH Act requirement would be acceptable. See Joint Educators Class 1 Reply Comments, at 6-7; DVD CCA Class 1 Opposition Comments, at 35; April 11 Hearing Transcript, at 283-284, 295.

¹²⁴ 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(1). The references to screen capture are in virtually every subsection of (b)(1) including the following: (i)(A), (ii)(A), (iii)(A), (iv)(A), (v)(A), (vi)(A), (i)(B), (ii)(B), (iii)(B), (iv)(B), (v)(B), and (vi)(B).

¹²⁵ Authors Alliance requested removing references to screen-capture technology in the e-book exemption. See generally Authors Alliance Class 1 Comments, at 1. NTIA notes that while the joint proposal submitted by EFF, New Media Rights and Organization for Transformative Works, does not mention eliminating the requirements for screen capture, their proposal to simplify Class 1 essentially does just that. See EFF Joint Petition, at 3. Film Independent, International Documentary Association, and Kartemquin Educational Films jointly sought elimination of the screen-capture requirement for documentary filmmaking. See Class 1 Petition of Film Independent, et al. (Film Independent Class 1 Petition), Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class1/class-01-newpetition-fi-ida-kef.pdf. Brigham Young University advocated the removal of all references to screen-
NTIA Position: NTIA recommends removing all references to screen capture technology in Class 1. NTIA believes that proponents have made the necessary statutory showing to merit elimination of the screen-capture requirements, and that removal would greatly simplify the exemption.126

Analysis: Section 1201 requires the Librarian to consider specific exemptions, but it does not require the Librarian to dictate the preferred means of circumvention.127 The references to screen capture technology are confusing and contradictory. For example, it is unclear whether screen capture software is an alternative to circumvention or is an authorized circumvention.128 NTIA does not take a position either way here, as this has never been clearly resolved on the record and will likely depend upon the particular software at issue.129 If screen capture is not circumvention, it does not implicate Section 1201 and has no place in the regulation. If screen capture is circumvention, a legitimate user may choose whether to use screen capture based on her particular circumstances.130 Therefore, it is unnecessary for the Librarian to refer to screen capture.

capture for educational uses. BYU Class 1 Comments at 5. Electronic Frontier Foundation argued for eliminating the screen-capture requirement for all Class 1 uses to help make the exemption simpler and more user-friendly, removing “arbitrary barriers and traps for the unwary.” EFF Class 1 Comments at 5. NTIA reiterates and expands its previous position on use of screen capture based upon the record presented. 2015 NTIA Letter, at 15-17. For example, NTIA stated in 2015: “Screen capture technology, despite its limitations, may be sufficient in certain circumstances. However, screen capture and other alternatives to circumvention are not sufficient to meet all of the needs of teachers and students contemplated on the record.” Id. at 17.

126 BYU Class 1 Reply Comments, at 5. Nowhere else do the current exemptions specify a method of circumvention, let alone require its use or require that users consider using it. See generally 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(2)-(10).
127 Compare 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(1)(i)(A) (“circumvention is undertaken using screen-capture technology”), with 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(1)(i)(B) (“screen-capture software or other non-circumventing alternatives”).
128 The record has never been clear whether each screen-capture technology examined is or is not circumvention. In the end, this matters little. Once the Librarian has granted an exemption, the authorized user may appropriately select the circumvention best suited for their project. This may for some be screen-capture. For others screen-capture will be inadequate. If it is an alternative to circumvention, screen capture may always be used regardless. Both obviate the need to even mention screen-capture in the regulations. See, BYU Class 1 Reply Comments, at 5-6 (the current contradictory regulatory text adds to the confusion whether the Librarian considers screen-capture software as non-circumvention).
129 The record reveals screen capture may be adequate in certain circumstances. See generally DVD CCA AACS LA Post Hearing Comments, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/post-hearing/answers/Class%201%20post-hearing%20response%20--%20DVD%20AACS%20LA.pdf. In cases where screen capture may be sufficient, the user would be free to employ screen capture or at least consider it. However, retaining the screen capture requirements in the exemption is not necessary. On balance, the screen capture language is confusing and is not useful, which swings in favor of removing it.
By eliminating all references to screen-capture in Class 1, the Librarian would simplify the exemption. Students, filmmakers, and e-book authors will be able to make effective use of the exemption. Proponents demonstrated that screen capture produces poor quality clips that are often unusable.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 1 (Screen Capture):** NTIA recommends that the Librarian remove all references to screen capture in Class 1.

**Class 2 – Audiovisual Works – Accessibility**

No current exemption allows for circumvention of TPMs on audiovisual works for accessibility purposes. The Association of Transcribers and Speech-to-Text Providers (ATSP), the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), the Association of College and Research Libraries (ARCL), and the Association on Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) have proposed the following exemption:

For disability services officers, organizations that support people with disabilities, libraries, and other units at educational institutions that are responsible for fulfilling those institutions’ legal and ethical obligations to make works accessible to people with disabilities to circumvent technological protection measures for motion pictures (including television shows and videos), where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of making a motion picture accessible to people with disabilities, including through the provision of closed and open captions and audio description.

---

131 See BYU Class 1 Comments, at 6. The current exemption requires the use of screen-capture in some circumstances and not others, and often requires the user to determine whether screen-capture will work before trying or using any other method of circumvention.

132 See Class 1 Reply Comments of Authors Alliance, et al. (Authors Alliance Class 1 Reply Comments) at 17, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class1/Class_01_Reply_Authors_Alliance_et_al_.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class1/Class_01_Reply_Authors_Alliance_et_al_.pdf); Class 1 Petition of Authors Alliance, et al. (Authors Alliance Class 1 Petition) at 24, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class1/class-01-newpetition-authors-alliance-et-al.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class1/class-01-newpetition-authors-alliance-et-al.pdf). Joint Authors asserted that the “content and quality of captured material are significantly worse than that of material obtained through circumvention.” Authors Alliance Class 1 Reply Comments, at 17. Joint Filmmakers again asserted in this proceeding that “screen-capture software programs . . . create dropped frames and loss of audio sync, among other defects.” Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 21; see also EFF Class 1 Comments, at 8. But see DVD CCA Class 1 Comments, at 37-39. Although opponents disputed concerns about the lack of quality, NTIA believes that proponents have rebutted opponents’ arguments. Screen capture also comes at an increased cost, which may be an adverse effect on users. See Joint Filmmakers Class 1 Comments, at 21.

**NTIA position:** NTIA recommends adopting a new exemption – that covers both higher education and K-12 schools – because the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects all disabled students and disability service offices.\(^{134}\)

**Analysis:** The proposed exemption would allow users to circumvent TPMs on audiovisual works in educational settings to add accessibility features.\(^{135}\) Proponents suggested users of the proposed exemption would be disability rights offices at colleges and universities, and the beneficiaries of the proposed exemption would be students with disabilities.\(^{136}\) At the hearing and in post-hearing questions, the Copyright Office posed questions regarding the applicability of the proposed exemption to K-12 schools and asked about the definition of “individuals with disabilities.”\(^{137}\)

Opponents argued that the petition was vague and the record failed to demonstrate a finding of fair use.\(^{138}\) In reply comments and at the hearing, proponents clarified the scope of the al. (ATSP Class 2 Post-Hearing Response) at 4, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/post-hearing/answers/Class%202%20post-hearing%20response%20--%20ATSP_LCA.pdf (proactive efforts should be allowed “to comply with the terms of a settlement of a disability law claim, to meet in advance the terms of an Individual Education Plan for a student with a disability, or simply on the institution’s own ethical initiative.”); see also Transcript, Hearing on Exemptions to the Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, Section 1201 – Digital Millennium Copyright Act, at 55-56 (Apr. 12, 2018) (April 12 Hearing Transcript), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/hearing-transcripts/1201-Rulemaking-Public-Roundtable-04-12-2018.pdf. NTIA believes that proactive accessibility is a noble goal but the record does not support it at this time. NTIA would like to see more information regarding when and how the user would circumvent the original work, and when, and to whom, the user would make the newly accessible work available. Therefore, NTIA recommends allowing circumvention upon request, but not allowing it proactively at this time.

\(^{134}\) NTIA has a long history of supporting exemptions that have resulted in increased accessibility features. Specifically, NTIA has recommended allowing circumvention of TPMs on literary works for the use of assistive technologies for the blind in each triennial rulemaking proceeding since 2003. U.S. Copyright Office, Recommendation of the Register of Copyrights in RM 2002-4; Rulemaking on Exemptions from Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, at 64 (Oct. 27, 2003) (2003 Register’s Recommendation), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/docsregisters-recommendation.pdf. In 2012, NTIA also supported a unique exemption related to improved accessibility for audiovisual works. See 2012 NTIA Letter; see also 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 65944 (showing that the exemption expired because no petitioners requested to renew it in the 2015 triennial proceeding).


\(^{136}\) See id. at 1-2; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 57-58.


proposed exemption, which would include a limitation to works lawfully obtained by the educational institution. Disability rights offices would only use the exemption at the request of: (1) disabled students, or (2) professors who teach disabled students.¹³⁹

Proponents have demonstrated that the proposed class includes copyrighted works protected by TPMs.¹⁴⁰ Proponents have suggested two methods of circumvention: (1) trained disability service officers would circumvent in-house, or (2) a commercial vendor would circumvent on behalf of the educational institution.¹⁴¹ The user of the proposed exemption would be disability rights offices or the equivalent at schools, or vendors under contract with these offices. At the hearing, proponents demonstrated that both non-profit and for profit institutions are subject to legal and ethical obligations to make works accessible for students with disabilities.¹⁴² As a result, NTIA recommends that the Librarian refrain from limiting the exemption to non-profit educational institutions.

Upon request by a student with a disability or a professor teaching a class to a student or students with disabilities, the school would make available the newly created accessible work to that particular student or professor.¹⁴³ The disability rights office would import the video player into a private distribution network, such as Blackboard Learn. The student with disabilities would log in to the network using a password-protected account. Once logged in, the student could view the newly accessible video.¹⁴⁴ Opponents raised concerns that the scope of dissemination allowed by the proposed exemption is unclear.¹⁴⁵ NTIA is satisfied that the proposed exemption would not serve as a platform for the creation or dissemination of

¹³⁹ See e.g., Class 2 Reply Comments of ATSP (ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments) at 11-12, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class2/Class_02_Reply_ASTP_et_al_.pdf].
¹⁴⁰ See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 5. Proponents identified varied formats of protected audiovisual works, including Digital Versatile Discs, Blu-ray discs, and online streaming services. Proponents identified varied formats of protected audiovisual works, including Digital Versatile Discs, Blu-ray discs, and online streaming services. See id. at 5-7 (for example, copyright holders encrypt DVDs using a Content Scramble System, Blu-rays using an Advanced Access Content System, and may encrypt online content through Adobe Flash).
¹⁴¹ See id. at 12-13; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 60-61. At the hearing, proponents described the process for circumventing a video to add captions using MovieCaptioner. With the MovieCaptioner software, a transcriber would manually type subtitles and synchronize time codes into a subtitle file. The transcriber would then attach the subtitle file to the video file and combine the two attached files in a video player. See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 7-17. The process is similar for audio description, with two files combined into one. See id. at 18-20.
¹⁴² See id. at 60.
¹⁴³ See ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 13; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 40.
¹⁴⁴ See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 17-18. For example, proponents stated at the hearing that they are “providing the accessible time text captioning file for those that need it.” Id. at 21. Proponents clarified that the newly accessible video would be available to particular students with disabilities who need it and for professors to show it to a classroom, allowing any students with disabilities to follow along in class as the professor plays the video. See id. at 21-23. We note similarities with the BYU proposal discussed above. The reasoning is similar as are the appropriate limitations for these two proposed exemptions.
¹⁴⁵ See Joint Creators I Class 2 Opposition Comments, at 4.
circumvention tools. Furthermore, at the hearing, proponents made clear that the exemption does not contemplate public distribution of the newly accessible videos.

Making video content accessible in the manner proposed would be fair use. In *Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust*, the court found that providing accessible formats of copyrighted works to print-disabled persons to be fair use. The first factor, the purpose and character of use, weighs in favor of fair use because the exemption would serve a “broad public purpose” of providing accessibility to disabled persons. The second factor, the nature of the copyrighted work, weighs against fair use. Audiovisual works are generally highly creative materials protected by copyright. NTIA believes that the other factors weigh in favor of finding fair use. As in *Authors Guild*, the second factor may be of “limited usefulness” if the use is for a transformative purpose. The third factor, the amount and substantiality of the portion taken, favors fair use because disability service providers would use only what is necessary to provide accessibility, whether that would be aural or visual components of the work.

The fourth factor, the effect of the use upon the potential market, weighs heavily in favor of fair use. Many audiovisual works lack accessibility features, so making a motion picture

---

146 See ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 13-14.
147 April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 24-26, 77-78. The school would play the video in the classroom or provide it to a student for study purposes.
148 See 17 U.S.C. § 107; ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 9. Proponents have demonstrated that the 1976 Copyright Act legislative history points toward a finding of fair use for accessibility purposes. See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 9 (“[M]aking of a single copy or phonorecord as a free service for a blind person would properly be considered a fair use under section 107.”).
149 *Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust*, 755 F.3d 87, 105 (2d Cir. 2014) (finding that Congress has intent to provide accommodations for blind and print disabled persons). Opponents voiced concern that proponents’ proposed exemption would be too broad to determine the issue of fair use. Opponents argued the reliance on *Authors Guild* is misplaced because the proposed exemption would apply to motion pictures rather than e-books at issue in *Authors Guild*. See Joint Creators I Class 2 Opposition Comments, at 10, 18 (noting as an example the lack of description of how widespread the dissemination of the captioned or audio described works would be). Proponents replied that the Copyright Office should interpret *Authors Guild* broadly in terms of purpose to increase accessibility for the disabled community. See ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 15-18. NTIA believes that the proponents have demonstrated sufficiently that *Authors Guild* should be instructive to a finding of fair use.
150 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 10; ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 17. NTIA finds such a limited exemption – applying to educational institutions facilitating accessibility on lawfully acquired works to provide an equal opportunity for students with disabilities – demonstrates non-commercial, transformative use, which favors a finding of fair use. NTIA is inclined to agree with ATSP that the purpose and character is transformative and is facilitating accessibility like the technology at issue in *Authors Guild*. See *HathiTrust*, 755 F.3d at 101-02.
151 However, the second factor alone is not dispositive.
152 *Id.* at 98.
153 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 11; ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 17. We note as well that this is similar to the concerns raised in *HathiTrust* that in order to accomplish the use of search, the library needed to copy the entire work. Here the entire work may be involved in creating the accessible copy, but the purpose outweighs this concern in order to allow the university to create an accessible copy for educational purposes. One cannot create an accessible copy with the use of the entire work.
accessible for students with disabilities would not affect the market for the work. Proponents have demonstrated that the market for retroactively adding accessibility features to films is nearly non-existent. NTIA believes that allowing disability service providers to add captioning and audio description for works that are unavailable in an accessible format would not have an effect on the market.

Proponents have demonstrated that the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect disabled students and disability service offices at schools. Disability service officers must provide digital work accessibility to disabled students upon request. The prohibition on circumvention often hamstrings disability service officers’ efforts to comply with the various laws providing for accessibility. The proposed exemption would allow educational institutions to carry out their legal responsibility to ensure equal access to educational materials for disabled students.

The accessible videos resulting from the proposed exemption would be available only in an educational context. For instance, if a student requests an accessible video, the disability rights office would determine the student’s accommodations, determine if the student is eligible for closed captioning, and ascertain whether the student needs the content for his or her course. If the student’s request satisfies those criteria, then the disabilities rights office would circumvent TPMs to make an accessible video.

The Section 1201 statutory factors favor the proposed exemption. Proponents have demonstrated that the proposed exemption would make an increased amount of copyrighted works available to disabled persons. The proposed exemption would increase availability of copyrighted works for education, as disabled students would have increased access to works for

---

154 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 11-12; April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 29-30.
155 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 11-13; ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 18; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 40.
156 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 2, 14.
157 See Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12103; Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C §§ 1400-1491; Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 701; see also ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 2; ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 5 (existence of anti-discrimination laws demonstrates a desire to give disabled students an equal opportunity in the educational setting). These laws apply regardless of whether a work is protected by a TPM.
158 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 4, 15 (educational institutions may face liability is disability service providers fail to provide accessibility to disabled students).
159 See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 50-52. A similar procedure would apply to professors who teach students with disabilities. If a student or professor asks the office to add accessibility features to a video for personal or entertainment purposes, then the office would reject the request.
160 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 13. See also 2015 Register Recommendation at 135 (in the 2015 rulemaking the Librarian found that all five factors strongly favor an exemption to facilitate assistive technologies).
161 See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 14. Without the exemption, these students would not have access to the works at issue.
educational purposes. Further, proponents have demonstrated that the proposed exemption would have negligible effect on the market for the relevant works, as discussed above.

Opponents argued that the exemption is unnecessary because most motion pictures released by MPAA members have accessibility features. While many motion pictures are accessible, proponents have demonstrated that gaps exist in the laws and regulations compelling content distributors to make works accessible. As a result, educational institutions frequently possess lawfully acquired motion pictures lacking accessibility features. Moreover, proponents have demonstrated that filmmakers typically do not retrofit older films to add accessibility features.

Alternatives to circumvention, such as disability service offices providing a separate transcript of an audiovisual work to a student with disabilities or live sign interpretation are inadequate, costly, and burdensome. Further, at the hearing proponents demonstrated that preconditioning circumvention on disability rights offices searching the market for an accessible copy would be impracticable. For example, in the educational context, a student with a

\[162\] See id.

\[163\] See id. at 14-15, 18.

\[164\] See Joint Creators I Class 2 Opposition Comments, at 5 (accessibility features including captioning and audio description).

\[165\] See ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 6-8; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 43-44. For example, older motion pictures often do not have accessibility features.

\[166\] See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 12; ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 17-18, Appendix A (“In general…it is hard to determine who is the actual copyright holder in many of the cases where we have old videos or a documentary where the publishing company has gone under”); ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 7, (“Disability services offices receive numerous requests – often, hundreds per semester – from faculty, student services offices, and other campus organizations, top reconfigure videos into formats that are accessible to students with disabilities . . . .”); see also ATSP Class 2 Reply Comments, at 3, Appendix A (E-mail from James Steffen, Emory University, to Carrie Russell, American Library Association (Feb. 28, 2018)) (for example, more than seventy-percent of DVDs lawfully acquired by Emory Heilbrun Music & Media Library lack accessibility features).

\[167\] See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 29-30.

\[168\] See ATSP Class 2 Comments, at 3-4, 17-19; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 40 (“That is a copyright exemption and the ability to circumvent are not necessarily the only way to solve the problem. We are here because that is the least worst solution to deal with the way things are now.”).

\[169\] See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 30-40, 47-48, 63-64. NTIA recognizes that, in practice, a disabilities rights office may decide to search the market for and buy an accessible copy instead of circumventing the work to add accessibility features. For example, at the hearing proponents stated that finding an accessible commercial version “at the right price” would be fine “because it would be so much cheaper to buy.” See id. at 31-32. That said, NTIA sees no reason why the Librarian should make circumvention contingent upon a market search. For one, the record does not demonstrate a potential for abuse of the exemption by disability rights offices. Moreover, the proponents demonstrated that a market precondition could hinder a disability rights office from meeting its legal and ethical obligations in a timely manner. Lastly, preconditioning the exemption on a reasonable market search would be difficult to implement and could cause confusion. As it stands, it was clear from the hearings that the disabilities rights offices are going to find the best way to serve the disabled students, which may include ordering the film that already contains the accessibility features and having it delivered with overnight service.
disability might need an accessible video the next day after he or she requests it. If an educational institution had to first search the market for and order an accessible copy, then the student would not be able to watch the film when she needed it, which could conflict with disability laws. At the hearing, in response to the Copyright Office, proponents suggested the proposed exemption should encompass K-12 institutions. In their post-hearing response, ATSP and the Library Copyright Alliance (“LCA”) have demonstrated the need to expand the accessibility exemption to include K-12 educational institutions. K-12 educational institutions, like higher educational institutions, possess lawfully acquired audiovisual works protected by TPMs that lack accessibility features. The prohibition also adversely affects K-12 educators and disabled students. Like Class 1, NTIA believes that including all educational users here would help all students, regardless of grade level, and would simplify the exemption.

Proponents argued that the accessibility exemption should not limit students who are able to utilize works “on the basis of the legal classification of students.” Proponents have found that other laws, including the ADA, IDEA, and Rehabilitation Act of 1973, have varying definitions of “disability.” Therefore, proponents have urged that the Copyright Office define “disability” broadly to allow disability rights officers to perform accessibility services pursuant to the exemption “with a good faith intent to comply with a federal or state disability law or otherwise serve the educational needs of a student with a disability recognized under federal or state disability law.” NTIA agrees and recommends that the Copyright Office adopt a broad, good-faith based definition of “individual with disability” for the purposes of the accessibility exemption. The users would be the disabilities rights offices or the equivalent unit at schools

---

170 See id. at 34, 39-40, 47-48.
171 See id. at 33.
172 See id. at 58-60, 66-72.
173 See ATSP Class 2 Post-Hearing Response, at 1-4 (“K-12 institutions face similar needs to make accessible versions of videos encumbered with technological protection measures that must be circumvented…”); see also Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12103; Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), 20 U.S.C §§ 1400-1491; Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 701; see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 68 (requiring K-12 schools to abide by similar accessibility mandates).
175 For example, the prohibition would adversely affect K-12 educators and disabled students if a school mandate requires a curriculum to include certain audiovisual works but such works lack accessibility features. See id. at 2 (some K-12 employees who include audiovisual works with accessibility features in the curriculum due to the current exemption’s limitation).
176 See, infra, Class 1, Collapse.
177 See ATSP Class 2 Post-Hearing Response, at 4.
178 See id. at 4-5 (ADA defines “disability” as “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, while IDEA defines “child with disability” to include “intellectual disabilities, hearing impairments, speech or language impairments, visual impairments, serious emotional disturbance…”).
179 See id. at 4. Of course, the Librarian should ensure the disability rights offices provide access only to students with disabilities who actually require the use of accessible formats.
serving the needs of students with disabilities.\textsuperscript{180} Other laws, such as the ADA, dictate what students (the exemption beneficiaries) the disabilities rights offices must serve. The exemption needs only define the user, who in this case is the disabilities rights office or its equivalent.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 2 (Accessibility):** Based on the above analysis, NTIA recommends the following accessibility exemption:

\begin{boxed}{motion pictures (including television shows and videos), where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of making a motion picture accessible to people with disabilities, including through the provision of closed and open captions and audio description, and is undertaken by disability services offices and equivalent units that support students with disabilities at educational institutions that are responsible for fulfilling those institutions' obligations to make works accessible to students with disabilities. The term “students with disabilities” should be construed broadly to allow educational institutions to exercise this exemption in a good-faith effort to comply with federal or state disability law or otherwise serve the educational needs of a student with a disability recognized under federal or state disability law and whose disability requires the use of accessible formats.}

\begin{boxed}{Class 3 – Audiovisual Works – Space-Shifting}

Two petitioners requested new space-shifting exemptions for personal use and commercial use, respectively.\textsuperscript{181} Mr. Chris De Pretis proposed an exemption to permit circumvention by private owners of movies and television on DVD and Blu-ray discs to create a digital backup of the content for private use in case the original content becomes inaccessible.\textsuperscript{182}

\end{boxed}

\textsuperscript{180} Hearing discussion on this topic as it relates to K-12 schools pointed out that each of these schools has a responsibility to assist students with disabilities with their individualized education plan or other accommodations for the student’s particular disability and may call these offices various things such as Special Education Offices, Assistive Learning Offices, etc. and these names are derived from the institution’s legal obligations. \textit{See, e.g., IDEA, 20 U.S.C. § 1401(29).}

\textsuperscript{181} Space-shifting refers to the transfer of digital content that enables a user to view on a different device the content protected by technological protection measures embedded in a lawfully acquired device (\textit{e.g.}, a DVD, a Blu-ray disc, or a computer hard-drive. The physical devices in which the content is fixed contain TPMs that control users’ ability to move that content to different devices for personal use or to create backup copies. No exemption for this class currently exists, but the Copyright Office considered and rejected similar proposed exemptions in the 2012 and 2015 proceedings. \textit{See} 2012 Final Rule, 77 Fed. Reg. at 65276 (“The Register concluded that proponents had failed to establish that the prohibition on circumvention is imposing an adverse impact on non-infringing uses and declined to recommend the requested exemptions for space shifting.”); 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 65960 (“[T]he policy judgments surrounding the creation of a novel exception for space or format-shifting of copyrighted works are complex and thus best left to Congress or the courts.”).

\textsuperscript{182} Class 3 Petition of Chris De Pretis (De Pretis Class 3 Petition) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class3/class-03-newpetition-de-pretis.pdf} (for example, “fragile disc as well as to play the content on tools that do not play discs (newer computer; iPads; iPhones; etc.)”). Consumers Union submitted comments in support of De Pretis’s petition for
OmniQ proposed an exemption for “non-reproductive space-shifting,” which would permit circumvention for the purpose of creating digital copies of audiovisual works (“especially Motion Pictures”) that were originally fixed in optical discs (e.g., a DVD or Blu-ray disc). 183

**NTIA position:** NTIA recommends denying the proposed exemption. Although noncommercial space-shifting might be a non-infringing use, the proponents have not established in this proceeding that their specific proposal would be non-infringing. 184

**Analysis:** The legal status of the concept of space-shifting remains a matter of dispute among copyright experts. 185 The fair use analysis generally weighs against granting the proposed exemptions. The first fair use factor weighs in favor of De Pretis’s proposed exemption but against OmniQ’s proposal because the purpose and character of the use De Pretis proposed are personal use and those of OmniQ’s proposal are commercial and non-transformative. 186 Moreover, since this class primarily concerns audiovisual works, the second fair use factor, “the nature of the copyrighted work,” weighs against both proposed exemptions because the implicated copyrighted works tend to be highly expressive, which would warrant robust copyright protection. 187 Next, with regard to the amount and substantiality of the portion space-shifting for personal use. This petition is similar to the proposed exemptions that the Copyright Office and the Librarian rejected in previous rulemakings. The previous proposals focused on copying owned copies of copyrighted works to different media or formats for noncommercial purposes of viewing the works on a different device or in a different format.

183 Class 3 Petition of OmniQ (OmniQ Class 3 Petition) at 1, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class3/class-03-newpetition-omniq.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class3/class-03-newpetition-omniq.pdf); see also Class 3 Comments of OmniQ (OmniQ Class 3 Comments), Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class3/class-03-initialcomments-omniq.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class3/class-03-initialcomments-omniq.pdf). As in 2015, OmniQ claimed to have invented a space-shifting method that would not involve reproduction of copyrighted works and therefore would be non-infringing. 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 123 (“OmniQ contends that the ‘non-reproductive’ space-shifting model it describes in its comments is a non-infringing use because the process described does not constitute reproduction under the Copyright Act.”).

184 NTIA supported limited versions of a noncommercial space-shifting exemption in 2012 and 2015 mainly in the interest of consumer protection. In 2015, NTIA noted that some copyright scholars, such as Pamela Samuelson, take the view that noncommercial space shifting is fair use, and that “both the purpose and the technical details of time and space shifting are similar.” 2015 NTIA Letter, at 30. NTIA supported an exemption in cases where “the disc neither contains nor is accompanied by an additional copy of the work in an alternative digital format. *Id.* at 29-33.

185 See 2015 NTIA Letter, at 29-30. Unlike time-shifting, space-shifting has not been explicitly established as non-infringing on the basis of the fair use doctrine. 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 109 (“[T]he Register has consistently found insufficient legal authority to support the claim that [space-or format-shifting for the transfer of copyrighted works to different devices or the creation of back-up copies] are likely to constitute fair uses under current law.”). Proponents’ record does not indicate any changes with respect to the legal or factual landscapes regarding whether space-shifting should be non-infringing since the last Section 1201 Proceeding.

186 See *id.* at 235 (“[T]he Register previously concluded that the first factor may favor fair use where ‘the purpose and character of the use is noncommercial and personal’ and facilitates the intended use” by device owners.).

used, the proponents would copy works in their entirety. 188 Hence, the third fair use factor is either neutral or weighs against the proposals. 189 The four factor weighs against fair use. OmniQ intends to commercialize space-shifting in a way that could negatively effect on the market for copyrighted works. 190

In addition to the legal ambiguity of space-shifting, the extensive breadth of OmniQ’s proposed exemption is both concerning and insufficiently supported by evidence. Proponents failed to demonstrate that the “prevalence of [encrypted digital content] is diminishing the ability of individuals to use these works in ways that are otherwise lawful.” 191 Further, OmniQ asserts that its technology is non-infringing because it does not implicate the reproduction right, but proponents have not demonstrated that the actual mechanism of OmniQ’s invention will indeed avoid reproduction of copyrighted works. 192 NTIA cannot recommend adopting the proposed exemption, although NTIA is sympathetic to the challenges encountered by those who own copies of motion pictures in formats no longer compatible with modern devices. 193

NTIA Recommendation for Class 3 (Space Shifting): NTIA recommends denying the proposed exemption.

Class 4 – Audiovisual Works – HDCP/HDMI

No exemption for this class currently exists. The proponent requested the ability to circumvent High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP), which restricts access to audiovisual works passing over High-definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) connections, for a variety of purported non-infringing uses. 194

---

188 Proponents do not dispute that space-shifting usually involves the entirety of a copyrighted work. See Class 3 Reply Comments of OmniQ (OmniQ Class 3 Reply Comments) at 20, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class3/Class_03_Reply_OmniQ.pdf (“Although a single embodiment of the “entire work” is being moved from one material object to another, un-fixing it from one and fixing it in the new body, nothing is being reproduced into copies.”).


190 OmniQ Class 3 Petition, at 1 (OmniQ is “a joint venture . . . including major home video industry veterans, for the commercial development of a method for non-reproductive substitution of the material object in which a work is fixed.”) (emphasis added).

191 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 15.

192 OmniQ Class 3 Comments, at 2-3 (“The OmniQ solution, in contrast, is by definition non-infringing because there is no reproduction.”). The proponents’ record does not contain evidence other than OmniQ’s assertion that only one copy of a copyrighted work will exist as the result of space-shifting performed in accordance with OmniQ’s invention.

193 See Class 3 Comments of Consumers Union (Consumers Union Class 3 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class3/class-03-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf (“When a consumer purchases a product, the consumer should obtain genuine ownership of the product and its parts, including the ability to make effective use of the product, and the ability to effectively resell it. We believe consumers should have the ability to use the products they have purchased in all.”).

**NTIA Position:** NTIA does not support the proposed exemption.

**Analysis:** Proponents did not provide sufficient evidence on the record about the alleged non-infringing uses for the particular class of works. While there are several examples of potential non-infringing uses that could serve as the basis for an exemption, the proponents have not developed the argument in the record here. Instead, the proposed exemption appears to be for the HDCP TPM itself, which is not appropriate for this rulemaking process.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 4 (HDCP/HDMI):** Without evidence in the record to support the proponent’s claims, NTIA recommends denying the proposed exemption.

---

intelligent filtering of unwanted content; applying visual cues; translating and subtitling; alpha-blending overlays informed by a home assistant; space-, time-, and format-shifting; recording a video gamer’s gameplay and remixing it with audio and visual commentary about the game; and rescaling a live political debate to add a live blog, among others. See Class 4 Comments of Andrew “Bunnie” Huang (Huang Class 4 Comments) at 2-3, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class4/class-04-initialcomments-huang.pdf; Class 4 Reply Comments of Andrew “Bunnie” Huang (Huang Class 4 Reply Comment) at 4-5, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class4/Class_04_Reply_Huang.pdf.

195 For example, circumventing HDCP to record a video gamer’s gameplay and remixing it with audio and visual commentary about the game on the PlayStation 3, or circumventing HDCP to help document public government meetings. Huang Class 4 Reply Comments, at 2.

196 Section 1201 provides for a rulemaking proceeding wherein the Librarian of Congress determines “whether persons who are users of a copyrighted work are, or are likely to be in the succeeding 3-year period, adversely affected by the prohibition [in Section 1201(a)(1)(A)] in their ability to make non-infringing uses under this title of a particular class of copyrighted works.” 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C) (emphasis added). This process is not designed to grant exemptions for circumventing particular access controls, but to enable non-infringing use of a particular class of works that may be prevented by such access controls.

197 We note, however, that some of proponent’s sought uses may be supported by other current exemptions that the Register has recommend be renewed, such as the Smart TV exemption. 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(5). Cf. 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 215 (noting that then-prohibition on circumvention adversely affected “legitimate non-infringing uses of smart TV firmware” that prevented the installation of “legitimate third-party software applications” that “include software to improve accessibility features for disabled users, to enable or expand the TV’s compatibility with peripheral hardware and external storage devices, and to make changes to the features of the TV such as the aspect ratio”) (internal citations omitted); 2015 NTIA Letter, at 50 (supporting the then-proposed Smart TV exemption in part because “there are accessibility needs that cannot always be met without circumvention, such as modifying subtitles to enhance readability or changing the aspect ratio or resolution of the television.”); see also April 24 Hearing Transcript, at 146-48 (discussing whether the Smart TV exemption could permit some of the alleged non-infringing uses sought in the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking). To the extent that the proponent or others believe that current exemptions do not permit non-infringing uses, they are of course welcome to seek expansions or new exemptions in future rulemakings.
Class 5 – Computer Programs – Unlocking

Proponents seek two expansions to the current unlocking exemption, which allows for circumvention of:

Computer programs that enable the following types of wireless devices to connect to a wireless telecommunications network, when circumvention is undertaken solely in order to connect to a wireless telecommunications network and such connection is authorized by the operator of such network, and the device is a used device: Wireless telephone handsets (i.e., cellphones); All-purpose tablet computers; Portable mobile connectivity devices, such as mobile hotspots, removable wireless broadband modems, and similar devices; and Wearable wireless devices designed to be worn on the body, such as smartwatches or fitness devices. 198

At a minimum, NTIA supports the proposed renewal of the exemption. 199 An exemption to allow circumvention of TPMs for purposes of unlocking particular wireless devices has existed in various forms since 2006. 200 We believe that the renewal petitions demonstrated the

---

198 See 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(3).
continuing need for the exemption. The petitioners have shown that the conditions that led to the last exemption still exist, so the need for the exemption remains.

Proponents requested two related expansions of the unlocking exemption. Proponents ask to: (1) remove the enumerated list of wireless devices in the current exemption so that the exemption would apply to all wireless devices, and (2) remove the “used” devices limitation in the current exemption so that the exemption would include new wireless devices.

**NTIA position:** NTIA supports the proposed changes to exemption for Class 5: Computer Programs – Unlocking, with some modification.

**Analysis:** NTIA believes the proponents have provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate that circumvention of TPMs on all lawfully acquired wireless devices is a non-infringing use. NTIA believes that replacing “used” with “lawfully acquired” would enable all

---


202 See CCA Class 5 Renewal Petition, at 3 (“CCA has direct knowledge that its carrier members and their consumers continue to need for the foreseeable future the unlocking exemption.”); CU Class 5 Renewal Petition, at 3 (“the considerations that warranted the exemption previously continue to be present”); ISRI Class 5 Renewal Petition, at 3 (“there are variations in which devices are locked and when or if carriers are willing to unlock them, the overall landscape has not changed in any way material to this exemption.”); ORI Class 5 Renewal Petition, at 3 (“Unless this exemption is renewed, section 1201 will interfere with this non-infringing activity in the future.”).


204 See ISRI Class 5 Comments, at 5. There were no opponents in regard to either proposed expansion of the unlocking exemption. See April 23 Hearing Transcript at 141 (“There is no opposition this time, which seems to suggest and reinforce the link, that there is not a large link between copyright, phone trafficking and unlocking.”). Proponents have requested to expand the current unlocking exemption so that it would apply to all wireless devices that can connect to cellular networks, as the enumerated categories of devices are arbitrary and slow technological innovation. See ISRI Class 5 Comments at 5; Class 5 Comments of the Free Software Foundation, Inc. (FSF Class 5 Comments) at 2, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class5/class-05-initialcomments-fsf.pdf.
non-infringing activities contemplated by the proponents, while simultaneously decreasing concerns about facilitating the trafficking of stolen devices.205

In the hearings, the witnesses discussed the question of whether the exemption should cover wireless devices where the consumer does not contract directly with the service provider (such as, for example, with the OnStar system or wireless Amazon Kindles, where users of cars and e-readers can receive wireless services without a direct contract with the carrier providing the telecommunications service). We believe that the best way to think about this situation is by analogy to a wireless reseller of cellular service (where the end users also contract with a company that is not the actual carrier providing the cellular service). With wireless resellers, users can unlock their phones regardless of which entity is actually providing the wireless service. NTIA believes that the same should apply to owners of cars or e-readers (or other devices) that can connect to wireless carriers, as there is no clear difference between the situations as a copyright policy matter. There is no evidence that merely allowing the cellular radio in a car to communicate with a different wireless network would result in the user unlawfully obtaining copyrighted material that had only been made available with the initially bundled service (e.g., OnStar maps).

However, just as with unlocking of more traditional devices, we note that no DMCA exemption can enable users to skirt any contractual obligations they may have. Similarly, if a user unlocks a device with bundled specialized services and moves it to another carrier, the user cannot expect that the original services would work over a new carrier network. Thus, for example, if a user is able to unlock an OnStar receiver in a car to direct it to connect to a different wireless carrier, the user cannot expect that OnStar would continue to provide service to the user. Similarly, although there may be good reasons why a user might want to unlock an e-reader device to connect to another carrier, such an action may well make the device unable to receive e-books from the original e-reader provider.

Proponents also have argued convincingly that the Librarian should remove the term “used” from the exemption, allowing the ability to unlock individual and bulk wireless devices that wireless carriers have not activated.206 Proponents have demonstrated that since 2015, business practices have changed, resulting in a need for bulk and individual unlocking of new wireless devices.207 Proponents were amenable to NTIA’s proposal to replace “used” with

205 During the hearing, NTIA proposed and proponents were amenable to replacing “used” with “lawfully acquired.” See April 23 Hearing Transcript, at 147-49 (“[O]ne of the problems we run into is that if these devices are returned without having been connected, they are for 1201 purposes new devices.”).
206 Proponents argued that the ability to recycle or resell wireless devices should not depend on whether a carrier previously activated a device. The analysis of non-infringing uses and statutory factors is the same whether or not a carrier had previously activated a wireless device. See ISRI Class 5 Comments, at 3 (“The same pro-consumer and procompetitive benefits that justify allowing unlocking of used devices and that warranted the 2015 exemption and 2017 renewal recommendation also justify unlocking of new wireless devices.”).
207 See id. at 3 (recyclers “increasingly obtain and need to recycle and/or resell new devices, particularly wireless handsets”); see also April 23 Hearing Transcript, at 138 (discussing recyclers obtaining new, locked smart watches because of a software glitch); id. at 145 (describing recyclers potentially obtaining thousands of leftover home security system units when a company shuts down the system and is longer
“lawfully acquired.” The expanded exemption would allow for greater consumer choice, avoiding unnecessary costs, and greater recycling or reselling of wireless devices.208

Proponents demonstrated that the exemption would allow for non-infringing use under Title 17, and indeed have shown that the proposed uses are essentially identical to those found under the current exemption for a more limited set of devices.209 Proponents also demonstrated that the proposed use would be fair use, which the 2015 record supports.210 The first factor, purpose and character of the use, weighs in favor of fair use as the unlocking would be non-commercial and benefit the public.211 The second factor, nature of the copyrighted work, weighs in favor of a finding of fair use as it applies to software that is primarily functional in nature.212 The third factor, amount and substantiality of the work, would also promote a finding of fair use, as unlocking would only use necessary portions of the relevant works.213 The fourth factor, effect on the market, weighs in favor of fair use, as allowing circumvention would increase the market value of unlocked devices.214

Proponents have demonstrated that the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects or is likely to affect adversely affect users of all wireless devices in their ability to make non-infringing uses of copyrighted works. Proponents have argued convincingly that the lack of a pro-consumer, pro-competitive policy adversely affects consumers, recyclers, and wireless network providers.215 The prohibition limits consumer choice of wireless network providers, limits recyclers’ ability to recycle or resell wireless devices, and limits competition between wireless network providers.216

208 See ISRI Class 5 Renewal Petition.
209 See ISRI Class 5 Comments, at 3, 7; see also 2015 ISRI Comments, at 6 (wherein proponents demonstrated that unlocking a wireless device usually does not implicate a copyright holder’s exclusive rights; the purpose of the locking TPMs on wireless devices is to decrease consumer choice in network provider and not to protect the copyrighted works on the wireless device).
210 See 2015 ISRI Comments, at 6; 2015 NTIA Letter, at 40 (“All other factors are either neutral of favor the proponents in a fair use determination.”).
211 See 2015 ISRI Comments, at 7-8 (“[T]he use that is made has the opposite purpose of the original purpose, a highly transformative action.”).
212 See id. at 8 (“[M]ost unlocking methods only involve the highly functional portions of the software—such as carrier code variables—which are not eligible for copyright protection”).
213 See id. (“[U]nlocking methods . . . only interact with certain codes or variables that represent a tiny component of the software stored or embedded on the phone.”).
214 See id. (“[T]he ability to lawfully unlock mobile devices likely increases the value of those devices because the owner gains the ability to switch to a preferred carrier and because the resale value of the device increases.”).
215 See ISRI Class 5 Comments, at 4.
216 See id. at 4 (recyclers “are unable to engage in non-infringing unlocking of devices for the benefit of consumers who are buying or selling used devices; consumers are denied the ability to acquire high-quality devices from resellers and use them on the network of their choice; and competition between new and formerly owned devices and between networks is reduced . . . [T]heir [wireless devices] status as new/unused changes none of these considerations.”); Class 5 Reply Comments of Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. (ISRI Class 5 Reply Comments) at 5, 6, Docket No. 2017-10,
Lastly, proponents have demonstrated that the statutory factors favor proponents. Proponents have shown that an unlocking exemption would increase availability for use of the copyrighted works, particularly wireless device software. The market for the copyrighted works may increase with an unlocking exemption as wireless device sales may increase and software “will have longer lifetimes.” Proponents have also demonstrated that unlocking is an issue of consumer choice rather than copyright. NTIA believes that proponents made the necessary case that the five statutory factors favor adopting the proposed exemption.

**NTIA recommendation for Class 5 (Unlocking):** NTIA recommends that the Copyright Office adopt the following exemption language:

```
Computer programs that enable lawfully acquired wireless devices to connect to a wireless telecommunications network, when circumvention is undertaken solely in order to connect the wireless device to a wireless telecommunications network and such connection is authorized by the operator of such network.
```

**Class 6 – Computer Programs – Jailbreaking**

The current jailbreaking exemption allows for circumvention of:

Computer programs that enable smartphones and portable all-purpose mobile computing devices to execute lawfully obtained software applications, where circumvention is accomplished for the sole purpose of enabling interoperability of such applications with computer programs on the smartphone or device, or to permit removal of software from the smartphone or device. For purposes of this exemption, a “portable all-purpose mobile computing device” is a device that is primarily designed to run a wide variety of programs rather than for consumption of a particular type of media content, is equipped with an operating system primarily designed for mobile use, and is intended to be carried or worn by an individual.

---

217 See ISRI Class 5 Comments, at 7 (the class of works, TPMs, methods of circumvention, non-infringing uses, and adverse effects are the same regardless of the type of wireless device so that ISRI’s 2015 comment can provide support).

218 See id. at 9.

219 Id. (“There is no reason to think that device manufacturers would slow or halt production of mobile software or devices simply because owners are able to unlock those devices and switch carriers.”).

220 See id. at 10.

221 See 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(4). The Librarian first granted an exemption for jailbreaking in 2010. The Librarian renewed and expanded the exemption in 2012 and 2015.

---

https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class5/Class_05_Reply_ISRI.pdf (some security systems and automobile GPS trackers are only offered in certain locations with certain network providers).
At a minimum, NTIA supports the proposed renewal of the exemption. Four petitioners submitted petitions to renew the current exemption. The petitioners argued persuasively that the relevant factual and legal record in this class has not changed materially since the 2015 proceeding, and that the need for the exemption remains.

EFF, et al., have proposed the following modification to the jailbreaking exemption:

Computer programs that enable smartphones, voice assistant devices, and portable all-purpose mobile computing devices to execute lawfully obtained software applications, where circumvention is accomplished solely for one or more of the following purposes: enabling interoperability of such applications with computer programs on the smartphone or device, or to permit removal of software from the smartphone or device, or to enable or disable hardware features of the smartphone or device. For purposes of this exemption, a “portable all-purpose mobile computing device” is a device that is primarily designed to run a wide variety of programs rather than for consumption of a particular type of media content, is equipped with an operating system primarily designed for mobile use, and is intended to be carried or worn by an individual. A “voice assistant device” is a device that is primarily designed to run a wide variety of programs rather than for consumption of a particular type of media content, is designed to take user input primarily by voice, and is designed to be installed in a home or office.

The proposed exemption would expand the current class of devices to include voice assistant devices (e.g., Amazon Echo, Google Home, and Apple HomePod). The proposed

---


223 See EFF Class 6 Renewal Petition, at 3; Libiquity Class 6 Renewal Petition, at 3; New Media Rights Class 6 Renewal Petition, at 3.


226 No previous proposals addressed allowing circumvention for voice assistant devices for the purpose of enabling or disabling hardware features.
exemption would also permit circumvention for enabling or disabling hardware features of all devices subject to the current and proposed exemption.227

**NTIA Position:** NTIA supports the proposed modification. NTIA recommends granting the requested exemption for Class 6: Computer Programs – Jailbreaking.228

**Analysis:** Proponents have made the case that the proposed class includes copyrighted works protected by TPMs.229 With regard to the type of device at issue, EFF included a definition for the term “voice assistant device” in its proposed exemption text.230 Opponents claimed that the proposal is overly broad and could include any device operated by voice, including set-top boxes and video game consoles.231 EFF responded by stating explicitly that the intended class would not include set-top boxes and video game consoles, nor would it include any other device that is not designed to take user input primarily by voice.232 NTIA believes that

---

227 Thus, in all, the purpose of the modified exemption would allow users to: (1) enable interoperability of applications with computer programs on the device, (2) permit removal of software from the device, or (3) enable or disable hardware features of the device. Consumers Union and the Free Software Foundation, Inc. also submitted comments in support of this exemption. See generally Class 6 Comments of Consumers Union (Consumers Union Class 6 Comments), Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class5/class-05-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class5/class-05-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf); Class 6 Comments of Free Software Foundation (Free Software Foundation Class 6 Comments), Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class5/class-05-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class5/class-05-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf). EFF argued that this exemption is necessary to give consumers fuller control over a broader range of devices than is allowed by the current exemption. See EFF Class 6 Comments, at 13-15.


229 In its comments, EFF described sufficiently the TPMs installed on the devices at issue and the method of circumvention. The firmware on most voice assistant devices is GNU/Linux, which contains access controls to limit access to many device functions. Voice assistant devices running iOS (the same operating system running on iPhones and iPads subject to the current jailbreaking exemption) have similar access controls. A user would need to circumvent the access controls in order to engage in the non-infringing uses discussed below. See EFF Class 6 Comments, at 6-7; see also EFF Class 6 Reply Comments, at Attachment 1.

230 EFF Class 6 Reply Comments, at 3.


232 EFF Class 6 Reply Comments, at 3-4.
this clarification should assuage opponents’ concerns regarding the breadth of the proposed exemption and the risk of piracy.

Proponents have made the case that the uses at issue are non-infringing under Title 17. They have argued convincingly that the uses for which they are requesting the exemption would likely be fair uses. Under the first fair use factor, the purpose and character of jailbreaking promotes interoperability and is transformative and noncommercial, which favors a finding of fair use. The second and third factors either favor fair use or are neutral. The nature of the copyrighted work is largely functional, which favors fair use. The amount and substantiality of the portion of the overall code that users and developers would modify to accomplish a jailbreak is minimal, necessary, and reasonable, which is neutral.

Under the fourth factor, proponents argued persuasively that jailbreaking would likely not harm the market for the copyrighted work. Indeed, proponents have presented evidence that jailbreaking has not harmed the market for devices subject to the current exemption. The Register has previously found that further growth of the market for devices subject to a jailbreaking exemption supports a favorable finding on the fourth factor. Opponents claimed that the proposed exemption would: compromise security of subscription entertainment and publishing offerings; allow for installation of piracy applications on a device; and generally enable unauthorized access to and infringement of copyrighted works. However, opponents failed to explain why infringement is more likely on voice assistant platforms than on smartphones, tablets, and other devices already subject to the exemption. Due to the lack of

---


234 EFF Class 6 Comments, at 8-9. Jailbreaking is transformative in that copying and modifying software to make it compatible with other, independently created software is transformative. See also 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 188; see also U.S. Copyright Office, Section 1201 Rulemaking: Fifth Triennial Proceeding to Determine Exemptions to the Prohibition on Circumvention, Recommendation of the Register of Copyrights, at 71-72 (Oct. 2012) [hereinafter 2012 Register’s Recommendation], https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2012/Section_1201_Rulemaking_2012_Recommendation.pdf (showing that in previous proceedings, the Register has found that when the use is for interoperability, removing software, and enabling or disabling hardware features for personal use (as is the case here), these uses would likely be transformative and non-infringing).

235 EFF Class 6 Comments, at 12.

236 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 189.

237 Joint Creators II Class 6 Opposition Comments, at 11-13; id. Exhibit 1, 2-3.

238 Class 6 Reply Comments of SaurikIT (SaurikIT Class 6 Reply Comments), Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-031418/class6/Class_06_Reply_SaurikIT.pdf. Opponents introduced no convincing evidence that the current jailbreaking exemption has contributed to infringement of entertainment content in any significant way. On smartphones, tablets, and other devices subject to the current exemption, rights holders employ access controls over content that function even if the device owner has root privileges. Opponents presented no evidence of any fundamental difference between voice assistants and other personal computing devices already subject to an exemption.
evidence in the record, NTIA rejects opponents’ proposition that infringement would be more likely on voice assistant devices.239 Thus, the proposed exemption would likely not harm the market for the copyrighted works at issue. This favors a finding of fair use. Based on analysis of all the factors, NTIA believes the requested uses are likely fair uses, and thus non-infringing.

Proponents have made the case that the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect users of this class of work. The proponents asserted that the prohibition on circumvention adversely affects consumers’ control over voice assistant devices.240 In particular, proponents are concerned about the consumers’ inability to control privacy and personal information settings on these devices without jailbreaking.241

No reasonable alternative to circumvention exists. Opponents argued the opposite, as some voice assistant device manufacturers allow independent application development for their devices.242 However, the proffered alternatives to circumvention – including building one’s own device from an online model – are not viable.243

The Section 1201 five statutory factors also favor proponents.244 With regard to the availability for use of copyrighted works, the market for smartphones has continued to grow despite the existence of the current exemption to which they are subject. The Register has concluded “access controls prevent consumers from using third-party applications, so denying a jailbreaking exemption would significantly diminish the availability of those works.”245 Further, the Register concluded that granting an exemption is unlikely to discourage the development or use of devices or the firmware needed to run them.246 Based on the same logic, the proposed exemption would have either no effect or a positive effect on the availability of copyrighted firmware and application software. Further, the proposed exemption would likely not have an effect on the market for, or value of, copyrighted works. EFF argued that the exemption is likely to “stimulate the market for such works by permitting developers to create new applications for the devices that go beyond what the manufacturer has anticipated, thus making these devices … more attractive to consumers.”247 Further, EFF argued jailbreaking would not contribute to

239 EFF Class 6 Reply Comments, at 5-6.
240 These adverse effects parallel the adverse effects for users of mobile devices in the current jailbreaking exemption and therefore this is a natural expansion of the current exemption. EFF Class 6 Comments, at 13; Consumers Union Class 6 Comments, at 2-3.
241 EFF Class 6 Comments, at 14.
242 ACT Class 6 Opposition Comments, at 3; Joint Creators II Class 6 Opposition Comments, at 5, 14.
243 For example, the homemade device would not include a connection to Amazon or Google and would not include a voice assistant, eliminating all of the desired capabilities and functionality of the device itself. EFF Class 6 Reply Comments, at 7-8.
246 Id.
247 EFF Class 6 Comments, at 16.
infringement of copyrighted entertainment media, as the proposed expansion would not allow circumvention of access controls on media streamed to the device. These arguments persuade NTIA that the proposed exemption would not harm the market for copyrighted works.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 6 (Jailbreaking):** NTIA recommends that the Copyright Office adopt the exemption language proposed by EFF:

Computer programs that enable smartphones, voice assistant devices, and portable all-purpose mobile computing devices to execute lawfully obtained software applications, where circumvention is accomplished solely for one or more of the following purposes: enabling interoperability of such applications with computer programs on the smartphone or device, or to permit removal of software from the smartphone or device, or to enable or disable hardware features of the smartphone or device. For purposes of this exemption, a “portable all-purpose mobile computing device” is a device that is primarily designed to run a wide variety of programs rather than for consumption of a particular type of media content, is equipped with an operating system primarily designed for mobile use, and is intended to be carried or worn by an individual. A “voice assistant device” is a device that is primarily designed to run a wide variety of programs rather than for consumption of a particular type of media content, is designed to take user input primarily by voice, and is designed to be installed in a home or office.

**Class 7 – Computer Programs – Repair**

Proponents sought four expansions to the current repair exemption, which allows for circumvention of:

Computer programs that are contained in and control the functioning of a motorized land vehicle such as a personal automobile, commercial motor vehicle or mechanized agricultural vehicle, except for computer programs primarily designed for the control of telematics or entertainment systems for such vehicle, when circumvention is a necessary step undertaken by the authorized owner of the vehicle to allow the diagnosis, repair or lawful modification of a vehicle function; and where such circumvention does not constitute a violation of applicable law, including without limitation regulations promulgated by the Department of Transportation or the Environmental Protection Agency; and provided, however, that such circumvention is initiated no earlier than 12 months after the effective date of this regulation.

At a minimum, NTIA supports the proposed renewal of the current exemption. No parties opposed the renewal, and motorized land vehicles have only increased their reliance on software embedded electronics, increasing the need for the exemption. We discuss the four proposals to expand the exemption below.

---

248 *Id.*; EFF Class 6 Reply Comments, at 1.
249 37 C.F.R. 201.40(b)(6).
Software-Enabled Devices

EFF proposed to eliminate the current exemption’s limitation to motorized land vehicles by expanding the exemption to reach any software and compilations of data so long as it is for non-infringing repair, diagnosis, or modification of a software-enabled device.\(^{250}\)

**NTIA position:** NTIA supports a modified version of the proposed exemption. NTIA believes that in general a user modifying or repairing her own software-enabled device is a non-infringing fair use.\(^{251}\) At this juncture, the record only supports an exemption for mobile handsets (such as cell phones) and home appliances.\(^{252}\)

**Analysis:** NTIA believes for the aforementioned devices that proponents adequately described a new definable sub-class separate from land mobile vehicles, for circumvention to facilitate non-infringing uses of their device.\(^{253}\) The proponents demonstrated for these devices that the current prohibition against circumvention adversely affects users’ ability to make non-infringing uses, such as repair of defects, diagnosis of problems, and modification of these devices.

Proponents meet their burden in demonstrating that repair and modification of mobile handsets and household appliances (e.g. thermostat controls and refrigerators with functionality related to Internet connectivity) are specific classes of devices where users have demonstrated the need for breaking the encryption in order to make non-infringing uses.\(^{254}\) The fair use

---

\(^{250}\) *Id.*; Class 7 Petition of Electronic Frontier Foundation Class 7 Petition (EFF Class 7 Petition) at 2-3, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class7/class-07-newpetition-eff.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class7/class-07-newpetition-eff.pdf). Here EFF argued for a list of various classes of devices. The evidence presented and discussed on the two classes here were better developed than the remaining proposed list of devices. See EFF Class 7 Petition, at 1-2.

\(^{251}\) This position is consistent with NTIA’s position in past 1201 proceedings and relevant statues, which support the idea that an owner of a device owns the copy of the underlying software in that device, and should be able to modify and repair it at will. *See generally* 2015 NTIA Letter, 17 U.S.C. § 117(c).


\(^{253}\) *See generally* EFF Class 7 Comments; April 10 Hearing Transcript; April 25 Hearing Transcript.

\(^{254}\) EFF Class 7 Comments, at 2. EFF lists here as appliances such things as computerized refrigerators, toasters, and temperature control systems. EFF also lists phones as a part of a larger category entitled “Computers, storage devices, and playback devices.” Opponents effectively raised significant issues with this broad category especially the possibility of infringement for playback devices. For example, Entertainment Software Association, argued that it was concerned about video game consoles being included in the repair and modify, noting that in the past the Librarian has rejected this proposal as the evidence was sparse and the proponents certainly did not overcome the concerns for infringement. ESA Class 7 Comments, at 2-4. NTIA agrees that the Copyright Office should not include games or similar devices in this exemption at this time.
analysis here is similar to repair of land mobile vehicles and jailbreaking discussed in other sections.

The first factor favors fair use since, as the proponents argued, diagnosis is a critical component of repairing a device and subsequent modification both qualify as a non-infringing transformative uses.\textsuperscript{255} For example, proponents asserted that users are proposing to add new functions or modifying existing features to these devices to better serve their needs. Users are also examining the data in order to diagnose issues the device may have. Both often require circumvention.\textsuperscript{256} The second factor favors fair use as software in this class of devices is largely functional (it contains a set of commands for how a device should operate).\textsuperscript{257} The third factor weighs in support of fair use since the portion used is reasonable to its proposed purpose.\textsuperscript{258} Moreover, the fourth factor favors fair use, as the user already owns the device so there would be no market substitution. Given this analysis, NTIA believes proponents have met their burden to demonstrate non-infringing fair use.

NTIA supports this limited expansion to home appliances and handsets (such as cell phones) based upon the strength of the record for these devices. For example, proponents provided a number of helpful examples in the written and oral record from both categories that effectively demonstrated these uses of repair, diagnosis and modification to the device that required circumvention as a step.\textsuperscript{259} Home appliances, for this proposed exemption, include a fairly broad spectrum of devices such as a wireless lighting system, where a modification allowed users to use other lighting options other than those provided by the manufacturer.\textsuperscript{260} Additionally, proponents noted that appliance companies are installing various security measures that prevent repair, in some cases because of security concerns.\textsuperscript{261} Also, manufacturers stop providing security updates, which then requires circumvention to turn the Wi-Fi off in order to update and secure the device.\textsuperscript{262} In part, the need for this category of devices stems from the limited warranties and life spans of appliances.\textsuperscript{263}

An additional example that NTIA believes will qualify under the handset category of devices includes two-way radios. EFF provided an important example that demonstrates this fair use where a tinkerer bypassed the encryption on firmware updates. This would allow the users to modify the radio to monitor conversations and reprogram certain buttons to increase functionality.\textsuperscript{264} Further examples include replacing batteries in certain cell phones such as the

\textsuperscript{255} EFF Class 7 Comments, at 7-8.
\textsuperscript{256} Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{257} Id. at 8-9.
\textsuperscript{258} Id. at 9.
\textsuperscript{259} See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 98-99 (for a discussion generally of modification to the device).
\textsuperscript{260} This proposal will also reduce e-waste, which occurs when consumers cannot afford costly device repairs. See April 23 Hearing Transcript, at 9-11.
\textsuperscript{261} EFF Class 7 Comments, at 3.
\textsuperscript{262} April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 30-31.
\textsuperscript{263} Id. at 73-74.
\textsuperscript{264} Id. at 30-31. This included a discussion of that appliances break down after their warranty has expired. EFF Class 7 Comments, at 3-4; see also April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 13-14 (various brands of cell phones are mentioned as the types of items that are needing repairs, such as the home button on iPhones).
Apple iPhone where a TPM may have to be circumvented to ensure that a replacement battery operates with the phone or installing parts from donor phones to repair cell phones.265

Limiting the devices to home appliances and handsets, excludes media playback devices, computers, and game consoles largely answering opponents concerns of the risk of infringement in this expansion of the exemption.266 While NTIA generally supports opponents’ point that a clear definition of repair is helpful going forward, it is unnecessary to eliminate the possibility that device owners can also modify their devices so long as that modification is not intended to gain unauthorized access to works or play pirated materials.267 This concern is ameliorated as the devices we propose be included do not include playback of copyrighted works as their primary function.268 Also, proponents countered that devices that include any playback capability are generally returned “locked down” as the goal is not to enhance the device’s functionality.269 Further, NTIA agrees with proponents that moving forward it is best to provide categories of devices rather than listing specific devices.270 Accordingly, NTIA recommends the Librarian adopt the following language as new sub-class as a part of the repair exemption:

Computer programs that are contained in and control the functioning of a home appliances and handsets (such as cell phones), when circumvention is a necessary step to allow the diagnosis, repair or lawful modification of a device function.

Telematics and Entertainment Systems

Two petitioners, the Consumer Technology Association (CTA) and Auto Care Association (ACA), seek to remove the telematics and entertainment systems limitation from the current exemption.271 In the 2015 proceeding, the Register excluded telematics and entertainment systems from the exemption due to specific copyright infringement concerns.

NTIA position: NTIA supports petitioners’ proposal in part. NTIA believes that petitioners satisfy their burden of proof to include telematics for limited purposes, but not

---

265 April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 32-34.
266 See Joint Creators Class 7 Comments, at 12-13; see also ESA Class 7 Comments, at 2-3; April 10 Hearing Transcript, at 76-81; April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 15.
267 See Joint Creators Class 7 Comments, at 12-13.
270 See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 82-90. Categories are preferred over very specific devices such as a thermostat or a refrigerator and is better in this context than all devices that contain computer software.
entertainment modules. 272 The record supports proponents’ argument that the telematics modules increasingly contain critical information for diagnosis, repair, and modification of the entire vehicle. However, proponents have not developed the record on entertainment modules enough to support their inclusion in the exemption.

There is a strong likelihood that accessing telematics modules for diagnostic purposes in order to facilitate vehicle repair and modification would qualify as fair use. In the last triennial process, the Copyright Office found support in the record for non-infringing uses as they relate to the Engine Control Unit’s (ECU) controlling vehicle function (e.g., ignition and gear shifting), but concluded that the record on non-infringing uses for telematics and entertainment systems was “sparse.” 273 In this rulemaking, proponents presented new information on non-infringing use of telematics data for diagnostic purposes. It is now clear that if the telematics device relates to the functioning of the automobile, then there should be an exemption for this purpose. The written and oral testimony highlighted the problem that critical diagnostic information is increasingly inaccessible through the “on-board diagnostics” (OBD) port. 274 NTIA was particularly persuaded by testimony that not only is this diagnostic information from the OBD port limited to begin with (since it was primarily an access point for auto shops to determine whether the vehicle meets exhaust standards set by the Clean Air Act), but that it also provides limited diagnostic information than what is available over the encrypted telemetry data stream. 275

In addition, NTIA is also concerned that hearing testimony highlighted a trend toward diagnostic information being located in the telematics module, and only available via the original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM’s) licensed devices. 276 This creates a closed market for repair and modification and lessens consumer choice. NTIA notes that it proposes limiting use to

272 Proponent and opponent use the terms entertainment system and infotainment system interchangeably. For consistency, NTIA will use entertainment system throughout.
273 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 234-5. In general, the ECU is a dedicated operating system within the vehicle that controls a number of electronic control systems related to engine efficiency and functionality.
275 Class 7 Response to Post-Hearing Questions of Electronic Frontier Foundation, et al. (EFF Class 7 Post-hearing Response) at 5 (June 11, 2018), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/post-hearing/answers/Class%207%20post-hearing%20response%20--%20EFF_Dorman_SmarTeks_Auto%20Care_iFixit_Puls_Repair.org.pdf (“As a factual matter, the Office heard testimony that those other TPMs are in place in many instances, and in other are only absent because rightsholders chose to remove them. It would be absurd to prevent a wide range of legitimate activities that require circumvention of TPMs on software merely because vendors choose to place entertainment products in the clear behind the same TPM and no others.”).
276 Class 7 Response to Post-Hearing Questions of Electronic Frontier Foundation, et al. (EFF Class 7 Post-hearing Response) at 5 (June 11, 2018), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/post-hearing/answers/Class%207%20post-hearing%20response%20--%20EFF_Dorman_SmarTeks_Auto%20Care_iFixit_Puls_Repair.org.pdf (“As a factual matter, the Office heard testimony that those other TPMs are in place in many instances, and in other are only absent because rightsholders chose to remove them. It would be absurd to prevent a wide range of legitimate activities that require circumvention of TPMs on software merely because vendors choose to place entertainment products in the clear behind the same TPM and no others.”).
obtaining the diagnostic data from the telematics module for purposes of repair and modification of the vehicle, and not repair or modification to the module itself.

Entertainment systems present a harder case for inclusion in the exemption. There is some evidence in the record about entertainment modules, but NTIA continues to have reservations about the strength of that record and the potential for infringement. At this time, NTIA does not believe that proponents have made a strong enough case that adding storage capacity in the entertainment module, for example, represents a fair use.

Concerning statutory factors, NTIA does not believe the record warrants a departure from the 2015 analysis on the other factors. Under the fifth statutory factor (“such factors as the Librarian considers appropriate”), commenters raised concerns about compliance with federal and state laws unrelated to copyright. NTIA notes that these parties raised similar concerns three years ago, and the Librarian found good reason to grant the repair exemption. NTIA does not believe that this small expansion of the current exemption to include vehicle telematics systems for diagnostic purposes increases the risks proponents raised. NTIA continues to believe, as it did in 2015, that “the appropriate regulatory authorities will continue to ensure compliance with federal and state laws that control [such things as] safety features and emissions. NTIA notes, however, that granting an exemption from the prohibition does not authorize a vehicle owner to violate any federal, state or local laws.” For the reasons discussed above, NTIA recommends expanding the exemption to include telematics modules, but not entertainment modules.

277 The proponents’ primary argument is that adding storage capacity is a transformative use. Relying on Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984), CTA argues that the entertainment systems are similar to “storage capacity” and being able to add to an owner’s vehicle storage capacity can “violate neither copyright nor the DMCA.” See CTA Class 7 Comment at 6. Harman replies that the decision in Sony focused on “whether the use of tape recorders to archive copyrighted material was fair use. The Supreme Court held that it was, because the Betamax VHS player’s ‘time shifting’ capabilities [were] fair use.” See Harman Class 7 Opposition Comments, at 5.

278 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(v). Harman, for example, raised concerns about consumer safety, privacy protection, and spectrum compliance. Harman Class 7 Opposition Comments, at 3-4; see also id. at 4 (In particular, Harman contended that “telematics systems are often gateways into vehicle ECUs that control critical safety functions of the vehicle, such as throttle, braking, and steering. . . . For example, the recent Jeep hacking incident, in which hackers updated the ECU’s firmware to adjust cruise control settings or activate parking brakes, illustrates the dangers attendant with permitting any type of circumvention of a vehicles TPM.”); Harman Class 7 Post-hearing Response, at 3 ( “[C]ircumventing that system could result in grave safety concerns, such as changing settings so that a driver can engage with augmented reality while the car is in motion, thus putting himself and other drivers on the road in grave danger.”). Auto Alliance advanced safety, environment, and data privacy concerns as reasons to oppose the exemption. Class 7 Opposition Comments of Auto Alliance (Auto Alliance Class 7 Opposition Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class7/Class_07_Oppn_Auto_Alliance.pdf.

Third Parties

The current exemption allows for the use of computer programs where the authorized owner of the vehicle undertakes circumvention to allow diagnosis, repair, or lawful modification of a vehicle function and where such circumvention does not constitute a violation of applicable laws. The American Farm Bureau Federation and others have petitioned to extend the current exemption to “non-manufacturer-authorized farm equipment mechanics and service technicians who serve agricultural vehicle owners,” while two other petitioners requested expansion of the exemption beyond motorized land vehicles. The Copyright Office consolidated the separate petitions into one proposal to “expand the existing exemption to allow third parties to provide services on behalf of owners of motorized land vehicles.” NTIA analyzes the proposals using this Copyright Office framework.

**NTIA position:** NTIA supports the proposed exemption. To ensure that the DMCA does not unduly inhibit the rights of vehicle owners, NTIA recommends expanding the existing exemption to include third parties who provide diagnosis, repair and modifications service to vehicle owners. As modern vehicles become increasingly complex for their owners to diagnose, repair, and modify without expertise in software, these owners risk losing the freedom to diagnosis, repair, and modify their vehicles without this expansion.

---


281 2017 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49,561 (emphasis added) The American Farm Bureau Federation and others have petitioned to extend the current exemption to “non-manufacturer-authorized farm equipment mechanics and service technicians who serve agricultural vehicle owners.” Another two petitions went beyond motorized land vehicles that the Copyright Office suggested for this proposed exemption in its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking; see also EFF Class 7 Petition, at 2 (“The types of users who want access [include] . . . independent repairpersons.”); Class 7 Petition of iFixit (iFixit Class 7 Petition) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class7/class-07-newpetition-ifixit.pdf (“Consumers should be able to repair products themselves or contract with a third-party service technician or their choice.”); USC Class 7 Petition, at 2 (“[S]eeking to expand the current Class 21 exemption to non-manufacturer-authorized farm equipment mechanics and service technicians who serve agricultural vehicle owners” and noting that “many farmers and ranchers do not have the necessary skill, knowledge, or tools in software engineering to diagnose, repair, or lawfully modify their own vehicles [.].”) In the previous rulemaking process, the Copyright Office rejected a similar expansion for third parties on behalf of vehicle owners. See 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 246-47.

282 Transcript, Hearing on Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, Section 1201 - Digital Millennium Copyright Act, at 23 (noting that vehicles today “have somewhere between 50 and 70 complex computing devices”); see also Class 7 Comments of American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF Class 7 Comments), Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class7/class-07-initialcomments-abf-ncg-nfu.pdf.
Analysis: OEMs increasingly embed proprietary software in vehicles’ internal ECUs, restricting the user’s ability to diagnose, repair, or modify the function of a vehicle or directly control the function and operation of vehicle parts. Current, the ability of vehicle owners to diagnose, repair, and lawfully modify their own vehicles varies based on the availability of proprietary software tools via OEM-authorized dealerships. Based on the record, NTIA believes that third-party circumvention for the purposes of diagnosis, repair, and lawful modification, authorized by vehicle owners for their personal use, constitute non-infringing uses under the fair use doctrine and Section 117.

The fair use analysis supports broadening the current exemption. The first fair use factor weighs in favor of the proposed exemption because “the purpose and character of the use” of the proposed expansion would be noncommercial and for owners’ personal use. The second fair

283 AFBF Class 7 Comments, at 3; Class 7 Comments of Auto Care Association & Consumer Technology Association (Auto Care & CTA Class 7 Initial Comments) at 2-3, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class7/class-07-initialcomments-auto-care-association.pdf. Proponents argued that the law applicable to physical parts and tools should also apply to software that controls the vehicle’s function and operation as well as diagnostic software because software performs the same functions that have been controlled and operated by physical parts in older model vehicles.

284 Due to the time-sensitive nature of farming activities, small-scale farmers in rural areas are especially affected by lack of local access to OEM-authorized software tools and dealerships. See AFBF Class 7 Comments, at 4 (“Unless a local mechanic or servicer has acquired tools from an authorized dealer . . . the local mechanic cannot render expert assistance to the Farmer in operating, maintaining, or repairing agricultural equipment.”); id. at 14 (Declaration of Guy Mills, Jr.).

285 During the sixth triennial proceeding, the Register and Librarian concluded that diagnosis, repair, or lawful modification by owners of motorized land vehicles “may constitute a non-infringing activity as a matter of fair use and/or under the exception set forth in Section 117 of the Copyright Act.” 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 65954. Consistent with the position it took in the last triennial proceeding, NTIA believes that owners of vehicles in this class should be treated as owners in the context of Section 117. See 2015 NTIA Letter, at 55. Krause v. Titleserv, 402 F.3d 119 (2d Cir. 2005), and Vernor v. Autodesk, 621 F.3d 1102 (9th Cir. 2010), remain useful guideposts pertaining to the discussion underlying ownership of a copy of software embedded in motorized land vehicles. NTIA’s view remains that Krause and Vernor are distinguishable from each other and should not be interpreted as to indicate a circuit split on the ownership issue. In Vernor, where the parties agreed to a restrictive software licensing agreement, the court refused to apply Krause because the parties did not have a written license agreement in Krause. The Vernor court contemplated the owner-vs-licensee question not as a general matter but in the specific context where there a written instrument already existed. Similarly, the Krause court engaged in a highly factual inquiry and addressed the ownership question without intending to establish a precedent to be applied widely to situations such as Vernor. NTIA believes that the record in the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking supports the conclusion that vehicle owners are owners of a copy of the included ECU software. Opponents’ insistence on vehicle owners being software licensees primarily concern another proposed exemption on the circumvention of the telematics and entertainment systems, which NTIA addresses separately.

286 See 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 235 (The Register concluded that “the first factor may favor fair use where ‘the purpose and character of the use is noncommercial and personal’ and facilitate[] the intended use of smartphones by their owners. . . . [T]he proposed uses for diagnosis and repair would presumably enhance the intended use of ECU computer programs.”); see also 17 U.S.C. § 107(1). Most
use factor also favors a finding of fair use. The record does not indicate any change in the nature of the copyrighted works implicated in this class during the past three years, and thus the Register’s conclusion during the previous rulemaking process still holds: the ECU software in vehicles is not especially expressive.\textsuperscript{287} The analysis of the third fair use factor is less conclusive.\textsuperscript{288} The record does not clearly show what portion of a copyrighted computer program must be used for the purpose of repair.\textsuperscript{289} Lastly, NTIA believes that the fourth factor weighs slightly in favor of fair use.\textsuperscript{290} Opponents’ argument for negative market impact primarily focused on allowing circumvention of vehicles’ entertainment systems. The proponents argued that the opponents did not show that the proposed exemption would adversely affect the market for or value of their copyrighted works. Indeed, OEM-authorized software repair tools have been available for well over a decade.\textsuperscript{291} Further, the Register concluded during the last rulemaking “there is not a significant independent market” for OEMs-authorized

vehicle owners seeking third-party service to circumvent TPMs in their vehicles do so to conduct the necessary repair or lawful modification, not for the circumvention itself. At the hearing before the Copyright Office in Washington, D.C., a major opponent in this class echoed that “no one is really going to be in the business of circumventing just to show people they can circumvent.” April 10 Hearing Transcript, at 22. Circumvention is merely incidental to, instead of the “primary . . . purpose” for, repair. The DMCA’s anti-trafficking provisions prohibit manufacturing and distribution of computer programs “primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing” and that have “only limited commercially significant purpose other than to circumvent.” 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(2), (b). Hence, the purpose and character of the circumvention by third parties do not substantially differ from what the current exemption already permits when the circumvention is “undertaken by the authorized owner of the vehicle.”

\textsuperscript{287} 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 235. NTIA agrees with the proponents in the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking that the ECU software might not be entitled to copyright protection because its nature is largely functional rather than expressive. See AFBF Class 7 Comments, at 9 (citing Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 387 F.3d 522, 536 (6th Cir. 2004) (“Generally speaking, ‘lock-out’ codes fall on the functional-idea rather than the original-expression side of the copyright line.”)).

\textsuperscript{288} 17 U.S.C. § 107(3) (“the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole”).

\textsuperscript{289} Although if an entire work is reproduced the case for fair use might be weakened, copying a protected work in its entirety does not preclude a finding of fair use because “[t]he statutory factors are not exclusive.” See Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 449-50 (1984) (citing Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 560 (1985)). Since it can be justifiable to copy a copyrighted work in its entirety when all factors considered collectively favor a finding of fair use, the third factor does not weaken proponents’ argument for fair use.

\textsuperscript{290} See Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 560 (“[T]he doctrine is an equitable rule of reason.”); Peter Letterese And Assocs., Inc. v. World Inst. Of Scientology Enters., 533 F.3d 1287, 1308 (11th Cir. 2008) (“[N]either the examples of possible fair uses nor the four statutory factors are to be considered exclusive.”); 17 U.S.C. § 107 (a single factual finding “shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors”).

\textsuperscript{291} AFBF Class 7 Comments, at 10 (“[W]hile multi-brand software tools are not generally available on an authorized basis, OEM-proprietary software, including necessary circumvention tools, is widely available due to the 2014 Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) expansion of a 2002 agreement between automobile manufacturers and independent servicers. [. . .] No complaint was raised regarding expanded circumvention as a result of these tools being in the hands of independent repair persons.”).
repair software separate from the market for vehicles, and the opponents’ evidence in the this rulemaking did not challenge this conclusion. Further, NTIA weighs heavily the proponents’ concerns about the anti-competitive impact and unreasonable obstacles that vehicle owners would have to endure without the benefit of a broader exemption.

The opponents made two main arguments against the proposed exemption. First, opponents argued that third-party circumventions violate the Section 1201 anti-trafficking provisions. Second, opponents argued that the existence of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) supplied adequate access to authorized circumvention tools. NTIA disagrees with the opponents’ statutory interpretation and characterizations of the MOU. As illustrated above, the proposal would allow for third party use of tools (at the direction of vehicle owners) to diagnose, repair, and lawfully modify their vehicles. This use is not primarily “for the purpose of circumventing a technological measure” that protects copyrights; the circumvention here is incidental. This proposed exemption seeks to afford vehicle owners all the benefits of vehicle ownership consistent with the DMCA’s anti-trafficking provisions. NTIA does not believe that the proposed exemption will violate the anti-trafficking provisions, but that the proposed exemption will allow vehicle owners to receive the necessary assistance to exercise ownership rights that DMCA intended to leave intact.

---

292 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 236 (“Proponents persuasively establish that computer programs on the majority of ECUs are only meaningful in connection with the vehicle, that the copies are generally sold only with the vehicle, and that the consumer pays for those copies when purchasing the vehicle.”).


294 Auto Alliance Class 7 Opposition Comments, at 9 (nothing that “expanding the beneficiaries of the existing exemption to include [independent servicers] that would provide circumvention services to the public is clearly not permissible under the DMCA provisions governing this proceeding”).

295 Id. at 8-9; see also 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(2), (b) (anti-trafficking provisions).

296 Auto Alliance Class 7 Opposition Comments, at 9-10.


298 NTIA believes that it is a logical extension of the Copyright Office’s own analysis to say that Congress did not intend to apply the anti-trafficking provisions to third-party circumvention for a vehicle owner’s personal need to diagnose, repair, or modify lawfully owned vehicle. See 1201 Study, at 54 (“[T]here are strong reasons to conclude that Congress did not intend to apply the manufacturing bar to exemption beneficiaries from producing their own circumvention tools for personal use.”).
The proponents demonstrated that the MOU has a limited scope and cannot adequately protect all vehicle owner rights. Indeed, Auto Care’s and MEMA’s reply comments enumerated several features of the MOU that illustrated how limiting the MOU is for owners of software-enabled vehicles. In addition, despite opponents’ representation of its ubiquity, the MOU is not a standard-setting effort by any government agency or independent body. NTIA shares many proponents’ concern that the “[c]onsumers’ need for [circumvention tools] is in no way affected or displaced” by the existence of MOU because the MOU is necessary but not sufficient. Therefore, the limited enforceability and scope of the MOU cannot adequately remedy the harms proponents face under the existing exemption.

As an example of a further adverse effect under the existing exemption, a farmer in a rural area cannot seek help from his neighbor (who is not an authorized dealer) to repair his broken tractor if the repair requires circumvention of TPMs. Many factors might indicate that the most feasible solution at the farmer’s disposal would be to ask the neighbor for help, especially if the repair is likely to entail circumvention of TPMs and the neighbor happens to know how to repair the issue, or has developed his own tool, because other alternatives would be more costly and time-consuming for the farmer.

Proponents showed that, given the ubiquity of software deployment in vehicles, diagnosis and repair have become more and more complicated, requiring specialized skills or knowledge that vehicle owners typically do not possess. The current exemption would require individual farmers to independently develop critical circumvention tools to repair their own vehicles when no authorized dealer is in the vicinity, no matter how infeasible the undertaking is for most farmers. Further, NTIA is concerned that without this expansion, the current

301 See, e.g., Class 7 Comments of Consumer Technology Association (CTA Class 7 Initial Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class7/class-07-initialcomments-cta.pdf (noting that the OEM repair tools included in the MOU remain “strictly proprietary” and “brand-limited” and require separate licenses).
302 See AFBF Class 7 Comments and accompanying declarations. For example, the farmer’s tractor might have broken down in the middle of the harvest season, going to the closest authorized dealer might cost tens of thousands of dollars and days of delay, or the known workaround software solutions do not work on the exact model that the farmer has.
303 See id.
304 A large-scale farmer located relatively close to an authorized dealership might not run into much difficulty in complying with the existing exemption. However, proponents have demonstrated that, for the other farmers as well as many vehicle owners, if the proposed exemption is denied, their property rights and consumer interests will be, or will likely be, adversely affected in the next three years. See, e.g., AFBF Class 7 Comments, at 21, Declaration of John Doe (actual name known to counsel); Class 7 Comments of Consumers Union (Consumers Union Class 7 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class7/class-07-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf; EFF Class 7 Comments, at 1.
limitation will continue to harm small local businesses (including independent auto parts stores),
preventing them from providing necessary vehicle diagnosis and repairs.

Finally, the Section 1201 statutory factors favor adopting the proposed exemption. Under
the first statutory factor, NTIA believes that the availability for use of copyrighted works would
increase under the proposed exemption. Adopting the proposed exemption would remove
existing obstacles to obtaining timely and affordable diagnosis, repair, and modification tools.
This could make owning software-enabled vehicles a more positive experience for consumers.
Proponents did not present evidence particularly relevant to analyzing the second and third
statutory factors. The fourth factor supports adopting the proposed exemption because the
“relevant markets will not suffer any harm cognizable under copyright law.” Opponents did
not present evidence demonstrating that the value of the relevant copyrighted works would
decrease simply because third-party servicers could repair vehicles on a case-by-case basis.
Lastly, the additional factors that the Register cited in her rejection of the proposed exemption in
2015 are not present in the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking.

NTIA recommends extending the current exemption to allow circumvention by third-
party service providers to diagnose, repair and modify software-enabled vehicles on behalf of
owners.

Distribution and Sale

Auto Care and CTA proposed an exemption to “permit companies with expertise in
software development to develop and make circumvention and repair solutions available to
servicers and consumers.” iFixit proposed an exemption to allow the “development and sale
of repair tools.” Collectively, this proposed exemption seeks to permit third-party
commercialization of software repair tools for vehicles in this class. No exemption currently
exists that would permit this use.

NTIA position: NTIA opposes the proposed exemption. As discussed above, NTIA
believes that the Librarian should allow owners of motorized land vehicles (and the third parties
discussed above) to develop software tools for the diagnosis, repair, or modification of their own

305 17 U.S.C. 1201(a)(1)(C) (“(ii) the availability for use of works for nonprofit archival, preservation, and
educational purposes; (iii) the impact that the prohibition on the circumvention of technological measures
applied to copyrighted works has on criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or
research . . . .”).
306 EFF Class 7 Comments, at 13.
307 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 241-44 (Both DOT and EPA submitted letters to the Copyright
Office, raising concerns regarding public safety and other compliance issues against granting the
proposed exemption in 2015.).
308 ACA & CTA Class 7 Petition, at 3; see also Class 7 Comments of Motor & Equipment Manufacturers
Association (MEMA Class 7 Initial Comments) at 3, Docket No. 2017-10,
309 iFixit Class 7 Petition, at 2.
However, the proposed exemption proposed is likely to constitute trafficking under Section 1201 because iFixit, Auto Care, and CTA focused on the marketing and sale of tools they have developed.

**Analysis:** Although the development of circumvention tools might not violate the anti-trafficking provisions when undertaken by third party servicers in vehicle repair shops for owners’ personal use (as discussed above), the distribution of the same tools is a separate issue. If the repair shop only circumvents TPMs as an incidental part of an overall repair, then they likely have not violated the DMCA’s anti-trafficking provisions. In contrast, if the software developer sells or distributes these circumvention tools, or if he solicits vehicle owners or repair people to use the circumvention tools, he has developed but does not repair vehicles at all, this may violate the DMCA’s anti-trafficking provisions. The Librarian cannot grant an exemption that would be a violation of another section of 1201, let alone other existing laws.

Therefore, NTIA recommends denying the proposed exemption. Unlike the proposed exemption for third party service providers discussed above, proponents have focused this proposed exemption on the distribution and sale of circumvention tools and the Librarian should reject it.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 7 (Repair):** NTIA proposes the following exemption language in order to allow consumers to take full advantage of the benefits that the proponents intended this class to confer on domestic vehicle owners:

> Computer programs that are contained in and control the functioning of a motorized land vehicle, such as a personal automobile, commercial motor vehicle or mechanized agricultural vehicle, except for computer programs primarily designed for the control of entertainment systems for such vehicle, when circumvention is a necessary step to allow the diagnosis, repair or lawful modification of a vehicle function, or extraction of telematics diagnostic data.

**Class 8 – Computer Programs – Video Game Preservation**

Proponents seek renewal and expansion of the current video game preservation exemption, which currently includes:

(i) Video games in the form of computer programs embodied in physical or downloaded formats that have been lawfully acquired as complete games, when the copyright owner or its authorized representative has ceased to provide access to an external computer server necessary to facilitate an authentication process to enable local gameplay, solely for the purpose of:

(A) Permitting access to the video game to allow copying and modification of the computer program to restore access to the game for personal gameplay on a personal computer or video game console; or

---

310 NTIA does not believe that this activity would implicate the DMCA’s anti-trafficking provisions. *See* 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(2), (b).
(B) Permitting access to the video game to allow copying and modification of the computer program to restore access to the game on a personal computer or video game console when necessary to allow preservation of the game in a playable form by an eligible library, archives or museum, where such activities are carried out without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage and the video game is not distributed or made available outside of the physical premises of the eligible library, archives or museum.

(ii) Computer programs used to operate video game consoles solely to the extent necessary for an eligible library, archives or museum to engage in the preservation activities described in paragraph (i)(B).

(iii) For purposes of the exemptions in paragraphs (i) and (ii), the following definitions shall apply:

(A) “Complete games” means video games that can be played by users without accessing or reproducing copyrightable content stored or previously stored on an external computer server.

(B) “Ceased to provide access” means that the copyright owner or its authorized representative has either issued an affirmative statement indicating that external server support for the video game has ended and such support is in fact no longer available or, alternatively, server support has been discontinued for a period of at least six months; provided, however, that server support has not since been restored.

(C) “Local gameplay” means gameplay conducted on a personal computer or video game console, or locally connected personal computers or consoles, and not through an online service or facility.

(D) A library, archives or museum is considered “eligible” when the collections of the library, archives or museum are open to the public and/or are routinely made available to researchers who are not affiliated with the library, archives or museum.

At a minimum, NTIA supports the proposed renewal of the exemption. EFF, the Library Copyright Alliance, and the University of Michigan Library Copyright Office each submitted petitions for renewal. As the Copyright Office noted in its NPRM, petitioners noted the continued need for the exemption in order “to preserve and curate video games in playable form,” and “demonstrated personal knowledge and experience” related to the exemption. Because petitioners demonstrated the continuing need for this exemption, and because it was unopposed, NTIA urges the Librarian to adopt an exemption that at minimum includes the previously exempted class of work and use cases.

The Museum of Art and Digital Entertainment (“The MADE”) seeks to expand the scope of the existing exemption “to further include multiplayer online games, video games with online multiplayer features, and massively multiplayer online games (MMOs), whether stored physically or in downloadable formats, and would add preservationists affiliated with archival

institutions as users.”312 Another proponent, Public Knowledge, notes that “evolution in game development has increased reliance on server-side software while blurring the line between what the Office considers to be ‘complete’ games under the current exemption, and online multiplayer formats,” 313 and appears to go further than The MADE in advocating that the exemption cover games where “mandatory patches and updates… change key elements of the game.”314

**NTIA position:** NTIA recommends some expansion and clarification of the current exemption, particularly to include preservation of video games where the user uses the server component—while still not providing any substantial expressive content—for administrative tasks beyond authentication, including command and control functions such as tracking player progress, facilitating communications between players, or storing high scores. This would accommodate demonstrated harms from the prohibition against circumvention when, for example, the client video game software requires a constant connection to a server that, in addition to authenticating the user, also provides opportunities for limited social interactions among users such as those described by Public Knowledge.315

**Analysis:** Proponents describe their request to expand the current exemption for video game preservation as a natural extension “to address technological change,” at a time when “local multiplayer options are increasingly rare” and game clients require external servers to function even in single-player modes.316 It is clear that The MADE and other advocates are genuinely concerned with preserving the video game art form, and that the prohibition hinders their work when lawfully obtaining a copy of a video game is no longer a guarantee that it will still be possible to archive, research, or exhibit the work at appropriate institutions.

At the same time, opponents of expanding the exemption point to the legal and logistical difficulties associated with the rise of server-driven video games. The Entertainment Software Association (ESA) notes that modern video games have “a wide range of features and architectures,”317 with remote servers sometimes contributing valuable game content, mechanics, or features. Moreover, opponents highlight that some games where server support has been discontinued, and especially older versions of games still actively supported in an evolved form, would not (or should not) necessarily qualify as obsolete or no longer supported.318

314 Id.
315 Id. at 8 (describing the functions of Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp and the Souls series).
318 ESA mentions a number of examples, including an early version of World of Warcraft being relaunched by Blizzard Entertainment. See ESA Class 8 Opposition Comments, at 16-17.
In light of these difficult issues, NTIA supports a narrower expansion of the exemption that attempts to enable preservation of more video games without suggesting applicability in situations where the activity is more likely to constitute copyright infringement—such as if the game can only be reproduced using expressive content stored on a server—and while bearing in mind the scope of preservation activities contemplated in Section 108. In addition to simplifying the regulatory text, we propose expanding the exemption to include situations where the server software performs various administrative tasks (as described above) in addition to any authentication function. While this will not address situations where creative game content is stored on the server and streamed to the client as needed, Ed Fries, a distinguished retired video game developer and preservationist, noted in a hearing that “typically, it’s not the assets that are streamed” to the client, in part because of bandwidth issues.\(^{319}\) Instead, game servers more typically keep track of experience points, transactions among players, and other administrative tasks that could be re-implemented by dedicated preservationists working without knowledge of the original server code.\(^{320}\) This suggests that, despite the trend towards more server-dependent games, in many cases preservation without the original server software remains possible.

We also note that some of the scenarios presented on the record may be possible under the current exemption. In particular, we do not believe the current exemption prohibits institution-affiliated preservationists, such as volunteers, from engaging in circumvention while following the requirements of the current exemption, which enables circumvention to “allow preservation of the game in a playable form by an eligible library, archives or museum.”\(^{321}\) At no point does the regulatory language specify that the institution can only use paid employees for this task. Furthermore, NTIA does not recommend explicitly including a term along the lines of “affiliated preservationist,” due to the potential for introducing confusing language or suggesting that any such preservationists may not need to be answerable to the institutions for which they are volunteering. NTIA recommends the following:

Computer programs in the form of video games, where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of restoring access to single-player or multiplayer gaming functionality, either for personal gameplay or to allow preservation of the game in a playable form by a library, archives, or museum that is open to the public or routinely to external researchers, and where:

1. all or nearly all of the audiovisual content and gameplay mechanics reside on the player or institution’s lawfully acquired local copy of the game;
2. the developer and its agents have ceased support for particular games for a period of six months or more and have not restored support; and
3. activities by a library, archives, or museum are carried out without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage and the video game is not distributed or made available outside of the physical premises of the library, archives or museum.

\(^{319}\) Testimony of Ed Fries, Seventh Triennial 1201 Rulemaking (April 13, 2018) at 73.
\(^{320}\) Id. at 72, 74-75.
\(^{321}\) 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(8)(i)(B).
No current exemption allows for preservation of computer programs aside from video games. The Software Preservation Network (SPN) and the Library Copyright Alliance (LCA) proposed the following new exemption text:

Computer programs that have been lawfully acquired and which are no longer reasonably available in the commercial marketplace, for the purpose of preserving a computer program and/or a computer program-dependent material when a technological protection measure of a computer program renders either the computer program or computer program-dependent material inaccessible, provided that such activity is undertaken by an eligible library, archive, museum, or other cultural heritage institution, where such activities are carried out without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage and the computer program is not distributed or made available to the public outside of the premises of eligible institutions.

For the proposed exemption, “computer program” would be a set of statements or instructions used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain result, and “computer program-dependent material” would be a digital file where accessibility requires a computer program.

NTIA Position: NTIA supports the proposal for a new exemption for Class 9: Computer Programs – Software Preservation, with modifications to clarify the scope of the exemption. NTIA finds that the proposed exemption would be sufficiently narrow if it is limited to computer programs “no longer reasonably available in the commercial marketplace,” for a use of preservation, and to eligible institutional users.

Analysis: Proponents demonstrated sufficiently the class of devices, diverse TPMs, and a method of circumvention. Opponents claimed that including computer program-dependent...
materials makes the exemption too broad and that it should be limited to obsolete works. NTIA is satisfied that circumvention would be limited to a clear, defined class of works – computer programs, to preservation uses, and to preservation-oriented institutional users.

Proponents and opponents disagreed about whether the proposed exemption should apply to video games. That said, proponents demonstrated that the proposed exemption “[would] cover[] a different set of TPMs and preservation activities” than the video game exemption (see class 8). In their reply comments, proponents note that anti-circumvention provision’s adverse effects are the same on video games as with other software; furthermore, proponents highlight several video games for which the anti-circumvention provision may prevent preservation, even with the renewal of current video game exemption. NTIA agrees with proponents that the

327 See Class 9 Opposition Comments of Joint Creators II (Joint Creators II Class 9 Opposition Comments) at 3, 5, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class9/Class_09_Opp'n_Joint_Creators_II.pdf (the proposed class would include “every access control applied to every copyrighted work accessible in a digital format.”); see also Class 9 Opposition Comments of BSA | The Software Alliance (BSA Class 9 Opposition Comments) at 4, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class9/Class_09_Opp'n_BSA.pdf. DVD CCA and AACS LA also argued that the exemption should not extend to DVDs and Blu-ray Discs. See Class 9 Opposition Comments of the DVD Copy Control Association and the Advanced Access Content System Licensing Administrator (DVD CCA & AACS LA Class 9 Opposition Comments) at 3, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class9/Class_09_Opp'n_DVD_CCA_&_AACS_LA.pdf (“material submitted in support of this exemption, however, do not mention CSS, DVD, AACS, or Blu-ray Discs.”).

328 See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 3-6. Proponents have further suggested limiting the exemption to apply only to computer programs “no longer reasonably available in the commercial marketplace.” See id. at 9; April 12 Hearing Transcript (broad exemption is necessary as “Some of them may have been developed by that company for itself. Some of it might have been standard at the time, but are no longer available. Some of it might be something that is some kind of technological protection that is still available from someone, but again, not, but it's, you know, not available to the library that's trying to preserve it”).

329 Opponents argued that the exemption should not allow for circumvention on video games, as the proposed exemption would go beyond the confines of the existing video game exemption. See Class 9 Opposition Comments of the Entertainment Software Association (ESA Class 9 Opposition Comments) at 5, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class9/Class_09_Opp'n_ESA.pdf (“The existing video game exemption was predicated on a substantial record specific to video games . . . and strikes a careful balance between the interests of preservationists and copyright owners.”). Proponents responded that video games share common adverse effects, non-infringing uses, and statutory factors as all forms of computer programs. See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 7.

330 See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 7 (the proposed exemption includes preservation of video games that are not necessarily “reliant on a server”); April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 241 (“[I]f it’s a server-based TPM on a video game, then I think that [the current video game] exemption should apply.”).

331 See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 7-8 (discussing the video games DarkSide and BattleDroidz).
proposed exemption should cover all computer programs, including video games, which meet the marketplace unavailability condition.

Proponents and opponents also debated whether adding “other cultural heritage institutions” as users would be appropriate.332 As proponents note, there are “organizations that may not classify themselves as libraries, museums—perhaps due to a lack of size or resources—but . . . have nevertheless taken on a responsibility for the preservation and stewardship of cultural heritage.”333 NTIA suggests the Librarian adopt the eligibility criteria in the Copyright Office’s Section 108 Discussion Document to define properly the scope of cultural heritage institutions in this context.334 Proponents generally supported these criteria at the hearing, and some opponents noted that adoption would help allay their concerns.335 Furthermore, the inclusion of “other cultural heritage institutions” reflects a continuing trend that institutions falling outside of traditional definitions of libraries and archives are routinely engaged in similar preservation efforts in the digital age.336

Another disagreement centered on whether the Librarian should include the term “computer program-dependent material” in the exemption text.337 The proposed exemption

332 Opponents have argued that adding “other cultural heritage institutions” as users of the proposed exemption is ambiguous and amorphous. See Joint Creators II Class 9 Opposition Comments at 3, 5 (finding “‘other cultural heritage institutions’ is an undefined term in the proposal”). April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 250 (“The concern was raised by the opponents is that ‘other cultural heritage institution’ is sort of an ambiguous, amorphous term.”).

333 SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 6. (internal quotations and citations omitted). For example, the proponents noted that the Electronic Literature Organization, “which runs an archive of important electronic literature, may not formally be a library, museum, or archive, but shares their essential characteristics and is dedicated to preservation of electronic works in such formats as Storyspace, HyperCard, and Flash.” Id.

334 In addition to the Section 108(a) requirements for libraries and archives, the Discussion Document proposes the following conditions for Section 108 eligibility: “(1) the institution has a public service mission; (2) the institution has trained staff or volunteers who provide professional services normally associated with a library, archives, or museum; (3) the institution’s collections are composed of lawfully acquired and/or licensed materials; and (4) the institution implements reasonable digital security measures.” U.S. Copyright Office, Section 108 of Title 17: A Discussion Document of the Register of Copyrights, at 19 (Sept. 2017) [hereinafter Section 108 Discussion Document], https://www.copyright.gov/policy/section108/discussion-document.pdf. We think that adopting such criteria for cultural heritage institutions is appropriate for the proposed exemption. However, we do not think that such additional criteria should apply to other users of the proposed exemption – libraries, archives, and museums – as the meaning and activities of those institutions are well-understood.

335 April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 250-56.

336 See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 6 (“the Register should include museums and other cultural heritage institutions in this proposed class, because their preservation efforts are similar to the efforts of others in the proposed class, and there is no reasonable distinction between museums (on the one hand) and libraries and archives (on the other hand) when it comes to preservation.”); see also 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 342 (finding that the record supported the inclusion of museums as users of the then-proposed videogame exemption even though Section 108 on its face is limited to libraries and archives).

337 Opponents have argued that the term “computer program-dependent material” should not be included in the exemption text. See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 187 (“I don't think that there’s any reason to
would be limited to TPMs on computer programs, and not on computer program-dependent materials; rather, a user would not be able to access those materials without preserving the software protected by a TPM. Even a “backwards-compatible” option available in modern software today may not offer the same degree of fidelity as the original computer program that ran the computer program-dependent material. NTIA believes the term “computer program-dependent material” should be in the exemption.

The proposed use would likely be a non-infringing fair use. Under the first factor, preservation benefits the public interest, is a non-commercial activity, and is a transformative use. Moreover, courts have recently favored digital preservation efforts that provide a public benefit, under which the proposed exemption would fall. The second and third factors weigh in favor of fair use, as computer programs and computer program-dependent materials are often functional works that users would copy only for preservation. Lastly, preservation of a work would not interfere with the marketplace for the original work, given that the exemption would be limited to computer programs not reasonably available in the commercial marketplace. NTIA therefore believes the fourth factor favors the exemption, as preservation is unlikely to actually refer to dependent materials at all in any exemption if what you're trying to circumvent to gain access to is only a piece of software that then gives you lawful access to another type of work without circumvention of any additional TPM.”

338 See id. at 220 (“And our goal here was to make very clear that if you are circumventing the TPM for the purposes of preserving the computer-dependent material, not just the computer program, that's still a thing covered by the exemption”). For example, a computer program-dependent material could include an architectural drawing using an early version of AutoCAD, where files might require a particular version of the software to be accessed. See id. at 219. AutoCAD files contain information that cannot be stored in other file formats, and in order to preserve AutoCAD files, preservationists must have the AutoCAD version compatible with the AutoCAD file and thus “should be permitted to preserve the computer programs required to access these files.” SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 4.

339 April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 222 (“[E]ven software that is theoretically backwards-compatible doesn't necessarily produce all of the same information . . . as the original version of the software that the file was written in.”).

340 See SPN & LCA Class 9 Comments, at 10-11.

341 In Authors Guild, Inc. v. Google, as proponents noted, the District Court found the first factor weighed in favor of fair use as digitization of copyrighted works offered a public benefit of book preservation. See id. at 10 (citing Authors Guild, Inc. v. Google, Inc., 954 F. Supp. 2d 282, 293 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), aff'd sub nom. Authors Guild, Inc. v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202 (2d Cir. 2015)).

342 See id. at 11-12. While the second and third factors may be closer calls, they are not dispositive.

343 See id. at 12-13. Although an argument could be made that the market for commercially available computer programs that offer a “backwards compatible” option may be affected, often data may be lost as part of the backwards compatibility process and there is value in preserving the computer programs in and of themselves. See id. at 7-8 (“Backwards compatibility sometimes relies on converting the original data into a contemporary file format; this can cause data loss or be impossible without access to the original software.”); see also id. at 3 (“the value of software preservation is not in the mere storage of digital information, but in providing this repository of digital information in a useable format to researchers, scholars, and government agencies.”). In any event, it seems unlikely that a significant amount of users would utilize years-old computer programs inside eligible institutions in lieu of using newer computer programs at their home or workplace. It is important to note that the use of the work would be within a closed institution and the work would not be publicly distributed.
harm the marketplace for the original work. Courts tend to favor preservation and educational uses, and the fair use factors tend to suggest that the proposed exemption would have non-infringing uses. Thus, NTIA believes that the proposed use of preservation would likely be non-infringing under a fair use analysis.

Opponents argued that the Librarian should not consider fair use for preservation exemptions, but rather such exemptions should be limited to non-infringing uses pursuant to Section 108.344 However, NTIA agrees with proponents that Section 108 would be inadequate to protect digital works and should not necessarily be the only non-infringing use considered in the rulemaking process.345 While NTIA is optimistic that efforts to modernize Section 108 will be successful, this rulemaking should not wait for such changes.346

Proponents have demonstrated that the prohibition adversely affects the eligible institutions. They are unable to preserve computer programs and computer program-dependent materials.347 No reasonable alternative to circumvention exists for eligible institutions.348 Without the exemption, an eligible institution must seek permission from the copyright holder to preserve a work, but searching for a copyright holder can be costly, time-consuming, and is often

---

344 See BSA Class 9 Opposition Comments, at 3; Joint Creators II Class 9 Opposition Comments, at 4-5 ("[T]his proceeding should not be used to ‘break new ground on the scope of fair use’ as a substitute for attempting to reform 108."); 17 U.S.C. § 108. At the hearing, opponents argued that the proponents’ interpretation of HathiTrust and Google is too far reaching, the proposed class is too broad for a fair use analysis, and if a fair use analysis is performed, the fourth factor may weigh against a finding of fair use. See April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 206-207 ("I don’t think those cases go as far as they’re reading them") ("[F]air use involves a case by case analysis that requires the application of the four mandatory factors to the particular facts of each particular use.") ("[T]here’s an incentive to preserve [video games] because they are often rereleased, and so there can be market harm").

345 See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 12 ("[T]he Register in prior proceedings recommended exemptions for preservation that are non-infringing but not covered under § 108."); see also April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 213 ("[T]he problems with section 108 obsolescence requirements are the problems that keep software from being preserved and keeps software from being accessibly, even in cases where folks own a copy.") As proponents note, ("[T]he Copyright Office and the Library of Congress acknowledge that Section 108, by itself, provides inadequate protection for the digital preservation activities of librarians and archivists. See SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 12; see also Section 108 Discussion Document, at 1 ("The current section 108 language is insufficient to address digital works and digital transmissions, does not reflect the way that libraries and archives actually operate, and excludes museums, among other constraints."); April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 214 ("[A]s we saw, in the cases we’ve already cited that have happened since 2006, there’s a wide variety of uses that are considered non-infringing that hadn’t been conceptualized when these exemptions were previously considered.") Moreover, while Section 108 reflects the special value of preservation in the Copyright Act, Section 108 should not confine or limit the bounds of fair use under Section 107. 17 U.S.C. § 108(f)(4) ("Nothing in this section . . . in any way affects the rights of fair use as provided by section 107. . . .").

346 April 12 Hearing Transcript, at 214-15.

347 See SPN & LCA Class 9 Comments, at 6-9. Without preservation, entire computer programs and computer program-dependent material may be lost. See id. at 7 (software preservation is especially important in a time when the amount of born-digital works continues to increase).

348 See id. at 9.
unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{349} Eligible institutions may attempt to use software with backwards compatibility, but this process is inadequate and can distort the original work.\textsuperscript{350}

Proponents have demonstrated that the Section 1201 statutory factors favor adopting the proposed exemption for software preservation. The availability of copyrighted works would increase, as institutions would preserve software and software-dependent materials.\textsuperscript{351} The primary purpose of preservation is to increase availability of software and software-dependent materials for archival, preservation, educational, criticism, research, teaching, and scholarship purposes.\textsuperscript{352} Furthermore, preservation would be limited to computer programs that are not “reasonably available in the commercial marketplace” should have little or no impact on the commercial marketplace.\textsuperscript{353}

\textsuperscript{349} See id. at 9 (“Even when the copyright owner is known, different components of a single piece of software can be owned by different parties.”); see also id. at 9 (even if a copyright holder is discovered, permission to circumvent the TPM can ultimately be denied).

\textsuperscript{350} See id. at 7-8 (“Backwards compatibility . . . can cause data loss or be impossible without access to the original software.”).

\textsuperscript{351} See id. at 19.

\textsuperscript{352} See id. at 19-20.

\textsuperscript{353} See id. at 21; SPN Class 9 Reply Comments, at 9.
**NTIA Recommendation for Class 9 (Software Preservation):** NTIA recommends that the Register and Librarian adopt the following exemption language:

1) Computer programs that have been lawfully acquired and which are no longer reasonably available in the commercial marketplace, for the purpose of preserving the computer program or a computer program-dependent material, when circumvention is undertaken by an eligible library, archive, museum, or other cultural heritage institution, where such activities are carried out without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage and the computer program is not distributed or made available to the public outside of the premises of eligible institutions.

2) For purposes of this exemption, the following definitions shall apply:
   (i) A library, archives or museum is considered “eligible” when their collections are open to the public and/or are routinely made available to researchers who are not affiliated with the library, archives or museum.
   (ii) A cultural heritage institution is considered “eligible” when their collections are open to the public and/or are routinely made available to researchers who are not affiliated with the cultural heritage institution; and
      a. The institution has a public service mission;
      b. The institution has trained staff or volunteers who provide professional services normally associated with a library, archive, or museum;
      c. The institution’s collections are composed of lawfully acquired and/or licensed materials; and
      d. The institution implements reasonable digital security measures.
   (iii) A “computer program” is a set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain result.
   (iv) A “computer program-dependent material” is a digital file which requires a compatible computer program in order to be accessible.

**Class 10 – Computer Programs – Security Research**

The current security research exemption allows for circumvention of:

(i) Computer programs, where the circumvention is undertaken on a lawfully acquired device or machine on which the computer program operates solely for the purpose of good-faith security research and does not violate any applicable law, including without limitation the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986, as amended and codified in title 18, United States Code; and provided, however, that, except as to voting machines, such circumvention is initiated no earlier than 12 months after the effective date of this regulation, and the device or machine is one of the following:
(A) A device or machine primarily designed for use by individual consumers (including voting machines);

(B) A motorized land vehicle; or

(C) A medical device designed for whole or partial implantation in patients or a corresponding personal monitoring system that is not and will not be used by patients or for patient care.

(ii) For purposes of this exemption, “good-faith security research” means accessing a computer program solely for purposes of good-faith testing, investigation and/or correction of a security flaw or vulnerability, where such activity is carried out in a controlled environment designed to avoid any harm to individuals or the public, and where the information derived from the activity is used primarily to promote the security or safety of the class of devices or machines on which the computer program operates, or those who use such devices or machines, and is not used or maintained in a manner that facilitates copyright infringement.354

At a minimum, NTIA supports the proposed renewal of the exemption. Six parties submitted petitions to renew the current security research exemption.355 The proponents argued that the relevant factual and legal record in this class has not changed materially since the 2015 proceeding, and that the need for the exemption remains.356 We agree with the Copyright Office

354 See 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(7).
356 See, e.g., Security Researchers Class 10 Renewal Petition, at 3 (noting “personal knowledge that the need for the exemption continues to exist”); MEMA Class 10 Renewal Petition, at 3 (“MEMA therefore supports renewal of the exemption for another three years.”); Libiquity Class 10 Renewal Petition, at 3 (noting that the security research exemptions “remain necessary and should be renewed”); Campos Class 10 Renewal Petition, at 3 (“A renewal would contribute to continued improvements in the quality and
that the petitions for renewal demonstrated the continuing need and justification for the exemption. 357 No party filed an opposition to renewing this exemption. 358

The Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT), Professors Felten and Halderman, and Professor Green proposed a modification of the current security research exemption. 359 Essentially, proponents requested the removal of various restrictions in the current exemption. 360

**NTIA Position:** NTIA supports the proposal to modify the exemption for Class 10: Computer Programs—Security Research. NTIA believes that proponents have made the necessary statutory showing to merit the modification of the security research exemption. NTIA also agrees with the view of the Department of Justice’s Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS) that “the DMCA is not the sole nor even the primary legal protection preventing malicious tampering with [devices such as voting machines or motorized land vehicles], or otherwise defining the contours of appropriate research.” 361

---

358 *Id.*
360 Proponents suggest removing the requirement that research can take place only on devices primarily designed for use by individual consumers, motorized land vehicles, or certain medical devices. See, e.g., Class 10 Comments of the Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT Class 10 Comments) at 3-4, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-cdt.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-cdt.pdf); Class 10 Comments of Ed Felten and J. Alex Halderman (Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments) at 7, Docket No. 2017-10 [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-felten-halderman.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-felten-halderman.pdf); Class 10 Comments of the Consumers Union (CU Class 10 Comments) at 4, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-consumers-union.pdf); Class 10 Comments of the U.S. Public Policy Council of the Association for Computing Machinery (USACM Class 10 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10 [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-usacm.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-usacm.pdf). Proponents have also requested removal of language limiting the use of information derived from the research activity, and other caveats requiring that users conduct all research “in a controlled environment;” perform it “solely” for good-faith security research purposes; and “not violate any applicable law.” Professor Green specifically proposed replacing the current exemption with NTIA’s recommended language from the 2015 proceeding, effectively removing the restrictions highlighted by the other petitions. See Class 10 Comments of Matthew Green (Green Class 10 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-green.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-green.pdf).
**Analysis:** Proponents have shown that the proposed class includes copyrighted works protected by technological protection measures. Proponents have argued convincingly that, inasmuch as the uses implicate copyrighted works, the uses are non-infringing under Section 117 or they are non-infringing fair uses. Indeed, NTIA believes that the uses described are similar or identical to those allowed by the current security research exemption.

Under the first fair use factor, the purpose and character of the use promotes interoperability and is transformative and noncommercial favors a finding of fair use. As Professor Green noted, Section 107 explicitly specifies research and scholarship as prototypical fair uses. Security researchers that document security research flaws and then coordinate their mitigation and disclosure with the relevant parties are engaging in criticism, commentary, or news reporting (often all three). Opponents argued that removing the good-faith and use limitations would alter the first factor analysis. NTIA, however, believes that a modified

---

362 Professors Felten and Halderman argued that the TPMs at issue here are the same ones laid out in the 2015 proceeding, whose record has been incorporated into this proceeding. *See* Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 6-7. Opponents DVD CCA and AACS LA stated that the TPMs on copyrighted works that concern them in this class are the Content Scramble System (CSS) on DVDs and the Advanced Access Content System (AACS) on Blu-Ray discs. Class 10 Opposition Comments of the DVD Copy Control Association and the Advanced Access Content System Licensing Administrator (DVD CCA & AACS LA Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 2, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_DVD_CCA_&_AACS_LA.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_DVD_CCA_&_AACS_LA.pdf). The Election System Providers also stated that the security tools they use include TPMs on copyrighted works. Class 10 Comments of the Election System Providers (ESP Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 3, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_Election_System_Providers.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_Election_System_Providers.pdf). ESP consists of Dominion Election Systems (Dominion), Election Systems & Software (ES&S), and Hart InterCivic (Hart). Conversely, Joint Creators and Copyright Owners (JCCO) argued that proponents definition of TPM is overbroad and ill-defined. Class 10 Comments of Joint Creators II (Joint Creators II Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 5, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_Joint_Creators_II.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_Joint_Creators_II.pdf). Joint Creators II consists of the Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. (MPAA), the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), and the Association of American Publishers (AAP).

363 *See, e.g.*, Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 6-9.

364 *Id.* at 10-17.

365 In 2010 and 2015 the Register and Librarian concluded that security research (in a variety of forms) is a fair use. *See* 2010 Final Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 43833; 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 65956.

366 17 U.S.C. § 107; Green Class 10 Comments, at 3. Proponents argued that the uses at issue are the same uses that the Register found transformative in previous proceedings. Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 7-9, 13-15; Green Class 10 Comments, at 3.

367 Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 14.

368 Class 10 Comments of the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers (Auto Alliance Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 4-5, Docket No. 2017-10, [https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_Auto_Alliance.pdf](https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_Auto_Alliance.pdf); DVD CCA & AACS LA Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 3; ESP Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 19.
exemption would allow for the same purpose and character of use as the current exemption. The second fair use factor, the nature of the work, weighs in favor of fair use. As the Register found in previous proceedings, a computer program operating a device is likely to be “largely functional in nature.”\textsuperscript{369} Under the third fair use factor, security researchers may need to copy a portion of the work or the full work.\textsuperscript{370} So long as the use is transformative, and the user only copies what is required for a valid use, the third factor weighs in favor of fair use. Under the fourth factor, a modified exemption would likely not harm the market for the copyrighted work. As is the case with previous proceedings, good-faith security research does not usurp the market for the original work.\textsuperscript{371} Based on this analysis, NTIA believes the requested uses are likely fair uses, and thus non-infringing.\textsuperscript{372}

Proponents asserted that the five limitations in the exemption adversely affect or are likely to adversely affect users of this class of work. Opponents argued that if the Librarian removed the limitations in the current exemption, the exemption would no longer be “narrow and focused,” as recommended by the Copyright Office.\textsuperscript{373} NTIA believes that proponents have made their case that, even in the absence of the five limitations, a modified exemption would be sufficiently “narrow and focused for the purposes of Section 1201.\textsuperscript{374}

**Removal of the device limitation:** Proponents have made the case that the current exemption’s language limiting circumvention to specific categories of devices adversely affects

\textsuperscript{369} See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 9, 15 (citing 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 301); Green Class 10 Comments, at 5.

\textsuperscript{370} See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 9, 15; Green Class 10 Comments, at 5.

\textsuperscript{371} Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 16-17; Green Class 10 Comments, at 5-6. Under *Campbell*, “there is no protectable derivative market for criticism.” *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.*, 510 U.S. 569, 592 (1994). And as the Register previously found, speculative concerns regarding reputational harms are not the concern of copyright law. Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 9-10, 16 (citing 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 302). *Contra* ESP Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 20. This finding still applies.

\textsuperscript{372} Again, the proposed uses here are similar in relevant respects to those that the Register and Librarian found non-infringing in past proceedings. See, e.g., 2010 Final Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 43833; 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 65956.

\textsuperscript{373} Class 10 Opposition Comments of BSA | The Software Alliance (BSA Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 2-5, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_BSA.pdf}; ESP Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 17; Joint Creators II Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 5; Class 10 Opposition Comments of the Software and Information Industry Association (SIIA Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 3, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_SIIA.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{374} Generally, the App Association states that “[t]he practices of security research, encryption research, and reverse engineering must be balanced with the need to adequately maintain the integrity of software using TPMs like authentication and encryption.” Class 10 Opposition Comments of Act | The App Association (ACT Class 10 Opposition Comments) at 3, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class10/Class_10_Opp'n_App_Association.pdf}. NTIA agrees with this statement. However, we do not believe that the record in this proceeding shows that a modified security research exemption would compromise the integrity of these software applications. Indeed, the record shows that a modified exemption that did not include the five limitations at issue would likely resolve the adverse effects proponents discuss.
or is likely to adversely affect users in this class. Proponents have demonstrated that the device limitation is unclear as currently written, and that this lack of clarity is deterring good-faith security research. Proponents have also shown that it is unclear whether the current exemption allows for research on “software and access controls increasingly embedded in a wide range of . . . critical systems,” such as ATMs and infrastructure-to-vehicle communication systems. Professors Felten and Halderman presented a list of “important examples of research projects [in various categories] that researchers avoid because the consumer device category is ambiguous.”

Opponents argued that the removal of the device limitation would render the exemption impermissibly broad, as it would not be applicable to a sufficiently specific class of copyrighted works, and would further result in public safety and security concerns. Proponents replied that the Register adopted the device limitation in 2015 because the record failed to support other categories of devices and not because of concerns about infringing uses, exceeding 1201 statutory authority, or public safety. Proponents have included other types of devices in the record and argued that “there is no reason to enumerate specific categories at all, given that software technology and internet connectivity are increasingly ubiquitous.” NTIA believes

---

375 See, e.g., Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 18-21.
376 For example, the requirement that research be performed in devices designed for “use by individual consumers” could be “interpreted narrowly to refer to any device that a consumer individually and directly purchases, owns, and uses . . . [or] broadly to incorporate any device that a consumer indirectly uses.” Id. at 19.
377 CDT Class 10 Comments, at 1-4.
379 BSA Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 5-6, Joint Creators II Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 5-7; Auto Alliance Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 16. Specifically, Joint Creators II stated that removing this limitation would allow access to corporate databases, a category the Register expressly excluded in 2015. Joint Creators II Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 7 (citing 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 252).
381 See USACM Class 10 Comments, at 2.
that proponents have provided enough evidence regarding a range of devices to warrant removal of the device limitation.\(^{382}\)

Further, as noted by CCIPS, the “individual consumers” designation “is amenable to different interpretations, and may not provide the degree of certainty necessary for prospective security researchers to be reasonably sure that their activities will be exempted.”\(^{383}\) CCIPS also notes that “[i]n some cases, vulnerabilities contained in industrial grade servers or networking equipment may present even greater risks to the public than security flaws in consumer goods, highlighting the importance of legitimate security research on such devices.”\(^{384}\) NTIA agrees with these views.

**Removal of the controlled environment limitation:** Proponents have made the case that the current exemption language that circumvention must be “carried out in a controlled environment designed to avoid any harm to individuals or the public” adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect users in this class.\(^{385}\) Proponents have demonstrated that this limitation is ambiguous and prevents researchers from engaging in good-faith security research in real-life environments.\(^{386}\) As CCIPS notes, “in some circumstances effective research may require experiments to be conducted in realistic conditions in the field” and “in some cases, minimizing the risk of harm may require ‘real world’ testing outside of a lab-like controlled environment.”\(^{387}\)

Opponents have noted that the controlled environment limitation exists to “mitigate the risks to the public that can arise when security research is performed haphazardly.”\(^{388}\) However, the record indicates that the controlled environment limitation often inhibits research efforts that could increase public safety.\(^{389}\) Proponents have demonstrated that research performed pursuant to the controlled environment limitation largely lacks external validity, which is necessary to promote security research and public safety.\(^{390}\) Additionally, the controlled environment

---

\(^{382}\) NTIA’s proposed exemption language includes a requirement that “circumvention is initiated by the owner of the copy of the computer program or with the permission of the owner of the copy of the computer program,” which would appropriately limit the exemption.


\(^{384}\) Id.

\(^{385}\) Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 2.

\(^{386}\) Id. at 2, 21; see also Felten Class 10 Reply Comments, at 15 (stating that the controlled environment limitation “limits important testing in real-life environments that is necessary to ensure the secure day-to-day operation of computer systems.”). Because the current exemption does not define “controlled environment,” “researchers are less likely to engage in such research because they may be exposed to liability.” Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 5 (internal citation omitted).

\(^{387}\) 2018 CCIPS Letter, at 4-5.

\(^{388}\) BSA Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 5. Opponents argued that elimination of a controlled environment requirement would likely result in public harm. See Auto Alliance Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 14; ESP Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 13; Joint Creators II Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 8.

\(^{389}\) See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 21-22.

\(^{390}\) See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 22 (contending that researchers are less able to “generalize from data and theories applied in the laboratory to the real world outside the lab”). External validity is essential to increase public safety as “research in uncontrolled environments allows researchers
limitation is unnecessary to the extent that good-faith security researchers adhere to norms and customs such as responsible vulnerability disclosure, properly obtaining consent, and avoiding public harm.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 31.} NTIA believes that proponents have provided sufficient evidence of adverse effects to allow for the elimination of the controlled environment limitation.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 31.}

\textbf{Replacement of the other laws limitation:} Proponents have made the case that the current exemption language that circumvention “not violate any applicable law” adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect users in this class.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 4-5; Class 10 Comments of Rapid7, \textit{et al.} (Rapid7 Class 10 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-rapid7-et-al.pdf} (arguing that “violations of other laws carry their own penalties, remedies, and enforcement mechanisms separate from copyright”); see also April 10 Hearing Transcript (“The other laws limitation here allows companies to add liability under two statutes to their threat arsenal, essentially contract enforcement.”).} Conditioning the exemption on compliance with all other laws creates uncertainty and risk for researchers, as proponents noted that the limitation “potentially exports the DMCA’s harsh criminal and civil liability into other non-copyright legal regimes.”\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 4-5; Class 10 Comments of Rapid7, \textit{et al.} (Rapid7 Class 10 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-rapid7-et-al.pdf} (arguing that “violations of other laws carry their own penalties, remedies, and enforcement mechanisms separate from copyright”); see also April 10 Hearing Transcript (“The other laws limitation here allows companies to add liability under two statutes to their threat arsenal, essentially contract enforcement.”).} Under the other laws limitation, security researchers who violate other laws (such as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA)) are also potentially in violation of the DMCA, regardless of whether the researcher is otherwise acting within the bounds of the exemption.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 4-5; Class 10 Comments of Rapid7, \textit{et al.} (Rapid7 Class 10 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-rapid7-et-al.pdf} (arguing that “violations of other laws carry their own penalties, remedies, and enforcement mechanisms separate from copyright”); see also April 10 Hearing Transcript (“The other laws limitation here allows companies to add liability under two statutes to their threat arsenal, essentially contract enforcement.”).} More importantly, security researchers whose activities likely do not violate other laws are nevertheless likely to be deterred by this provision, which has been interpreted by university counsel and other attorneys as exposing their clients and institutions to excessive risk.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 4-5; Class 10 Comments of Rapid7, \textit{et al.} (Rapid7 Class 10 Comments) at 2, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class10/class-10-initialcomments-rapid7-et-al.pdf} (arguing that “violations of other laws carry their own penalties, remedies, and enforcement mechanisms separate from copyright”); see also April 10 Hearing Transcript (“The other laws limitation here allows companies to add liability under two statutes to their threat arsenal, essentially contract enforcement.”).}

Opponents argued that to the extent ambiguity exists, the ambiguity is in relation to the other laws rather than the limitation.\footnote{See, \textit{e.g.}, Testimony of Harry Geiger, Seventh Triennial 1201 Rulemaking (April 10, 2018) at 186-187 (arguing that the inclusion of all laws in the exemption, not only computer crime laws, creates “a tremendous amount of uncertainty” for good-faith security researchers).} For example, opponents argued that Section 1201(j) to measure variables from undetected sources, clarify causation from correlation, and improve reliability and verification.” See \textit{id.} at 22.
indicates congressional intent to ensure that security research involving circumvention not violate other laws. Proponents responded that the Register and Librarian should not rely solely on the structure of 1201(j) as it “may not have helped Congress fully achieve its aim to enable good-faith security research.” Furthermore, proponents argued that eliminating the other laws limitation will eliminate ambiguity and will not result in unlawful circumventions as exemptions “do not preclude liability under any other laws, which are already sufficiently deterrent.”

NTIA urges adoption of an alternative to the other laws limitation, which would be less of an obstacle to good-faith security researchers (while maintaining a reasonable note of caution). The regulatory text should instead include a statement that the exemption “does not obviate the need to comply with [all] other applicable laws and regulations.” As discussed above, the existing other laws language has a chilling effect on legitimate security research that would otherwise comply with laws such as the CFAA. NTIA believes that proponents have made the necessary showing to allow for replacement of the other laws limitation with NTIA’s recommended statement. NTIA emphasizes that nothing in this 1201 proceeding or in the exemptions the Librarian will promulgate affect a party’s responsibility to comply with other laws. NTIA proposes this exemption language to communicate the contours of this rulemaking clearly to the security research community and the public.

**Restatement of the access limitation:** Proponents adequately asserted that to modify the access limitation so that the exemption allows for “good-faith security research” without including a rigid definition of that term. They have also demonstrated that the current language defining good-faith security research as that undertaken “solely for the purposes of good-faith testing, investigation and/or correction of a security flaw or vulnerability” adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect users in this class. Proponents have argued that the access limitation is ambiguous, limits security research activities such as public discussion and publication of academic papers, and ultimately decreases the identification of vulnerabilities.

---

398 BSA Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 6.
399 Felten Class 10 Reply Comments, at 22.
400 See id. at 20.
401 Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 2. NTIA adds the word “all” before “other applicable laws and regulations” to emphasize the need for security researchers to be mindful of full compliance.
402 We recognize that although CCIPS would not object to removing the reference to “any applicable law” were it standing alone, it does not support removing the reference to the CFAA. 2018 CCIPS Letter, at 5-6. We agree with CCIPS that regulatory language in the DMCA 1201 Rulemaking (or absence thereof) “does not change what is or is not permitted under other laws.” 2018 CCIPS Letter, at 5. As explained above, we believe that our proposed language accomplishes the goal of clarifying the exemption while avoiding a chilling effect on legitimate security research.
403 See 2015 NTIA Letter, at 72.
404 Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 2.
405 See CDT Class 10 Comments, at 4; see also April 10 Hearing Transcript, at 223-24 ("So first I want to be clear about some of the purposes that are potentially not encompassed under solely for good faith security research but are nonetheless often engaged in by academic researchers. And one of those is teaching, another is publication.").
Opponents argued that loosening the access limitation will increase the potential for bad actors to take advantage of security flaws or vulnerabilities. Proponents responded that opponents have not presented tangible evidence that bad actors used this exemption in order to engage in unlawful activities. Opponents also argued that requiring users undertake circumvention “solely” for good-faith research does not “have any impact on post-circumvention activity” because “a beneficiary is free to use insights gleaned from research” for academic purposes. However, proponents have demonstrated that security research subject to the current access limitations hinders “scientific dialogue, academic peer review, and classroom teaching.” Additionally, modifying the access limitation will result in more collaboration between security researchers and industry.

NTIA believes that proponents have made the necessary showing to remove the prescriptive definition of “good-faith security research” from the exemption. NTIA further believes that modifying the access limitation will provide clarity to good-faith security researchers and result in increased good-faith security research efforts, further coordination within the security research community, and ultimately promote public safety and security.

Removal of the use limitation: Proponents persuasively argued that the current exemption language requiring “information derived from the activity is used primarily to promote the security or safety of the class of devices or machines on which the computer program operates, or those who use such devices or machines, and is not used or maintained in a manner that facilitates copyright infringement” adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect users in this class. Proponents demonstrated that the use limitation makes it “unclear whether academic research and open public discussion of vulnerabilities fall within the exemption.”

---

406 Auto Alliance Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 11 (arguing that elimination “would create unnecessary risks that bad actors will gain access to security vulnerabilities”); Joint Creators II Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 11.
407 April 10 Hearing Transcript, at 200-01 (“[T]here’s never been any assertion in the record of any actual incident of anyone within the ambit of the exemption or anyone adjacent to the exemption actually invoking the exemption to get out of something.”).
408 BSA argues the Register contemplated such uses in 2015, when she wrote that the exemption would enable research “aimed in part at advancing the state of knowledge in the field.” BSA Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 3.
409 See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 25; see also Felten Class 10 Reply Comments, at 24 (“[A] strict reading of the word ‘solely’ excludes beneficial activities associated with security research, such as teaching and scholarship.”). Further, the access limitation is unnecessary because good-faith security researchers already abide by security research industry norms that promote public safety. Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 26.
410 See Felten Class 10 Reply Comments, at 25 (stating that removal will “encourage even more cooperation and coordination between researchers and software companies, resulting in more secure products”).
411 Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 2.
412 CDT Class 10 Comments, at 4. See also Felten Class 10 Reply Comments at 26-27 (describing how even the opponents offered varying, inconsistent definitions of the use limitation). Proponents also persuasively argued that the use limitation is ambiguous, limits research, and determines whether the exemption covers a researcher’s activity based on third-party behavior that he or she does not control.
Further, this language resides within the current exemption’s definition of “good-faith security research,” which NTIA recommends removing for the reasons discussed above.

Opponents argued that courts would clarify any potential ambiguity “on the specific facts of an appropriate case.”413 One opponent asserted that the use limitation is necessary as it aligns with congressional intent, deters bad actors, and “avoids over-prescriptiveness.”414 Proponents have shown that the use limitation creates ambiguity, deters research efforts and collaboration, and subjects good-faith security researchers to potential liability.415 NTIA believes that proponents have made the necessary showing to remove the use limitation. NTIA believes that removal of the use limitation would provide clarity to good-faith security researchers and eliminate the potential liability of these researchers for the actions of third parties.

**Alternatives to circumvention and statutory factors:** No reasonable alternative to circumvention exists because security research cannot take place without circumventing software or device TPMs and developers and rights holders often lack incentives to participate in security research.416

The Section 1201 statutory factors weigh in favor of proponents. Under the first factor, the existing exemption’s restrictive list of devices and ambiguous definition for “good-faith security research” impose “a significant barrier to research on software flaws and vulnerabilities.”417 Removing the current limitations is likely to increase access to copyrighted

---

---

See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comment, at 25-26 (claiming that the current exemption’s language “makes the circumventor liable if someone else uses the information they derived to commit copyright infringement”).

413 Auto Alliance Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 14.
414 BSA Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 4.
415 See Felten Class 10 Reply Comments, at 24-26; see also April 10 Hearing Transcript, at 218 (“I actually believe that this clause absolutely was put here in order to work on the third party infringement that occurs down the line. That is why it is about the information and the way that the information is maintained after the activity.”).
416 Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 34. As the Register concluded in 2015, “the permanent exemptions in sections 1201(f), 1201(g), and 1201(j) are inadequate to accommodate the proposed research activities.” 2015 Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 65956. The proposed research activities in this proceeding are substantially similar to those contemplated in 2015, so NTIA believes that this determination still applies.
417 See 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(i); see also CDT Class 10 Comments, at 2; Green Class 10 Comments, at 2 (“If he does not bypass access controls in a computer system, Dr. Green’s research is significantly limited.”); 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(7)(ii) (noting that “‘good-faith security research’ means accessing a computer program solely for purposes of good-faith testing, investigation and/or correction of a security flaw or vulnerability”) (emphasis added). As illustrated above and by Professors Felten and Halderman, security researchers rarely have an alternative if they are unable to circumvent TPMs. See Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 34.
works for researchers.\(^{418}\) Contrary to opponents’ view, “there will be greater availability of copyrighted works in general” if the Librarian modifies the exemption.\(^{419}\)

The second statutory factor also favors the proponents.\(^{420}\) Although the current exemption helps enable security research, some of the limitations reduce the availability of works for preservation and educational purposes.\(^{421}\) In 2015, the Register found that the prohibition at the time played “a negative role in universities’ willingness to engage in and fund security research, and may limit student involvement in academic research projects.”\(^{422}\) Proponents have submitted sufficient evidence to show that the limitations in the current exemption are having a similar effect today.\(^{423}\)

Next, proponents demonstrated that security researchers’ ability to understand security risks, educate the public, and promote safer and better technology would increase significantly if the Librarian removed the limitations discussed above.\(^{424}\) Proponents have shown that freedom to engage in additional security research and in protected speech without unknown legal risk

\(^{418}\) Given the difficulty of obtaining right holders’ permission to conduct security research and the limited ability to circumvent TPMs, even when security researchers are able to study vulnerabilities, they will not be able to determine with confidence whether the system or device is secure. See April 10 Hearing Transcript, at 111-12 (“[W]hen Professor Green approaches a potential vulnerability, he has to take a black boxing approach. So he’s not able to circumvent in order to look at the code. He has to reverse engineer in a black box manner that doesn’t give you confidence that in fact there are vulnerabilities.”); id. at 122-123 (noting the difficulties security researchers experienced when attempting to obtain permission from software manufacturers).

\(^{419}\) 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 310; see ESP Class 10 Opposition Comments, at 21.

\(^{420}\) See 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(ii) (“the availability for use of works for nonprofit archival, preservation, and educational purposes”).

\(^{421}\) NTIA notes the availability for preservation and education was part of the basis for the exemption in 2015. See 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 310. Proponents have demonstrated that the existing exemption chills research and scholarship because its ambiguity regarding permissible activities “introduces a risk of liability for students and teachers.” Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 27; see also CDT Class 10 Comments, at 1 (noting that the current exemption, with its limitations on research methods and eligible devices, “limits and chills critical research into vulnerabilities with the threat of litigation”); id. at 4 (noting that because “circumvention must be solely for the purpose of good-faith security research and that such search involves accessing a computer program solely for purposes of good-faith testing, investigation, or correction of a security flaw should be removed . . . it is unclear whether academic research and open public discussion of vulnerabilities fall within the exemption, placing legal constraints on the study and prevention of critical flaws.”).

\(^{422}\) 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 310.

\(^{423}\) Because the “majority of research and scholarship is conducted by academic researchers in educational settings,” the current exemption should, at minimum, be clarified to help security researchers manage legal risks more confidently. Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 27. Researchers having confidence to manage risks and expectations is especially important to increase engagement with security research for unprofitable goals that are socially beneficial, such as nonprofit archival, preservation, and educational purposes, all of which are recognized under 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(ii).

\(^{424}\) See 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(iii) (stating that the Librarian shall examine “the impact that the prohibition on the circumvention of technological measures applied to copyrighted works has on criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research”).
would serve the public interest. Public discourse is critical because manufacturers or distrubuters may have an incentive to delay or suppress the disclosure of security vulnerabilities in devices or systems. Proponents have demonstrated that lifting the limitation on post-circumvention use would likely facilitate criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research.

Opponents claimed that a broader exemption would lower the market value of their copyrighted works. However, any negative effect on the market for copyrighted works in this class “will result only from the exposure of inherent shortcomings in the works themselves,” which the Register did not credit as a market harm in 2015. NTIA agrees with the proponents that, on balance, circumvention of TPMs in this class will lead to a positive “net effect” on both the quality and the value of copyrighted works in this class.

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 10 (Security Research):** NTIA supports modifying the current exemption and believes that adopting our proposed exemption language from the 2015 proceeding would serve proponents’ purposes. Accordingly, NTIA recommends the following exemption language:

---

425 For example, security research exposing weaknesses in consumer products (e.g., vehicles, medical devices, consumer products) by lawfully circumventing the TPMs has promoted news reporting, fostered additional scholarship and research, provided timely warnings for the general public that uses these products, and spurred manufacturers to build and deploy products with more competitive security measures. See also Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 28 (demonstrating that the current limitations bar socially beneficial good-faith security research).

426 Kim Zetter, *Top Voting Machine Vendor Admits It Installed Remote-Access Software on Systems Sold to States*, (July 17, 2018), Motherboard (July 17, 2018, 8:00 AM), [https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mb4ezy/top-voting-machine-vendor-admits-it-installed-remote-access-software-on-systems-sold-to-states](https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mb4ezy/top-voting-machine-vendor-admits-it-installed-remote-access-software-on-systems-sold-to-states) (“In 2006 […] hackers stole the source code for the pcAnywhere software, though the public didn’t learn of this until years later in 2012 when a hacker posted some of the source code online, forcing Symantec, the distributor of pcAnywhere, to admit that it had been stolen years earlier.”).

427 See CDT Class 10 Comments, at 4-5.

428 Auto Alliance Class 10 Opposition, at 5 (raising concerns with broadening the current exemption by way of hypothetical in which “a company’s proprietary copyrighted software could be accessed (through circumvention) by an academic researcher who receives funding from a competitor, and who could misuse the software to benefit that competitor and harm the market for the original product).

429 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 311. In 2015, the Register concluded the effect of circumvention of TPMs on the market for or value of copyrighted works, “would generally not be adverse.” Id. Proponents argued that the proposed modifications do not change the analysis. Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 29; see also 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 311.

430 Felten & Halderman Class 10 Comments, at 29.

431 See 2015 NTIA Letter, at 89. As mentioned above, NTIA’s single modification to its proposed 2015 language is the inclusion of the word “all” before “other applicable laws and regulations.”
Computer programs, in the form of firmware or software, regardless of the device on which they are run, when circumvention is initiated by the owner of the copy of the computer program or with the permission of the owner of the copy of the computer program, in order to conduct good-faith security research. This exemption does not obviate the need to comply with all other applicable laws and regulations.

Class 11 – Computer Programs – Avionics

No current exemption allows for circumvention of TPMs on computer programs for avionics data. Air Informatics proposed the following new exemption:

For aviation, aircraft, aviation engineering and security professionals and third parties, where circumvention of computer programs allows for access to aircraft flight, operations, maintenance, and security data, is undertaken to gather, store, and analyze the data, including for flight safety and cyber security compliance.432

The proposed exemption would allow users to circumvent TPMs on computer programs to access avionics data in order to improve flight safety and cyber security.433

NTIA position: NTIA does not support the proposal for the new exemption in this class. The proponents have not met their burden of proof; therefore, NTIA recommends that the Librarian deny the petition for an exemption.434

---


434 In addition to the lack of evidence supporting the proposed exemption, NTIA is concerned that granting the proposed exemption could result in significant risks. For example, Air Informatics struggled to articulate whether circumventing the encryption to access avionics data could hamper flight safety. At the hearing, Air Informatics seemed to confirm that a user could misuse avionics data. See April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 156-57. In the 2017 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the Copyright Office sought comment on “whether the proposed exemption could have negative repercussions with respect to safety or security with respect to the works at issue.” 2017 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 82 Fed. Reg. at 49562. NTIA does not have enough information to feel satisfied about the potential risk or misuse of avionics data, and as such, recommends the Librarian deny the proposed exemption.
**Analysis:** Proponents failed to demonstrate that the proposed class includes copyrighted works protected by TPMs. At no point in its petition, comment, or at the hearing did Air Informatics argue that avionics data are copyrighted works. One proponent—Public Knowledge—acknowledged that avionics data are not copyrighted works. Because proponents failed to demonstrate that avionics data are copyrighted works, NTIA does not support the proposed exemption.

Proponents did not clearly identify when circumvention might occur under this proposal. Air Informatics proposed to circumvent the encryption at two junctures: (1) when the aircraft owner or operator transmitted the data from the airplane to a hangar; and (2) after the aircraft owner or operator provided the encrypted data to Air Informatics. While NTIA is satisfied that some levels of encryption protect the avionics data, the mere existence of encryption cannot trigger a Section 1201 exemption; a copyrighted work must exist to trigger a Section 1201 exemption.

Even if the Register were to assume that avionics data were copyrighted works, Air Informatics failed to identify clearly the proposed users of the exemption, beyond Air

---

435 While NTIA focuses on whether the avionics data are copyrightable works, the record also includes no discussion of whether the software that generates the avionics data is the copyrightable work at issue. At the hearing, Air Informatics suggested that the data are standards dictated by Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) regulation, including the following: “It’s a combination of codes and text characters with certain meanings. The meaning of this data, and it could be altitude, pressure, temperature, speed, how the airplane is flown, control service inputs, things like this, that the industry has defined definitions of this and formats of it saying this is the order of the data and you take it from this x-y-z to an intelligent stream of speed, altitude, and pressure.” April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 145-147; see also Class 11 Comments of Air Informatics, LLC (Air Informatics Class 11 Comments) at 4-5, Docket No. 2017-10, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class11/class-11-initialcomments-ai.pdf. Later on at the hearing, Air Informatics stated that the “data is to see that the airplane is being flown properly, maintained properly.” April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 155.

436 PK Class 11 Comments, at 2-3.

437 Even if the Copyright Office decided avionics data are copyrightable works, proponents have failed to identify the copyright holder. At the hearing, Air Informatics suggested that the aircraft owner or operator owned and controlled access to the avionics data, but also suggested that the aircraft original equipment manufacturer owned and controlled access to the avionics data. See April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 129-44, 160; see also Air Informatics Class 11 Comments, at 2. Even if the Copyright Office were to conclude the avionics data were copyrightable works, it is not clear what entity would hold rights to the avionics data. Moreover, Public Knowledge urges the Copyright Office to analyze fair use “assuming arguendo” that avionics data are copyrightable works. See PK Class 11 Comments, at 3-5 (emphasis in original). NTIA believes it is unnecessary to engage in a fair use analysis because proponents have not met the threshold requirement to demonstrate whether a TPM protects a copyright work.

438 See Air Informatics Class 11 Comments, at 4; April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 152-53.

439 Proponents have demonstrated that aircraft owners or operators protect avionics data through some means of encryption. For example, at the hearing, Air Informatics described situations wherein “a manufacturer has chosen to encrypt data and not provide access to it” as a reason for its proposing this exemption. April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 129.
Informatics itself.\textsuperscript{440} The Librarian should deny the petition because the prohibition on circumvention does not adversely affect and is not likely to adversely affect users. Air Informatics suggested the prohibition hampers innovation in aircraft security, limits research initiatives, and reduces the development of tools to address cybersecurity threats.\textsuperscript{441} However, Air Informatics provided little support for these claims.

Reasonable alternatives to circumvention seem to exist. Air Informatics suggested that, at all times, it would circumvent the TPM to access avionics data only upon request of the aircraft owner or operator that controls the data.\textsuperscript{442} In fact, Air Informatics confirmed at the hearing that an airline would give avionics data to Air Informatics without the need for Air Informatics to circumvent the encryption.\textsuperscript{443} NTIA is unsure why circumvention is necessary if the two relevant parties can come to an agreement for access to and use of the data.\textsuperscript{444}

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 11 (Avionics):** At this time, NTIA does not recommend adopting the proposed exemption, as the proponent did not meet its burden of proof.

**Class 12 – Computer Programs – 3D Printing**

The current exemption for 3D printing allows for circumvention of:

Computer programs that operate 3D printers that employ microchip-reliant technological measures to limit the use of feedstock, when circumvention is accomplished solely for the purpose of using alternative feedstock and not for the purpose of accessing design software, design files or proprietary data; provided, however, that the exemption shall not extend to any computer program on a 3D

\textsuperscript{440} Air Informatics argued for broad categories of potential users, but failed to provide sufficient evidence of use cases of the data. Air Informatics suggested users of the proposed exemption would be aviation, aircraft, aviation engineering and security professionals, and third parties, as well as researchers and educational institutions. See Air Informatics Class 11 Petition, at 2; Air Informatics Class 11 Comments, at 3. Air Informatics also stated that the proposed users would be limited to entities authorized by the aircraft owner or operator. Air Informatics Class 11 Petition, at 2; Air Informatics Class 11 Comments, at 3; April 25 Hearing, at 134-36. Further, while Public Knowledge supported the proposed exemption, it seemed to suggest that aircraft operators would be the proposed users. NTIA has no clear understanding of who would be the proposed users. See PK Class 11 Comments, at 2.

\textsuperscript{441} See Air Informatics Class 11 Comments, at 5.

\textsuperscript{442} See id. at 3; April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 134-136. If an aircraft owner or operator possesses and controls access to avionics data that it authorizes a user to access, the owner or operator should provide a copy of the data or give an encryption key to access the data, thus obviating the need to circumvent.

\textsuperscript{443} See April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 157.

\textsuperscript{444} The Copyright Office probed at the hearing about whether Air Informatics had ever requested from the aircraft owner or operator a copyright license for the avionics data. Air Informatics did not answer whether it had approached the copyright holder or if the copyright holder refused license the avionics data. See April 25 Hearing Transcript, at 141-143. On a similar note, the Copyright Office asked whether the FAA is acting to resolve the issue of mandating de-encryption of avionics data for security purposes. Again, Air Informatics’ response was unclear. See id. at 150-151. NTIA would need more information about whether Air Informatics has attempted or even analyzed alternatives to circumvention before it could recommend the proposed exemption.
printer that produces goods or materials for use in commerce the physical production of which is subject to legal or regulatory oversight or a related certification process, or where the circumvention is otherwise unlawful.445

At a minimum, NTIA supports renewing the current exemption. Michael Weinberg and the Owners’ Rights Initiative (ORI) submitted a petition to renew the current 3D printing exemption.446 The petitioners argued that the justifications for this class have not changed materially since the 2015 rulemaking process and that the need for the exemption remains.447 No parties opposed renewing the existing exemption. At a minimum, NTIA supports renewing the current exemption.

Michael Weinberg also submitted a proposal to expand the current 3D printing exemption. Weinberg requested removal of the limitation in the exemption that excludes using non-manufacturer approved feedstock on 3D printers that produce goods or materials for use in commerce, the physical production of which is subject to legal or regulatory oversight.448 Weinberg argued that the qualifying language rendered the current exemption ineffective because users employ 3D printers for a mix of commercial and non-commercial purposes.449

**NTIA position:** NTIA supports the proposed exemption.450 The exclusionary language in the existing exemption is overbroad, as most items in commerce are subject to some form of legal or regulatory oversight.451

---

445 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(9).
447 See Weinberg Class 12 Renewal Petition, at 3 (noting that “the original reasons proposed to justify the exemption request continue to justify its renewal during this triennial period [and] printers continue to exist that integrate technology designed to restrict the use of third party feedstock”).
448 See Class 12 Petition of Michael Weinberg (Weinberg Class 12 Petition) at 2, https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/petitions-091317/class12/class-12-newpetition-weinberg.pdf. Users cannot use the current exemption for “any computer program on a 3D printer that produces goods or materials for use in commerce the physical production of which is subject to legal or regulatory oversight or a related certification process.” 37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(9). Weinberg suggested eliminating this qualification.
449 Weinberg Class 12 Petition, at 2.
450 In 2015, NTIA recommended the following exemption text: Computer programs embedded in 3D printers or similar additive manufacturing devices, as well as in feedstock cartridges used with those devices, where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of enabling interoperability of feedstock or filament with the device.
451 Transcript, Hearing on Exemptions to the Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, Section 1201 – Digital Millennium Copyright Act, at 49-50 (Apr. 13, 2018) (April 13 Hearing Transcript), https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/hearing-transcripts/1201-Rulemaking-Public-Roundtable-04-13-2018.pdf. NTIA shares the sentiment with numerous proponents in this class that the limitation in the current exemption is superfluous since there is already appropriate government oversight for the commercial uses that the current exemption excludes. See, e.g., Class 12 Reply Comments of George Ellenburg (Ellenburg Class 12 Reply Comments) at 2,
**Analysis:** Weinberg has described sufficiently that 3D printer manufacturers embed TPMs to limit the feedstock that owners of 3D printers can use. Weinberg suggested the expansion is necessary because the current exemption is unworkable, inhibits non-infringing uses of 3D printers, and is limited based on considerations unrelated to copyright law.

Proponent’s proposed use likely constitutes fair use. The limited scope of the current exemption suppresses many noncommercial uses of 3D printing, such as scientific research.\(^{452}\) The computer programs involved in Class 12 are functional rather than expressive, and the proposed use is likely to enhance functionality.\(^{453}\) The proposed expansion does not extend to software beyond what the current exemption covers.\(^{454}\) Lastly, the fourth fair use factor is ambiguous.\(^{455}\) At least two of the four fair use factors weigh in favor of granting the proposed exemption.

The Copyright Office included the qualifying language during the last triennial proceeding to address various concerns about public safety in regulated industries (e.g., aerospace).\(^{456}\) Proponents argued that the limitation in the current exemption adversely affects owners of 3D printers because the language is unduly complicated and prevents owners of 3D printers from using any feedstock to produce commercial items that might be subject to


\(^{453}\) Weinberg Class 12 Petition, at 2 (TPMs “are computer programs that operate 3D printers . . . when circumvention is accomplished solely for the purpose of using alternative feedstocks and not for the purpose of accessing design software, design files or proprietary data.”). Permitting 3D printer’s owner to circumvent the TPMs that control the feedstock loosens manufacturers’ control over a key functionality of the printer.

\(^{454}\) The proposed exemption does not alter the analysis of the third factor regarding the “amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.” 17 U.S.C. § 107(3). In 2015, the Register concluded that this factor thus favored neither side. 2015 Register’s Recommendation, at 369 (“[T]here was very little record of how much the printer operating system software would need to be changed to use third-party feedstock. . . . This factor thus favors neither party.”).

\(^{455}\) 17 U.S.C. § 107(4) (“[T]he effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work”). Theoretically, the proposed exemption would give consumers additional flexibility to choose feedstock for their own 3D printers regardless of the intended uses. This might dilute the business interest for certain 3D printer manufacturers for whom profitability relies on the sale of proprietary feedstock. However, only one manufacturer opposed to the proposed exemption in the Seventh Triennial Section 1201 Rulemaking, and there is no concrete evidence in the record regarding the market breakdowns for proprietary feedstock and non-proprietary feedstock.

regulation.\textsuperscript{457} The sole opponent is a manufacturer of 3D printers. It stated that eliminating the qualifying language would result in an overbroad exemption causing public safety concerns.\textsuperscript{458} Proponents argued that, if such risks exist, other agencies could appropriately address them.\textsuperscript{459} NTIA recommends that the Librarian leave the resolution of any public safety related concerns to the agencies with the requisite expertise and jurisdiction to address them.\textsuperscript{460}

The opponent also argued that the uses of the proposed expansion would infringe copyright and lack defenses under fair use or Section 117.\textsuperscript{461} At the hearing, the opponent was unaware of any differences in licensing practices between 3D printers generally intended for industrial use and those destined for consumer use.\textsuperscript{462} It follows that the limiting language is less about whether the uses are infringing and more about non-copyright concerns.\textsuperscript{463} NTIA believes that the 3D printing exemption should allow commercial and non-commercial uses.

NTIA believes that the Section 1201 statutory factors weigh in favor of modifying the current exemption. The availability of the copyrighted works produced by 3D printers would likely increase in the absence of a limiting factor in the exemption.\textsuperscript{464} The ambiguity in the current exemption text chills some noncommercial uses of 3D printers that are socially

\textsuperscript{457} See Class 12 Comments of Michael Weinberg (Weinberg Class 12 Comments) at 6-7, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-121817/class12/class-12-initialcomments-weinberg.pdf}. The proponents’ argument is mainly economic and advocates more autonomy for consumers over the decision of what feedstock to use in their own 3D printers regardless of the purpose of use. The major proponents and a few individuals submitted comments emphasizing the social benefit to consumers and market competition if the Librarian were to adopt the proposed exemption.

\textsuperscript{458} Specifically, the opponent maintained that the qualifying language in the current exemption helps to prevent inferior aircraft components and medical devices from being manufactured.

\textsuperscript{459} Specifically, Weinberg argued there is no evidence that FAA’s and FDA’s respective jurisdiction over the relevant industries was inadequate or would be enhanced by the Copyright Office’s enacting Section 1201 prohibition against circumventing 3D printers to use alternative feedstocks. \textit{See id.} at 7.

\textsuperscript{460} The petitioner argued that the Copyright Office has neither the requisite expertise nor the authority to provide additional oversight in non-copyright areas that are already regulated by other federal agencies under appropriate bodies of laws. \textit{See id.} at 8. Although NTIA recognizes the seriousness of the opponent’s concerns, NTIA finds the proponents’ arguments more persuasive and insists that the DMCA should not be used to address non-copyright issues.

\textsuperscript{461} Class 12 Opposition Comments of Stratasys, Inc. (Stratasys Class 12 Opposition Comments) at 3-5, Docket No. 2017-10, \url{https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/comments-021218/class12/Class_12_Opp’n_Stratasys.pdf}. The opponent insisted “its software is licensed,” in order to deny the owners of Stratasys 3D printers any privilege Section 117 confers on owners of a copy of a computer program. \textit{Id.} at 5.

\textsuperscript{462} April 13 Hearing Transcript, at 47-48. This would seem to suggest that the analysis under Section 117 is the same for devices targeted as industrial applications, further highlighting that the current limitations are unrelated to copyright concerns.

\textsuperscript{463} As discussed above in relation to the proposed exemption for Class 7 (repair), NTIA believes that the device ownership should render the owner of a 3D printer with ownership of the included copy of software, in the context of Section 117. \textit{Supra}, Class 7 Discussion.

\textsuperscript{464} 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(C)(i) (“the availability for use of copyrighted works”). The first statutory factor is likely to be favorable to proponents.
beneficial, such as research and educational use.\textsuperscript{465} Lastly, the effect of an expanded exemption would improve the market for and value of copyrighted works produced by 3D printers by expanding the amount of items that 3D printer owners can produce.\textsuperscript{466}

**NTIA Recommendation for Class 12 (3D Printing):** NTIA recommends expanding this exemption to include both non-commercial and commercial uses. NTIA recommends that the Copyright Office adopt the following exemption language:

Computer programs embedded in 3D printers or similar additive manufacturing devices, as well as in feedstock cartridges used with those devices, where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of enabling interoperability of feedstock or filament with the device.

\textsuperscript{465} *Id.* at § 1201(a)(1)(C)(ii) (“the availability for use of works for nonprofit archival, preservation, and educational purposes”). Removing the qualifying language from the current exemption would improve the readability of the exemption as well as the predictability of its enforcement, cultivating consumer confidence to engage in productive uses similar to the ones promoted by the third statutory factor. *Id.* at § 1201(a)(1)(C)(iii) (“the impact that the prohibition on the circumvention of technological measures applied to copyrighted works has on criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research”).

\textsuperscript{466} See *id.* at § 1201(a)(1)(C) (“(iv) the effect of circumvention of technological measures on the market for or value of copyrighted works; and (v) such other factors as the Librarian considers appropriate”).